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                        Why the COF and How to use the COF

(Psalm: 90vs12): So teach us to number our days, that we may 
apply our heart unto wisdom. A man's days will be told as an 
ordinary story if he/she wasn't able to number them according to 
God's wisdom. The wisdom of God is Jesus: and Jesus is found 
through the word of God (John: 1vs1). Don't be fooled by the 
Calendar. There are only as many days in the year as you make 
use of (Charles Richard). 
 
Through the daily digestion of the word of God, days are utilized 
and destinies are experienced. Through this daily devotional God 
makes you to channel your days toward the reality of your destiny. 
In COF God has a direction and an instruction for you daily. Start 
today, remain steady and the eternity will celebrate your days.

1)  Create a time with the Almighty God daily; preferably in the 

6) Carefully study the inspirational write up meant for the day  
according to the dates in this book, and follows the instruction 
given to you either from the Holy Spirit or from the servant of God, 
if any.

      morning hours.

                                                   

                    7 steps on how to use the COF

2) Disconnect yourself from distractions.

    allocated for the day.
5) Write down any insight or instruction captured from the   

4) Carefully and meditatively read the bible passage that is 
3) Connect to God either through short Prayers or worship.

     bible passage you read, if any.

7) Pray the prayers that are meant for the day as you go 

                                                    

     ahead to maintain Godly atmosphere for the rest of the day.    

Ÿ . “In the arithmetic of love, one plus one equals 

everything and two minus one equals nothing.” 

Mignon McLaughlin 

Ÿ . “People stay married because they want to, not 

because the doors are locked.” Paul Newman

Ÿ . “A fool in love makes no sense to me. I only think 

you are a fool if you do not love.” -Unknown

Ÿ . “Love is a partnership of two unique people who 

bring out the very best in each other, and who know 

that even though they are wonderful as individuals, 

they are even better partners Unknown

     

                                                                                       

. “Show me a man who is smiling from ear-to-ear 

and living a beautiful life, and I'll show you a man 

who is grateful for what he has and utterly in love with 

his wife.” Fawn Weaver

  

Ÿ . “Once we figured out that we could not change 

each other, we became free to celebrate ourselves as 

we are.” H. Dean Rutherford 

Ÿ . “To find someone who will love you for no reason, 

and to shower that person with reasons, that is the 

ultimate happiness.” Robert Brault

           Tablets that enhance staying married. 

Ÿ . “A great marriage is not when the 'perfect couple' 

comes together. It is when an imperfect couple learns 

to enjoy their differences.” Dave Meurer

Ÿ
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                       DOMINION.

                     WELCOME TO JULY 

  CHANNELS OF FULFILLMENT (COF) 

                                                                   

                                           

THURSDAY: JULY 1ST 2021

Shake the weight off.

TEXT: TEXT: (Daniel 4 vs. 12-14)TEXT: (Daniel 4 vs. 12-14)

. 

3.   Mighty God I thank you for a new month.

4.   Jesus, triumph in my life.

1.  Thank God for the privilege to witness a new month.

2.   Jesus, arise and push me to the next level.  

Anyone can do anything but everything isn't the idea of anyone. “The 

moment you grow up, you will surprise some persons because they hope 

to see you where they saw you last. They never know they saw you there 

for the last time” (Isaac Chidolue). I welcome you to this month of July. The 

Lord has called it our month of dominion. I decree upon you, 'By the Power 

in the name of Jesus, Let there be shake-off, of every form of load that limits 

your flight in Jesus name, Amen! Any ancestral force that has limited your 

appointments for the previous months, they are hereby arrested and 

destroyed forever, in Jesus name, Amen!” By the mercy of God I proclaim 

peace in every side of your life and destiny, Amen! Sometimes it is very 

necessary to take a drastic decision. Yes, it is necessary to take a drastic 

decision. It is necessary to notice how bad things are and get angry about 

them. Shake them off. Verse 14B of today's scripture was clear when it says, 

“…. Shake off his leaves, and scatter his fruit: let the beasts get away from under it, 

and the fowls from his branches”. Why are you expecting God's intervention 

maritally yet, you haven't let go of the sinful, mission-less and fruitless 

relationship you are keeping. Don't be scared of shaking off the draughts/ 

loads; your life is not built on any man but on God. If Moses did not go, 

Joshua couldn’t have shined. The truth is that you don't move to a better life 

compared to your present, until you are tired of your present life. It takes a 

thought and an action to shake it off. (1 Chronicle 4): Jebaz became angry on 

that particular day and he shook-off the womb curse on him. This is not a 

month to lament but a season to move to the next phase of glory. I prophesy 

change of level in Jesus name, Amen! The more of God you see, the more of 

chances you cease. You cannot carry such an efficient God and live 

insufficient. “It is the birth-right in grace to explore the content of the earth 

and consume the riches of the gentiles” (Isaac Chidolue).

                                             Prayer Points: 
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Worship God using song 1: Page 120
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    FRIDAY: JULY 2nd 2021

Beauty for ashes.

TEXT:  (Isaiah 61 vs. 1-5)TEXT:  (Isaiah 61 vs. 1-5)TEXT:  (Isaiah 61 vs. 1-5)

“Standing with God when every other thing seems to fail is a sure standing 

that doesn't allow things to fail” (Isaac Chidolue). I don't know if you really 

understand the word above, but the Psalmist said in Psalm 37 vs. 25, “I have 

been young, and now am old; yet have I not seen the righteous forsaken, nor his 

seed begging for bread”. This shows that there are times when things goes 

hard, when it looks as if the righteous cannot carry himself anymore. Life's 

challenge minds no one, the wind that generates storm minds not the 

passengers on the boat, so in life challenges and problems comes but the 

Psalmist says here, in those challenges the righteous is never forsaken. I don't 

know what may be around you, making it appear as though you are forsaken, I 

want to assure you, that Jehovah cannot forsake His own. We had a clear 

example of this in the life of Job who looked as though he was forsaken, 

everything about him was saying otherwise. It was popular and loud that his 

friends forsook him, likewise his wife but the bible spoke satisfyingly in Job 42 

vs. 12-16 saying, “So the Lord blessed the later end of Job more than his 

beginning: for he had fourteen thousand sheep, and six thousand Camels, and 

a thousand yoke of Oxen, and a thousand she asses. Verse 13: He also had 

seven sons and three daughters. Verse 14: And he called the name of the first 

Jemima, and the name of the second, Kezia; and the name of the third 

kerenhappuch. Verse 15 says, “After this lived Job an hundred and forty years 

and saw his sons and his sons' sons, even four generations”. That's the story of 

the man who was not forsaken by God. Who left you doesn't really matter if 

God hasn't concluded with you. God bless you richly. 

4.  My Father, remember me afresh today.

1.  Oh God, I thank you for your word to me.

3.  My God, do for me what I can't do for myself.

2.  Jesus, show forth your grace to me.

Prayer Points: 
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 SATURDAY: JULY 3rd 2021

Beauty for ashes.(Part 2)

TEXT:  (IIsaiah 61 vs. 1 – 5), (Psalm 126 vs. 1)TEXT:  (IIsaiah 61 vs. 1 – 5), (Psalm 126 vs. 1)TEXT:  (IIsaiah 61 vs. 1 – 5), (Psalm 126 vs. 1)

3.  I take on the grace of God's excellence and power.

I thank God on your behalf for it pleased him to bring us together this period. 

Someone made a juice out of this line when he said, “Intelligence increases with 

experience. This is in relation to experimental intelligence. It the street 

smartness of people. So which takes as much experience as you can. It will 

make you more mature to deal with life's problems”. In life, experience they 

believe is the best teacher. As God helped us yesterday we saw the experiences of 

two persons in which we will still consider one of them today. King David was the 

one who said, since he was young he hasn't witnessed the righteous forsaken. This 

was a statement he made from his experience. One who may not understand would 

ask, how possible is that? I may not have the right answer to that but the story about 

Job's end like we saw yesterday went very far to answer that; where his later end 

was far greater than his beginning. Brethren the Lord is speaking to someone in his 

full voice saying, “I will not leave thee nor forsake thee”. How do I know the 

authenticity of this? Today's second scripture echoed. “When the Lord turned 

again the captivity of Zion we are like them that dreams”. Oh yes, just one 

morning you will wake up with a new story. One morning you will wake up with 

your baby, yes, after months/years of waiting. One morning your marital 

expectation shall come. It will definitely look like dreams but you aren't dreaming. 

Today's first scripture which was same with yesterday's says, “To appoint unto 

them that mourn in Zion, to give them beauty for ashes, the oil of joy for mourning, 

the garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness, that they might be called trees of 

righteousness, the planting of the Lord, that he might be glorified”. Ashes signifies 

shame. So for your shame, the Lord will give you beauty, Amen! Don't drop your 

faith and trust for you are not forsaken. Contact us: 07066085556.

1.  Oh God, I thank you for your word to me.

2.  Jesus, show me your power of abundance.

4.  I shall dwell in the beauty of the Lord.

Prayer Points: 

3

Worship God using song 3: Page 122 Worship God using your own songs.



  SUNDAY: JULY 4th 2021

   God's mind.

TEXT:  (Psalm 138 vs. 1 – 8)TEXT:  (Psalm 138 vs. 1 – 8)TEXT:  (Psalm 138 vs. 1 – 8)

1.  Oh God, I thank you for your word to me.

3.  Father, let me live your mind.

Very simple it appears among men to find out what is the best choice to make, 

what else would I do, where should I run to, and who will I trust. Most people's 

problem in life is that they don't know the psychology of God's thought towards 

man. Brethren I want to remind you that the Holy Spirit is still concerned about 

the perception of man. A man cannot see God beyond the status of His thought. 

The scripture made this obvious saying, “As a man thinketh in his heart so is 

he”. The thoughts of a man is the reason behind every evidence and proof of 

God's presence around him. No man saw the reality of God without a clearer 

understanding that he will appear if He wants. The thought of God towards man 

is static and concluded. He made his mind known in the scriptures where He 

said, “For I know the thoughts that I think towards you saith the Lord, 

thought of peace and not of evil to give you an expected end”. (Jeremiah 29 vs. 

11). We see God from the exact point we expect him. To someone the Lord is 

saying today, “It is my thought to bless you with a peaceful home and a great life 

partner”. To someone else he is saying, “I will make greatness to germinate out 

of you”. This year cannot be counted as loss despite the losses you might have 

encountered as a result of the pandemic. The Psalmist gave us a hint in verse 2 of 

today's scripture where He says, “I will worship towards thy holy temple and 

praise thy name for thy loving kindness and for thy truth for thou hast 

magnified thy word above thy name”. We praise Him not for what He has done 

alone, we praise Him for who He is. God's mind is always reachable when we 

seek out for it. “Living by plan is good, but life is easier when one lives 

according to God's mind/will for us” (Isaac Chidolue).

2.  Jesus, I receive the grace to know your mind.

4.  My God, give me the grace to know you and stand for you, Amen!

Prayer Points: 
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   MONDAY: JULY 5th 2021

   God's mind. (Part 2)

TEXT:  (Psalm 138 vs. 8), (Ephesians 3 vs. 16)TEXT:  (Psalm 138 vs. 8), (Ephesians 3 vs. 16)TEXT:  (Psalm 138 vs. 8), (Ephesians 3 vs. 16)

2.  Jesus, give me the grace to live for you alone.

3.  My God, let me access your provisions.

4.  Father, today by your name I escape the degrading rate of life.

5.  Faithful God I put to an end any form of limitation existing around my life.

Welcome to God's presence! We are now in that generation where it seems that the 

hardest time to follow God is when there is no money in the pocket of the follower. 

I can recall the attraction of John Wesley who was inspired by the Potter in his 

university hostel. This very Potter had only one clothe, no house of his own, no 

family and was poor but John found him singing and worshipping God with 

sincerity of heart and that led to his question which was, “Why do you still find it 

cool to worship God despite how empty you look?” The potter replied, “Am 

grateful to God for life and for loving me”. God's love towards man is not found in 

the abundance of his possession. There are people with heavy bank accounts yet 

condemned before God. Yes, there are people who have nothing in their account 

and yet dwell in the abundance of God's love and grace. God's mind for you is to 

give you the very life you desire, bless you and keep you connected to Himself. 

This was the understanding that made the Psalmist to say in today's first scripture 

saying, “The Lord will perfect that which concerneth me: thy mercy O LORD, 

endureth forever: forsake not the works of thine own hands”. I don't know the 

person who has an urgent debt to settle like a rent, God is saying, “I will perfect that 

which concerns you”. Don't worry, live in the promises of God. Oh yes, His 

promises is made available to you in all that partaineth to life and Godliness. That 

there is no sign of them today around you, does not mean that they will not come. 

He has provided the right spouse for you. Seek Him and find all things. I declare 

the manifestation of God's mind in someone's life and if you are the person shout 

Amen! God bless you! Digest today's second scripture.

1.  Oh God, we thank you for your mercy and loving kindness.

Prayer Points: 

5

Worship God using song 2: Page 121
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 TUESDAY: JULY 6th 2021

After the Crisis. 

TEXT:  (Luke 7 vs. 17)TEXT:  (Luke 7 vs. 17)TEXT:  (Luke 7 vs. 17)

1.  Oh God I thank you for your word to me.

2.  Jesus, give me the grace to know you and work with you.

4.  Oh God, thank you for your word to me today.

God is not responsible for the frustration any man could face at a time of crisis. 

The word of God is the antidote for any form of frustrating thought or ideas. 

The Lord expects His own to harvest testimonies from any form disadvantage or 

crisis any of us could face. It is never the will of God for His own to look like what 

He/she has passed through. This is why the Lord sounded loud in His word in 

Psalm 34 vs. 19 saying, “Many are the afflictions of the righteous: but the Lord 

delivereth him out of them all”. Affliction comes, but God's delivering hand is 

present in the midst of it, not to allow it to prevail against a child of God. In the 

recent times the world experienced the pandemic Covid-19. A lot of lives were lost 

but there this story about a man from New Yoke USA, you might have heard of it. 

He was very wealthy and known; during the pandemic he lost his wife and children 

to the deadly virus. He was broken I believe, and couldn't bear it any more, he 

climbed to the top of a building and jumped out of it committing suicide. After 

crisis comes a testimony. It might look hopeless today but tomorrow will make 

you laugh in remembrance of today. God is never out of plan. When human 

wisdom is exhausted, God's plan begins. You cannot tell what God has for you next 

but I am sure it is something really great. Don't die with the crisis of yesterday, 

don't conclude your life with what was seen yesterday. The world is not ending yet 

but Jesus is coming soon, expect him with Joy and fullness of life. Today's 

scripture reads that Jesus touched the bier. Was He the only one that touched it? 

No, but the bearers of the dead child stopped and faced him and a miracle took 

place. The touch of God cannot change a man who cannot stop for Him. His 

touch cannot have effect in the life of a person who didn't recognise it. Jesus is not 

just with you today but He is also with you tomorrow. God bless you!

3.  My God, I receive the grace to triumph and overcome.

Prayer Points: 
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 WEDNESDAY: JULY 7th 2021

   God's finger, terror for the wicked!

              TEXT:  (Exodus 8 vs. 16 – 19)              TEXT:  (Exodus 8 vs. 16 – 19)              TEXT:  (Exodus 8 vs. 16 – 19)

3.  In Jesus name, I arrest today every enemy of my life and Destiny.

1.  Oh God, I thank you for your word to me.

4.  Oh God, I shall not be suppressed by any fellow anymore in Jesus name, Amen!

2.  Jesus, give me the grace to prevail.

The wrath of God upon His enemies does not end half way until destruction is 

achieved. I pray for someone, any enemy of your destiny and fulfilment is laid to rest 

today in Jesus name, Amen! I decree again upon those persons making effort to 

destroy you, limit you, shorten your days, cripple your vision, make you unhappy, 

today Jehovah shall destroy them, Amen! The truth is that until you have enemies 

you have never made progress. There are people who will certainly hate you, not 

that you had quarrel with them or something else but that they just envy your 

greatness and wish you less. Someone might be asking what do I have that I should 

have enemies, yes, there are people dwelling in bitterness just because they saw 

another person living. Sometimes, they relate to you as though they care, ask you 

some sensitive questions just to access you, not because they rejoice with you, no, 

but they want to know how far you have gone. I pray for you today, the Lord will 

silence them forever. May you run today, in a speed they cannot understand. May 

your path become a solution they can never access anymore in Jesus name, Amen! 

The challenge that was seen in today's scripture is, what have the children of Israel 

have done against Pharaoh, absolutely nothing. They were enslaved because they 

were found more prosperous than the Egyptians. Now they were slaves. Pharaoh 

was glad seeing them as slaves and never wanted to see them better than that. May 

the hand of God pull you out of people's negative expectation for your life and 

destiny, Amen! Verse 19 of today's scripture reads, “Then the magician said unto 

Pharaoh, this is the finger of God and Pharaoh's heart was hardened, and he 

harkended not unto them as the Lord had said”. I decree this season let the warring 

angels of the Lord be released on your behalf to frustrate, limit, conquer and subdue 

every work of darkness and strong men around your life and destiny, Amen!

Prayer Points: 

7
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  THURSDAY: JULY 8th 2021

What you need the most!

TEXT:  (Philippians 2 vs. 8)TEXT:  (Philippians 2 vs. 8)TEXT:  (Philippians 2 vs. 8)

3.  My king forever and ever be praised and be blessed in my life, Amen!

1.  Oh God I thank you for your word to me.

2.  Lord Jesus, I bless your name, for being my God; Lord make me humble.

What could a man who has no-need need? The need of a man is basically inspired 

by his thought or area where his attention is captured but the greatest of need is the 

need of the soul. Most times the needs of men is in what they don't see. I came 

across this story of a multi-millionaire who attended a dinner and sat next to some 

people who were discussing the subject of prayer. He joined the discussion and 

boldly declared: Prayer may be alright for you; but I don't need it. I worked hard for 

everything I have. I don't ask God for anything! A polytechnic lecturer beside him 

responded; “Sir, there is one thing you don't have that you might pray for. You have 

one need sir.” And what might that be asked the multi-millionaire. The lecturer 

replied: “Humility!” Humility is one of the most vital virtue required to reach 

greatness. The question the Lord is bringing our way today, to a user of this COF is 

are you humble? A humble person recognises God at all time. A humble person 

doesn't show superiority even when He is superior above others. A humble person 

doesn't get angry when he is directed to serve humanity. A humble person sees the 

good in others no matter how hidden it appears. Humility is the key that keeps the 

great greatest. No matter who you are and what you have achieved, never allow 

others to see it in your words and arrogant relation to them. Jesus after he rose 

walked with two strangers, ate with them and yet they didn't disclose his identity 

until he left. You are better honoured when people find out who you are than when 

you tell them. I have met men of God who didn't recognise me initially and they 

will introduce themselves as Apostle, major Prophet, Bishop and when they ask 

me about myself, I will reply “Isaac Chidolue”. God's announcement is more 

impactful compared to any other.

4.  Faithful God be worship now and forever, Amen!

Prayer Points: 
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    FRIDAY: JULY 9th 2021

   Liberation from the Spirit.

              TEXT:  (2 Corinthians 3 vs. 15 – 18)              TEXT:  (2 Corinthians 3 vs. 15 – 18)              TEXT:  (2 Corinthians 3 vs. 15 – 18)

3.  Jesus, help me to stand straight and see your will perfected in my life and Destiny.

The Holy Spirit is a force found in mortals, carrying the embodiment of Christ, all 

around beings. Up till now and forever I still desire for the fullness of the spirit, it has 

no limit of measure. May God help us not to be carried away with the shadows of 

events that worth nothing in the scale of God but to be lifted and empowered through 

the glory of the Holy Spirit. May we be impregnated with the conception of the real 

needs of the kingdom of God. Let the heaven support and back our moves up as we 

reveal the glory of God in such a generation. It is the Spirit of God that holds the 

maximal of Godly service, it is the spirit of God that conquers the power of 

deception released in this age. Brethren for all that are led by the Spirit of God has 

an automate energy that carries one into the very act and will of God. From today's 

scripture we heard about veil. Yes, there is a veil that blocks vision, limits progress, 

and withstands destinies. There are some individuals who are destined great but 

because of the satanic influence on their lives through his veil they find it difficult 

and impossible to reach greatness. To some persons the veil is an ancestral force, to 

another set of individual it could be a curse or generational pattern but God says, 

“when it shall turn to the Lord, the veil shall be taken away”. The presence of the 

Lord is the Spirit and where the Spirit of the Lord is there is liberty. The Spirit of God 

is found through the Lord Jesus Christ. For someone who is desperately in need of 

transformation, God is saying turn to me. I don't know what you think but I am 

certain that in the Lord life changes, destiny gets set, mountain melts, any other 

thing that seems to change life is so insignificant to be compared with the giver of it. 

With the Lord that owns this vision, life changes, yokes are broken. This was 

introduced in verse 17 of today's scripture when it says, “Now the Lord is the Spirit 

and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty”. I think Job has a story on this, 

likewise Moses, Jacob and the rest of us. God bless you!

2.  Jesus, I bless your holy name, send the Holy Ghost  in my life.

1.  Oh God I thank you for your word to me.
Prayer Points: 
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Worship God using song 2: Page 121
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WEDNESDAY: JULY 14th 2021

          Integrity worth more than wins!

TEXT:  (Proverbs 11 vs. 1- 7)TEXT:  (Proverbs 11 vs. 1- 7)TEXT:  (Proverbs 11 vs. 1- 7)

1.  Oh God I thank you for your word.

God bless you today, as He has kept you a witness to his grace and mercy today. 

Integrity as many could call it is a virtue not known or seen in frequent 

places within this generation. It will be improper if we forget that the beauty 

of life is determined not by what was gotten where we live but by what exactly 

we lived by, for and with. The life built on integrity is worth more than any 

page of influence. Many years back around 1975 there was Masters Tennis 

Tournament in Sweden, Arthur Ashe who was the first black Tennis champion 

in the USA played the Romanian, Nastase, then known as Nasty Nastase 

because of his aggression during games! He cursed and abused Ashe like a mad 

man during game. Mr Ashe finding it hard to continue with the game quit and 

walked away off the court saying, “I have had enough, I am at the point where I 

am afraid I will lose control'. The umpire warned him that if he left, he would 

lose the match. Ashe replied, “I don't care. I could rather lose the game than 

lose my self-worth.” The day after the unfortunate cursing incident, the 

tournament committee came to the surprising decision, they queried Nastase 

for his unsportsmanlike conduct, and awarded the match to Mr Ashe. Ashe 

won the game and won the heart of the world. Today's scripture read in verse in 

verse 3 saying, “The integrity of the upright shall guide them: but the 

perverseness of the transgressors shall destroy them”. Integrity is with 

uprightness. God rewards men who maintained integrity. As a Christian, the 

very life you owe yourself is the life of integrity. To live in integrity is to live in 

a path that is justifiably true and glorious. The Lord shall reward you earnestly.

4.  Oh God, help me to stand with you always even when abused.

2.  Jesus, help me to live in integrity.

3.  Father, give me the life that will represent you well.

Prayer Points: 
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 THURSDAY: JULY 15th 2021

           Handle the mind. (Part 1) 

                   TEXT:  (Genesis 8 vs. 15-22)                   TEXT:  (Genesis 8 vs. 15-22)                   TEXT:  (Genesis 8 vs. 15-22)

4.  Ask God to clean your heart of any negative ideas. 

 2. Pray that God will position your mind for excellence. 

3. Come against any thought that limits your mind set. 

  Once upon a time, all villagers decided to pray for rain, on the day of prayers all 

the people gathered but only one boy came with an umbrella (That's faith). When 

you throw a baby in the air, she laugh's because she knows you will catch her 

(That's Trust). Every night we go to bed, without any assurance of being alive the 

next morning but still we set alarm to wake up (That's Hope). We plan big things 

for tomorrow in spite of zero knowledge of the future (That's Confidence). We 

see the world's suffering, and marriages breaking but still we get married. (That's 

Love). I remember few years ago when we went for a crusade at Okija in 

Anambra State, Nigeria, we prayed against rain and God heard; the last day of the 

crusade there was a few drop of rain but I had confident that it won't rain, but a 

lady carrying a child spread her umbrella and I shouted from the pulpit, 'Put that 

off’ and I guess that was faith too. Immediately, the few drops disappeared. Verse 

21 of today's scripture said, “And the lord smelled a soothing aroma. Then the 

Lord said in his heart, 'I will never again curse the ground for man's sake”. Two 

questions to answer: (1) why did Noah offer sacrifice? (2) Why did God make a 

new silent decision? Noah's sacrifice was for thanksgiving in regards to the 

preservation of himself and his family, and also for a new beginning. Which 

includes, ‘I trust God not to destroy the earth again (Noah did not mention that 

but it was in his mind)’. How do I know? It is found in the decision of God. Noah 

thanked God for the progress he wished to witness in the future and God 

responded. Now Noah did not know the response of God because God made the 

decision in His heart. But his faith through the thanksgiving sacrifice he offered 

had kept his mind stable that God will not destroy the earth again with water. 

When you hold God with a right mind-set He performs your mind's agreement.                                            

1. Thank God for His word today.
Prayer Points: 
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    MONDAY: JULY 10th 2021

      Result of Iniquity.

TEXT:  (Psalm 130 vs. 1-8)TEXT:  (Psalm 130 vs. 1-8)TEXT:  (Psalm 130 vs. 1-8)

1.  Oh God I thank you for your word to me.

The ways of God has not been seen or proven anyway to cause crisis and limitation 

upon the righteous but have made the righteous to dwell on His mercy and grace. 

Following after God has not paid less than it should to any individual. Recently I 

came across a headline that reads, 'a suspected drunk driver who killed six German 

tourists and injured another four at a Ski resort in Italy'. The driver who had four 

times the legal limit of blood alcohol, drove up on a side walk. Four times above 

normal body alcohol limit was found in his body. If no man got drunk six lives 

wouldn't have been lost. Sin is a reproach indeed. Sin kills the want and desire of 

God. Sin takes away the truth of the gospel from the mouth of the preacher. Sin 

limits the audacity and authenticity of the anointed. The result of sin eats deep in the 

body of its victim. Brethren God called us not to live with sin but to be free from it. 

Christianity is the work of Christ in man but equally man is not out of responsibility, 

responding to the needed makes one responsible. The temptation to engage in 

immorality should be there, it is your duty to flee. The sin of fornication sometimes 

produces unwanted pregnancy, because that's not what the individual is ready to 

accept at the moment, it also results to blood shed through abortion. The sin of 

dishonesty results to loss of opportunities. The sin of laziness results to lowness of 

life and goals. The sin of greediness results to calamity and emptiness in life. The sin 

of disobedience results to destruction. To be sin free is to be decent in living and 

then embrace success. It doesn't really matter the sin you have fallen victim of in 

the past. The Lord got it handled in verse 7 of today's scripture saying, “Let Israel 

hope in the Lord there is mercy and with him is plenteous redemption”. Hope in the 

Lord, in Him is mercy. When you hope in the Lord you produce answers and 

testimonies. When you hope in the Lord you live in His ways! 

4.  Jesus, increase your hand upon me and help me to be sin free.

3.  My God I refuse to be stated as the devil aims.

2.  Jesus, give me the grace to love and follow you.

Prayer Points: 
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   TUESDAY: JULY 11th 2021

               God knows.

                   TEXT:  (Psalm 147 vs. 1 – 5)                   TEXT:  (Psalm 147 vs. 1 – 5)                   TEXT:  (Psalm 147 vs. 1 – 5)

3.  My God, heal my wounds and deliver me from my enemies.

1.  Oh God thank you for your word to me.

4.  Father, I have learnt that you know, therefore show me that you really know.

Do you know God is aware of that which troubles you! I welcome someone who is 

ready for the hand of God today. As a young Pastor I have heard people ask me 

questions relating to if God is actually aware of all they have been facing, if He 

knows what it costs them being where they are, following Him and all that. There are 

times when it seems as though the prayers are not heard, times when it looks as 

though testimonies doesn't actually come from you but no matter how dark the sky 

may look God is still on the throne. He is God not man, time does not exist in him and 

with him. Nothing has passed the stage of his intervention from eternity till now. 

Glorious in His place and wonderful as God that's Him. In the anger of God He 

might keep calm, in His joy he might still keep calm. Keeping calm does not mean 

He doesn't know what to do but it means that he has done what should be done and 

will command the moment to respond to it. “The king's wrath is as the roaring of a 

lion; but his favour is as dew upon the grass” (Proverb 19 vs. 12). The Lord is telling 

someone today in the remaining days of this year my favour shall come after you, 

and shall give you multiple testimonies, Amen! Verse of 3 of today's scripture says. 

“He healeth the broken hearted, and bindeth up their wounds”. He healeth and 

bindeth up wounds. If you have been mishandled by poverty, yes the Lord healeth 

thee with wealth. If you have been beaten by sin, He giveth thee grace, if it was 

barrenness, He giveth thee children. He bindeth their wounds. This tells that after 

the Lord is done with you, it shall be known that you dealt with what dealt with you. 

Digest verse 13 of today's scripture where it says, “For he hath strengthened the 

bars of thy gates; he hath blessed thy children within thee”. May God bless you to 

the point you shall not remember your loss anymore, Amen!

2.  Jesus, arise and help me.

Prayer Points: 
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    SATURDAY: JULY 12th 2021

          In God's will.

TEXT:  (Luke 1 vs. 35 – 37)TEXT:  (Luke 1 vs. 35 – 37)TEXT:  (Luke 1 vs. 35 – 37)

I welcome you to God's presence where grace is found and mercy is received. “The 

capacity of God is within His will not outside His will” (Isaac Chidolue). The will 

of God guarantee's the power of God. On a journey where God's will is known the 

power of God is seen. We are much more concern at doing the will of God 

because therein is the assurance of God's power we anticipate to see. In the 

absence of God's will is a destruction tool from the enemy. In the happenings of life 

God has a will and His will is most often outstanding. No matter what you want and 

how ambitious you are, these two can never be match with God's will for our lives. 

The will of God is strictly outstanding and powerful. The will of God surfaces 

irrespective of the atmosphere surrounding a nation or locality. During the peak of 

coronavirus cases I came across the headline that reads on how Kenya announced 

the release of 5000 prisoners whose crimes are petty, saying they wanted to 

decongest the prison. Who knows the man who called God and God's will came to 

his rescue; while the world was talking about pandemic heaven was speaking of his 

freedom. Any man who wants to go far in life should let go of any other prayer and 

pray for the will of God to happen. On today's scripture the Lord showed us in verse 

35 saying, “And the Angel answered and said unto her, the Holy Ghost shall come 

upon thee, and the power of the highest shall overshadow thee: therefore also that 

holy thing which shall be born of thee shall be called the son of God”. She was on the 

will of God and the result that comes with God's will is always outrageous. Elizabeth 

Zachariah's wife got the yoke of barrenness broken from her life at the frequency of 

God's will. I speak by the mantle of God over my life, let every difficulty in your life 

encounter the manifestation of God's will in your life, Amen!

2.  Jesus, give me the grace to love and to follow after your very will for me.

3.  Lord arise and cripple the enemy from my life.

1.  Oh God I thank you for your word to me.

4.  Oh God, show forth your grace in me..

Prayer Points: 
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   SUNDAY: JULY 13th 2021

          It is just a means. 

                   TEXT:  (Psalm 13 vs. 1 – 6)                   TEXT:  (Psalm 13 vs. 1 – 6)                   TEXT:  (Psalm 13 vs. 1 – 6)

1. Thank God for His word to you.

 2. Pray that you will never miss the means of God. 

3. Prophesy upon yourself that you must make it by God’s grace. 

4.  Ask God to empower you with ideas to apply the perfect method. 

 No where today is outside of tomorrow's opinion. This means that your present 

situation works out your future condition. I heard my spiritual father, Dr Pastor Paul 

Enenche say, “Don't be afraid of lion, and don't be afraid of the bear because the 

battles of today are the foundations of the victory of tomorrow”. In 

continuation, I will like to share this testimony with you. There was a young 

graduate who read Engineering course and after graduation it was difficult for him 

to secure a job. Luckily for him, he secured a job where he was paid #40,000 

monthly. After serving there for few years, he felt that his intelligence and certificate 

worth more than he was earning. Then he decided to submit CV to other places. One 

day he wasn't in the office for about 2 hours because he went to submit his CV and 

when he returned, his boss questioned him and asked him to submit an apology 

letter. The young man instead of writing apology letter, he wrote resignation letter. 

For two months he was staying at home doing nothing. Soon enough he got an 

appointment letter from an Oil Company, and was placed as a trial staff and as a trial 

staff he was been paid #750,000 and latter was confirmed as a staff which earns him 

more than a million naira monthly. Let me remind you that during those months of 

joblessness, he was prayerful and join prayer meetings. You cannot see a glory if you 

have no story. You cannot have a testimony if there was no test. God is the only one 

that has never being confused and can never be confuse. He is God not because He 

was supported; 'Himself' is the only support He needs. He is wise not because He 

read too many books but He is wise because He is the phenomenon behind 

everything. He is the mystery behind everything. In fact in Him is all knowing.’ So, 

He knows how to make you great and presently you are on His buttons of greatness. 

Pray without ceasing!                                

Prayer Points: 
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     FRIDAY: JULY 16th 2021

                Handle the mind. (Part 2)

TEXT:  (Job 23 vs. 11 – 17), (Genesis 8 vs.21) TEXT:  (Job 23 vs. 11 – 17), (Genesis 8 vs.21) TEXT:  (Job 23 vs. 11 – 17), (Genesis 8 vs.21) 

 Do you know what? God harvests the sooth aroma from your mind. He is God 

because He made you; you are His because you look like Him. Most things God 

does are in connection to His mind. In God's mind, He knows that He is the Alpha 

and the Omega. In your life you are what your mind says that you are. Noah did not 

pray for God to change His mind about men but simply he thanked God for the new 

beginning and inside his thanksgiving is a suggestion to God. Inside Noah's 

thanksgiving is a request he couldn't just make but he esteemed thanking God from 

a sincere heart above making a request and his thanksgiving was so special that 

God could not ignore it. Today, God still wants to remind a user of this COF that He 

eats nothing more than thanksgiving from a sincere heart. Then Noah thanked God 

with a sacrifice and God received the sacrifice being the all knowing God, He 

spied the mind of Noah and saw, “Father please if it is possible, I suggest that you 

should not destroy the earth again with water''. Verse 21 of Genesis chapter 8says, 

“After God smelled the aroma of the sacrifice”, the next need He responded to was 

the need in the mind of Noah. “I will never again curse the ground for man's sake”. 

God wouldn't have paid attention to that if it was not close to the mind of Noah. See 

this as well: “God did not announce to Noah His new decision, but Noah believed, 

and so it is up till today, God has not caused the ground to perish by water. For that 

need before you, appreciate God, offer sacrifices of thanksgiving to Him, make 

yours so tasteful, and make yours so delicious for He eats our thanksgiving. 

Behind your thanksgiving have a mind of your request. If God enjoys your offer, 

then He will settle your problem without request (secret!) Hmmm: Stay up today 

and thank Him for nothing but for being God all by Himself.                                       

1. Jesus, thank you. 

2. Thank you. 

Worship Him in the Holy Ghost. 

3. Thank you!! 4.   

Prayer Points: 
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     SATURDAY: JULY 17th 2021

                  Jesus, my master. 

                    TEXT:  (Mark 3 vs. 14 – 15)                    TEXT:  (Mark 3 vs. 14 – 15)                    TEXT:  (Mark 3 vs. 14 – 15)
  Today, we thank God for the grace to behold another new day of excellence. To 

someone the need to follow Jesus, might be to be healed, to someone else it could be 

to follow up/ maintain a Christian linage but that's not the major essence of our 

fellowship with Him. Jesus is a master to them that follows him. The word master 

could go for many things; it can be The Owner, the Lord, Father, Boss, The decision 

maker, The role model, The supervisor, The teacher, The first, The king, and The 

guardian. To him that lives with a master, he doesn't consider his own choice primary 

but that of the master. Jesus is a master to all that follows Him. We are in that 

generation of the Spirit and it is of more importance if we can study the ways of the 

master like the Holy Ghost will teach us today. God speaking to us through his word 

in verse 14 of today’s scripture says, “And he ordained the twelve that they should be 

with Him, and that He might send them forth to preach”. Who were those twelves' to 

Jesus? In the previous verses, He sought for them and found in them the willingness 

to follow Christ and to run after His ways. They left what they were known for 

because they found a Master in Christ. He ordained them in His mind, as He was 

ordaining them He was determining a responsibility for them in His mind, “… and 

that he might send them forth to preach”. As Christ was thinking about that he was 

never for once challenged with a thought of what if they refuse, are they really going 

to welcome that? Is Jesus your Master? The response of a servant to a Master is not an 

argument, it is ‘oh yes Lord”. God communicates stupid things that makes a whole 

lot of senses. Recently I was believing God for an accomplishment He asked me to 

table it down and present it on continuous level for 7 days. He didn't ask me to fast 

anyway. Servants fellowship with their boss is not based on prior knowledge but is 

based on the “yes sir” theory. Irrespective of how we dig, the mind of God is deeper 

than our shovel can reach. The most we can do is to obey as our Master, as he wows us. 

1.  Oh God, I thank you for your word to me.

3.  My God, let me be your servant indeed.

2.  Lord Jesus, make me your own, be my Master indeed.

Prayer Points: 
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     SUNDAY: JULY 18th 2021

                    Greater days ahead. 

             TEXT:  (Revelation 3 vs. 1-8)              TEXT:  (Revelation 3 vs. 1-8)              TEXT:  (Revelation 3 vs. 1-8) 

1. Thank God for His word for you today. 

2. Pray for the grace to work out better tomorrow than you have worked today. 

4. Declare that tomorrow shall yield out positive results for you, Amen!

3. Speak against any power or kingdom working against your future.

  Verse 8 of today's scripture says, “I know thy works: behold, I have set before thee 

an open door, and no man can shut it: for thou hast a little strength, and has kept 

my word and hast not denied my name”. It takes commitment to be committed to 

the discipline of God's word. You don't read COF because it motivates you, you 

read it because you have respect for the name of the Lord, and you read it because 

you have not denied the name of the Lord; and then because you have been 

committed to these things God said, “I have set before you an open door, and no 

man can shut it!” I believe that when your doors are open they are open to 

forwardness not backwardness. It should occur to you that you deserve nothing 

less than a better tomorrow. Jesus never had a better yesterday, God was not greater 

in the past and you shall never be greater yesterday in the name of Jesus, Amen! No 

matter what you have achieved, hope for the greater. Hear this: “Nothing hoped 

for, waited for and prayed for will escape happening” (Isaac Chidolue). The 

major problem with many of us is the desire to celebrate yesterday than today. 

Presently, if you witness a better yesterday than today stop talking about it. It 

impresses no man to know how successful you were in the past. Leaving your past 

behind you is the major secret behind greater tomorrow. No wonder Apostle Paul 

said in Philippians 3 vs. 13, “Brethren, I count not myself to have apprehended; 

but this is one thing [I do], forgetting those things which are behind, and 

reaching forth unto those things which are before”. Your ability to assume you 

have not started even when you look great already is the secret to the next greater 

height. Digest this: “The timeless in you is aware of life's timelessness. And 

know that yesterday is but today's memory and tomorrow is today's dream”.                                            

Prayer Points: 
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     MONDAY: JULY 19th 2021

                   Stay mute again.

  TEXT:  (Proverb 5 vs. 17), (1 Samuel 17 vs. 11)  TEXT:  (Proverb 5 vs. 17), (1 Samuel 17 vs. 11)  TEXT:  (Proverb 5 vs. 17), (1 Samuel 17 vs. 11)

3.  Jesus, I declare over my life that the devil shall have no place in my words.

1.  Oh God, I thank you for your word.

2.  Jesus, help me with the grace to speak right..

  People would always contribute that expression is better than silence but there are 

more silence that is far safer than expression. “Before the tongue can speak, it must 

have lost the power to wound”. The words of men guarantee their lives. There are 

individuals who are where they are today, simply because their words kill their future 

before they arrived there. People's words can tell you what they look like. Their 

answers to matter can communicate to you how intelligent or foolish they are. As a 

young pastor I have been to homes whose future cannot be traced because of the 

words of either the man or woman. Just words: sound made in the air but dangerous. 

God is saying to someone pray, try and struggle to stay mute. Not everything said can 

be withdrawn. Not every time you can talk, not every day that you need to say a thing. 

Even when a fool is silent, he is considered wise, even though he be foolish. Today's 

scripture the Lord made his mind plain speaking from the life of Goliath He said, 

“When Saul and all Israel heard those words of the Philistine, they were dismayed, 

and greatly afraid”. The question the Lord planted in my mind is, What was the 

interest of God in this battle, was God actually waiting for David for 40 days? Where 

was Prophet Samuel? Who was the spiritual force encouraging the Israelites to the 

battle? Permit me to tell you that at this point God had rejected Saul and He wanted to 

punish his leadership with the Philistine. Therefore I perceived that God wanted to 

grant victory to Goliath but because He is the Lord that shares not His glory with any 

man; Goliath projected himself so powerful that God had no place in his victory. For 

forty days God was waiting for him to speak humbly but he couldn't and after that the 

heavens introduced the plan B which was David. The victory of David spoke about 

the mightiness of God through David's mouth. Whatever you can't say before God 

if he was in person, don't say it to someone else because He is everywhere and hears 

everything. Stay mute again! Your mouth is not your own (today's first scripture).

Prayer Points: 
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    TUESDAY: JULY 20th 2021

                   Sensation of the Holy Spirit. 

             TEXT:  (2 Samuel 22 vs. 7-13), (Matthew 3 vs. 11)              TEXT:  (2 Samuel 22 vs. 7-13), (Matthew 3 vs. 11)              TEXT:  (2 Samuel 22 vs. 7-13), (Matthew 3 vs. 11) 

Worship God using song 3: Page 124. 

2.  Ask God to defend you at any confrontation of the devil and his agents.   

  -CS Lewis said, “It is when we notice the fact that God is present in us, it is the 

very sign of His presence”. “The spirit of God is the presence of His fire in a life,” 

you cannot have the spirit full and have the fire cold. The presence of the Holy 

Spirit is the centre point of all the Christian activities you profess to posses. When 

you posses the Holy Ghost, you don't only attract the attention of God but also 

escape all satanic intimidations. “Years ago I was sent by my grand ma (of blessed 

memory) to go and buy her some bags of sand. When I got there, I was trying to 

balance the difference between prices from the sand sellers and suddenly I heard 

someone call Pastor from afar, obviously I was not dressing like a pastor so I knew 

that the individual that called me will be someone that knows me too well. So I 

asked him how he sales, he told me, and after a little bargaining I asked him to go 

ahead and load them for me, at the end of the transaction the amount he was 

mentioning was different from what we discussed. Quickly I asked the Holy Spirit 

on what to do and He asked me to gather them so that we pray, since they first 

recognized me as a Pastor, and I did exactly that. While I was about to start the 

prayers God began to open my eyes about them individually and I began to 

mention and speak to them one on one, first with one who ran out from the village 

after impregnating a girl and other subsequent ones that was not argued by any of 

them. After the prayers they asked me to pay any amount I want and I gave them 

what we first bargained and they said “thank you Pastor”. Now, with the help of 

the Holy Spirit we escape intimidations and limitations. I will like you to lift up 

your hand and say, “Holy Spirit” show yourself in my life and all around me. The 

scripture said, “He shall baptize you with Holy Ghost and fire.” Nothing can 

differentiate an unbeliever and a believer if not the sensation of the Holy Spirit.                                

1. Ask God to show you His mercy and grace, pray for the spirit of exploit and 

glory in all your endeavour. 

3.  Demand for a fresh baptism of fire. 

Prayer Points: 
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 WEDNESDAY: JULY 21st 2021

                   Satan's Attraction.

  TEXT:  (Luke 4 vs. 6 – 10), (Genesis 3 vs.1 – 6)  TEXT:  (Luke 4 vs. 6 – 10), (Genesis 3 vs.1 – 6)  TEXT:  (Luke 4 vs. 6 – 10), (Genesis 3 vs.1 – 6)

1. My God I resist any form of satanic attraction around me, Amen!

Satanic attractions begins with finding value in what God rejected. The moment one 

starts valuing fame more than process, sacrifice more than obedience, that is the road of 

damnation. This is a great tool in the hand of the devil which greatly contributes to why 

men are more confused and not conformed. He presents an attraction and many people 

runs into the attraction of life instead of going for the process. There are individuals that 

have chased money from childhood, adulthood, old age and yet they find it not simply 

because they seem to be carried away by attractions. I can recall the story of a man who 

had a master. His master one day gave him an assignment to push a rock until he (the 

master) returns. The servant pushed the rock as long as he can and it couldn't move, later 

someone suggested to him why not push it with a caterpillar and he bought the idea, 

later the master returned and he ran with excitement to meet him explaining how 

successful he was with moving the rock from where it was. So disappointed he was 

because the news did not gladden the master as he responded to him saying, “The goal 

is not to move the rock but to push the rock”. Is not important if the rock moved while 

you are pushing, just push the rock. The way of God is so important that we maintain it 

irrespective of the present outcome that has not aligned with our mental wellness. God 

making this clear to us, showed us in verse 6 of today's scripture saying, “And the devil 

said unto him, all this power will I give thee, and the glory of them: for this is delivered 

unto me; and to whomever I will, I give it”. I just laughed because of the devil's brag. 

Brethren those things the devil mentioned there were parts of the exact things Christ 

came for, but imagine satan giving Christ power, he would have engaged in a lost 

mission, but today, by the mentioning of Christ's name every knee of both the heavens 

and the earth bows; this became effective just two (2) years after satanic's 

brag/temptation. Now satan himself also bows and waits for the command that should 

be issued by the name of our Lord Jesus Christ. Satan's aim is to attract you with what 

you need. Is not because you want to marry that you will be in a hurry to accept satan's 

proposal; you were sure that this is not what God wants, then why allow it.

Prayer Points: 
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 THURSDAY: JULY 22nd 2021

                   Faith, begins again. (part 1)

                              TEXT:  (Genesis 26 vs. 17-22)                               TEXT:  (Genesis 26 vs. 17-22)                               TEXT:  (Genesis 26 vs. 17-22) 

 I welcome you to the sanctuary of Him who alone is God. Faith indeed begins 

again. It has no end point different from what it is hoped to produce. To the 

faithful nothing is taken except the reality of what is hoped for through 

faith. Martin Luther said, “Faith is a living, daring confidence in God's grace, 

so sure and certain that a man could stake his life on it a thousand times”. If 

anyone is certainly faithful he works again, hopes again, prays again, believes 

again and restarts again until the desired vision is achieved. From today's 

scripture when Isaac dug a well (investment) but it was taken by the men of 

Gerar, he dug another one and it was taken as well; until he dug another one 

which was not taken and he called the name Rehoboth saying, “For now the 

LORD has made room for us, and we shall be fruitful in the land”. I don't know 

how much you have tried and failed, but I want to inform you that no amount of 

trying is enough until the desired result is achieved; don't create a theory from 

your last failures. Theories like: “That does not favour me, it is always hard to 

get, I don't think I am called into that line, is not my destiny to be there”. No one 

who tried and never gave up has gotten less than he wanted at the end. Thomas 

Edison tried for 1001 times, Hartland (KFC) tried for 1009 times and here 

Isaac tried many times in different locations. The time you stop doing 

something about the things that wanted to limit you; that's the time you 

are limited indeed. Are you faithful? Then begin again. Begin with passion 

and enthusiasm; you must hit the rock of testimony. Douglas Adams said, “I 

may not have gone where I intended to go but I think I have ended up 

where I need to be”. May God help your faith!                                         

5. Pray that every challenge of your destiny shall bow before you. 

4. Ask God to encourage your faith with proofs. 

1. Thank God for His words to you. 

3. Ask for divine opportunities.   

2. Pray for the grace to never quit until answer is received. 

Prayer Points: 
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    FRIDAY: JULY 23rd 2021

          Faith, begins again. (part 2)

                  TEXT:  (Isaiah 40 vs. 29-31)                  TEXT:  (Isaiah 40 vs. 29-31)                  TEXT:  (Isaiah 40 vs. 29-31)

Worship God in your own way. 

2.   Tell God all you want Him to hear concerning yourself, with Faith. 

 Verse 31 of today's scripture says, “But they that wait upon the LORD shall renew 

their strength; they shall run and not be weary; and they shall walk, and not faint”. 

“Those that wait”, Remember that God is meant to be waited for. If He made 

promise, He will keep it but only those that waited for Him will see the fulfilment 

of the promise. For one to see what God has spoken the individual should wait. You 

may be late in the eyes of others while waiting, your life may look so pitiable but 

only you knows that you are waiting for. Through the wisdom of God, He knows 

that some persons are tired of waiting, then He added, “Shall renew their 

strength”, Can someone actually renew his or her strength by himself? How can a 

weak individual renew his strength? The wisdom of God is trying to make us 

understand, that as we wait on the Lord, we should not expect encouragement from 

people or things surrounding us, that we should be the source of our strength. We 

should proclaim the greatness of God as we are waiting. We should feed our spirit 

man so as to empower the physical. Job said, “All the days of my appointed time 

will I wait, till my change comes” (Job 14 vs. 14). As you wait on God, you gather 

enough strength even before your miracle is done; you have grown so courageous. 

Here this: A sister's son died while she wanted to go for choir rehearsal, do you 

know what she did? She wore her cloth and left the child covered on her bed, and 

said within herself, ‘Oh you spirit of death, you are so unserious to stop me from 

worshipping my God?’ She left her house to the church after the choir rehearsal she 

came back home wake her child as though he was sleeping and the child 

responded. Satan doesn't mess around with those that knows how to wait on God 

and how to renew their strength. I proclaim upon you, your life shall frustrate 

the devil. Amen!! (Pray in the Holy Ghost). [Give out COF, call: 07066085556!]                                        

1.  Oh God, I Thank you for your word to me today.

4.  Father, give me the Spirit of Faith to follow after you and do your will.

3.  Jesus,  reign down your grace and glory in my life, Amen!

Prayer Points: 
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    SATURDAY: JULY 24th 2021

                        Pick a seed.

                              TEXT:  (2 Timothy 4 vs. 11-16)                               TEXT:  (2 Timothy 4 vs. 11-16)                               TEXT:  (2 Timothy 4 vs. 11-16) 

The seeds we plant today is the harvest we reap tomorrow. Days are seeds. 

Empty field remains empty, land with a seed produces harvest after a certain 

time. Study this, after seed sowing, the empty field and the field with seed 

looks almost alike, but as time continues the difference between the two are 

known and not hidden. The very life we live is a seed. To invest in your self is a 

product of self-watch, decision, ambition and focus. When one invest in 

himself his future becomes clear to him and unknown by others but he is sure 

of where he goes. Apostle Paul impacted in the life of Timothy on today's 

scripture saying, “Let no man despise thy youth; but be thou an example of 

believers…” Despising of youth is ignoring seeds. Bill Clinton was the 

American President who shook hands with President John F Kennedy while he 

was 17 and 30 years later in the year 1993, been born in 1946, Bill Clinton 

became the President of America. At 17 He picked a seed. People succeed 

basically by the seed they picked and planted in themselves and allowed to 

germinate. Over here in today's scripture Apostle Paul touched many areas of 

interest in verse 13 – 14 saying, “Till I come, give attendance to reading, to 

exhortation, to doctrine”. Verse 14 he says, “Neglect not the gift that is in 

thee…” He says, “Neglect not the gift is in thee...” There are seeds within that 

are enough to project greatness from someone. Give yourself to reading, He 

knows that within books are seeds. He also knows that gift makes difference in 

people and individuals. God is counting on your readiness to pick up seeds. 

Verse 15 He said, “Meditate upon this things…” “I cannot tell you how many 

books I have read but I am sure of the points I have noted”. Pick the seed to run!

3.  My God, give me the grace to pick up seeds.

1.  Oh God, thank you today for your word.

2.  Jesus, release your power in me.

4.  My God, give me the heart of learning and study, Amen!

Prayer Points: 
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    SUNDAY: JULY 25th 2021

             If God remains Himself. 

                  TEXT:  (Exodus 6 vs. 1-8)                  TEXT:  (Exodus 6 vs. 1-8)                  TEXT:  (Exodus 6 vs. 1-8)

4.  Ask God to prove Himself (Mention the matter).   

2. Pray for divine help , grace and face of God to smile on you. 

1. Thank God for what you have heard. 

3. Demand for the infinite attention of God.  

  Hear Brother John Newton: “When we have been brought very low and 

helped, sorely wounded and healed, cast down and raised again, have given 

up all hope-and been suddenly snatched from danger, and placed in safety; 

and when these things have been repeated to us and in us a thousand times 

over, we begin to learn to trust simply to the word and power of God, beyond 

and against appearances”. Today God is revealing Himself to us as the one who 

never changes. One of the major reason why you should trust God so much is that 

He remains Himself, His power has not been limited, probably if it has, I guess 

that we will first see the sign from the rotation of the earth that causes day and 

night to occur. It is the nature of God that propels the manifestation of the new 

day and a new night which you will witness today and as well see tomorrow if 

Jesus tarries to come. This is clear evidence that God has not changed and He will 

not start to change in your situation. Verse 6 of today's scripture says, “Wherefore 

say unto the children of Israel, I [am] the Lord, and I will bring you out from 

under the burdens of Egyptians, and I will rid you out of their bondage, and I will 

redeem you with a stretched out arm, and with great judgments”. It is impossible 

for Him who made the statement above to change. It’s normal for people to 

change, relations to change, uncles and aunties to change, parents to change, best 

friends to change, but it is absolutely impossible for God to change. It is so 

impossible for the God whom you have come to meet today reading this COF to 

fail. He does not fail and he can't do it in your life. He remains Himself. Surely He 

rescued the Israelites from the Egyptians just like He said and He will bring your 

husband this year just like He said as well, He will help you and your family just 

like He said, and He will help you just like He promised.                                          

Prayer  Points: 
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   MONDAY: JULY 26th 2021

                   Routine without reason.

                              TEXT:  (Ephesians 2 vs. 13 – 18)                                TEXT:  (Ephesians 2 vs. 13 – 18)                                TEXT:  (Ephesians 2 vs. 13 – 18)  

2.  Jesus, give me reason in my program and activities.

Verse 16 of today's scripture reads, “And that he might reconcile both unto God 

in one body by the cross, having slain the enmity thereby”. God does not carry 

out a routine, he carries a process and there is nothing with God that is not of a 

deep essence. Over here in the scripture we saw three reasons of Christ. 1. Why 

He came; to reconcile man unto God. 2. Why the cross; to constitute the 

exchange of human on his own body. 3. Why slain; to destroy the enemy of 

God in the flesh which is sin. No, it is a taboo to maintain a routine in the place 

of God without a reason. Why are you reading? To maintain devotion, that's a 

wrong idea. It should be to encounter God. See this story: some years ago, the 

Czar (Emperor) of Russia was walking through a park near his place when he 

came across a security guard! He cursory asked, “What is it that you are 

guarding?” The security guard answered: “Your excellency, I'm not really 

sure. I am just told to come here each day and go guard duty in this part of the 

park”. The Czar responded, “Are you telling me we are spending state money 

to have you guard something you don't even know what it is? I shall look into 

it”. So the Czar searched the government archrives and discovered that a 

hundred years earlier, a Russian queen, Catherine the great, had received a rose 

bush for her birthday. She had it planted and sent a solider to the spot to guard it 

so that no one will trample it. The duty Roaster was therefore extended daily 

from one guard to the other for more than hundred years! By this time the rose 

bush had long died! This means the security men were still standing guard in 

the remote area of the park over nothing. In such manner reasons have been 

extracted from some person's routine. Anything does in life outside of reason 

has no end and should not be considered. Attach a reason to everything you do 

and God will reward you with speed.

1.  Oh God, thank you for your word to me.

3.  My God, help me to live a life of meaning, Amen!

Prayer Points: 
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  TUESDAY: JULY 27th 2021

             Never submit yourself. (Part 1) 

                  TEXT:  (Proverb 15 vs. 1 - 7)                  TEXT:  (Proverb 15 vs. 1 - 7)                  TEXT:  (Proverb 15 vs. 1 - 7)
   Welcome to the throne of Him who founded both the heavens and the earth. I 

guess you know Thomas Edison. In 1914 when he was 67 years, He lost his 

factory, which was worth a few million dollars, to fire. It had very little insurance. 

No longer a young man; Edison watched his lifetime effort go up in a smoke and 

said; “There is great value in disaster. All our mistakes are burnt up. Thank 

God we can start anew”. In spite of the disaster, three weeks later he invented 

photograph. What an attitude! Every situation that surfaces along the road of 

your destiny will look exactly as you describe it from your mind and whatever you 

call it, it will answer. Some persons have defined good things around them so bad 

and it eventually worked out to be bad. Edison never submitted himself to the crisis 

of the fire burn. Remember this was the condition some persons met and it resulted 

to their suicide or loss of self esteem but he stood his ground and made the fire burn 

a process. He told the world, come see me in three weeks time and after three 

weeks here comes a photograph. That was the origin of camera, videoing, 

scanning, choral designing, simply because a man said, I might lose the business, 

the contract, the company, the effort but never did I submit myself to the situation, 

therefore I never lost myself and since I made every other thing, then none of them 

is really lost when I am still available. When one loses himself to a terrible 

situation, he lost everything that seems to represent his true identity or nature. 

“From all I learned about life, you can't lose yourself in other to discover 

yourself, you will get lost forever”. (Chinaenye Chidolue). God is hoping that 

you never allow yourself lose anymore, that's why He is telling us today to never 

submit ourselves to that challenge, never submit yourself to that miscarriage, 

never submit yourself to that debt, and never submit yourself to that office crisis. 

God still remains on the throne!                                   

2. Lord Jesus, I desire to stand by your strength above any challenge that comes my 

way. Amen!    

1. Oh God, give me the grace to stand strong no matter the situation surrounding 

me. Amen! 

Prayer          Points: 
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  WEDNESDAY: JULY 28th 2021

                         Enemies of Love.

                                TEXT:  (Psalm 109 vs. 1-5)                                  TEXT:  (Psalm 109 vs. 1-5)                                  TEXT:  (Psalm 109 vs. 1-5)  

2.  Jesus, I decree over my life that the love of God shall compass me about in 

Jesus name, Amen!

What do you say about one who truly loves and cares but was still destroyed by 

the love he has. I once heard the news about a Chinese woman who killed her 

husband and cut off his throat because the man did not buy the very Chicken 

lap she requested. Now the question is, how could that be arranged? It is 

inconsumable to understand that a woman who is married to man could gather 

up such reason as tiny as that to take the life of someone who she shares 

intimacy with as her husband. It is indeed satanic manipulation. Such is also 

seen among families where enmity that cannot be held on something concrete 

generates among brothers to the point that one takes it upon himself to see the 

other perish. In Jesus name no form of manipulation from your enemies could 

get to you in, Amen! You cannot believe what I have seen or heard in this my 

little years in the Lord. Sometimes it becomes a major area of concern trying to 

determine why couple should have such high level of disagreement to the point 

that one seeks the down fall of the other. This was the similar experience the 

Psalmist lamented about in today's scripture verse 4 when He said, “For my 

Love they are my adversaries: but I give myself unto prayers”. You should 

always bear it in mind that there are people that can never be treated 

right. There are people who treating them good will amount to absolutely 

nothing. You shouldn't stop doing good anyway but anyone who appreciates 

no good around you will be taken off your territory in Jesus name, Amen! For 

the singles, you shall not fall victim of any form of satanic marital plan and 

activities in Jesus name, Amen!

3.  Oh God, have mercy on me and favour me with your loving kindness as 

regards my relationships in Jesus name, Amen!

1.  Oh God, I thank you for your word to me.

Prayer Points: 
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THURSDAY: JULY 29th 2021

             Never submit yourself. (Part 2)  

                     TEXT:  (Isaiah 14 vs. 1-3)                     TEXT:  (Isaiah 14 vs. 1-3)                     TEXT:  (Isaiah 14 vs. 1-3)

Worship God in your own way. 

4.  Decree upon yourself that life must bow to you not the other way.  

                

1.  Thank God for His word. 

3.  Pray to live above any challenge that comes your way. 

2.  Pray for the grace to remain standing no matter what. 

Becca Lee; “The surest way to lose your self-worth is trying to find it through 

the eyes of others”. Also see this juice from Vivian Greene, she said, “Life isn't 

about waiting for the storm to pass….. It's about learning to dance in the rain.” 

Listen to this: Two brothers known as Wilbur Wright and Orville Wright were 

borne to Bishop Milton Wright by his dear wife Susan Koerner. These growing 

boys were passionate about few things but mostly enjoy the family Bible study 

and dreamt of attending university of Yale after high school in USA. But the 

oldest Wilbur was injured during a hockey game and that resulted to his failure of 

attending university. The second followed after his footprint but both read a lot of 

books from the family library and beyond.  In 1889 the brothers started their own 

newspaper, in 1892 they started selling bicycles and designing their own. In 

December 10 , 1903 a New Yoke times editorial questioned the wisdom of the 

Wright brothers who were trying to invent a machine heavier than air that would 

fly. In December 17 (a week later) at Kitty Hawk the Wright brothers took their 

famous flight. Though discouraged by USA government; by 1909 their flight 

business went across the globe. I will tell you, 'dream like the Wright 

brothers'. The Lord wants somebody to understand that nothing can limit your 

lifting if not you. If they had attended Yale's University somebody would have 

said, they got the idea in school but this was what they developed on their own. I 

read on how much time they spent in deserts trying to see if the flight will fly; 

sometimes no food but you have a choice either to submit to the current situation 

or to overcome it and triumph. God is waiting for your rising. He is able to 

sponsor you. Today's scripture verse 2 says, “They shall take them captive 

whose captives they were.” Escape captivity today!                                             

Prayer Points: 
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    FRIDAY: JULY 30th 2021

                     Supernatural release.

                               TEXT:  (Genesis 26 vs. 1 – 13)                                 TEXT:  (Genesis 26 vs. 1 – 13)                                 TEXT:  (Genesis 26 vs. 1 – 13)  

3. Oh Lord, save me from every form of danger and put your hands in me, 

Amen!

I welcome you to God's sight of glory and excellence. To a Christian who 

wants to see the power and glory of God, one thing is so certain he or she 

should always recall, believe and affirm that with God nothing is impossible. 

The truth is that within the circumference of God nothing is really impossible, 

everything is achievable, any height is attainable, every grace is reachable and 

feel able. Never underestimate the power with the Most High God. He hates 

estimation; he wants to hear us testifying to His Almightiness. The Lord made 

known to us today in His word in verse 2 of today's scripture saying, “And the 

Lord appeared unto him said, go not down into Egypt: dwell in the land which I 

shall tell thee of:” He planned for Egypt but the Lord suggested a place for him 

that would not be his interest but he remained there. The power of God is 

mostly seen within the circle of his will. That's why the word says in (1 John 5 

vs. 14): “And this is the confidence that we have in him that, if we ask anything 

according to his will, he heareth us”. The ultimate place to stay, to be able to 

qualify the attention of God is in His will. Lift your hand with me and say after 

me, “Oh Lord, put me in your will. Lead me to your will, all the days of my life, 

Amen!” In God's will testimony becomes your address! Verse 12 of today's 

scripture says, “Then Isaac sowed in that land and received in the same year 

an hundred fold: and the Lord blessed him. Verse 13 reads, “And the man 

waxed great, and went forward, and grew until he became very great”. The 

foundation of Isaac's testimony is in doing the will of God. God's will is 

boundless and limitless. In God's will answers are sure and testimonies are 

real.

1.  Oh God, I thank you for your word to me.

2.  Jesus, answer me and show me your grace, power and grace.

Prayer Points: 
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    SATURDAY: JULY 31st 2021

                         Demonic Drive.   

                     TEXT:  (Luke 8 vs. 26 – 34)                     TEXT:  (Luke 8 vs. 26 – 34)                     TEXT:  (Luke 8 vs. 26 – 34)

1.  Oh God, I thank you for your word to me.

2.  Jesus, I receive the personality of you in full.

 I welcome you today to the very presence of God. The reality of human 

life/behaviour is a project of the Spirit. The very spirit in the inner man 

projects action and action determines outcome. What can be said of the very 

individual who does something that are not rationally placed anywhere. 

Imagine a situation where it is said that a father molested his own daughter, 

someone committed suicide. Such acts are not rationally examined even 

within the thought and mind of those involved. On January 3rd this year, a man 

wielding a knife entered a suburban park in Paris and began a stabbing spree. 

He killed one person and injured two others before being shot and killed by 

police (CNN). Who could understand how such a thing could happen? The 

very exact question here should be what inspired his act? I assumed that he 

himself, if he had opportunity to be interviewed before he was shot might not 

have a reasonable reason to support his action. He didn't just buy a knife, he 

had been a wielder. This was seen in today's scripture in the life of the young 

man we saw here in verse 29 of today's scripture reads, “(For he had 

commanded the unclean spirit to come out of the man. For often times it had 

caught him: and he has kept bound with chains and in fetters; and he breaks 

that bands; and was driven of the devil into the wilderness.)” For often times it 

had caught him and was driven of the devil into the wilderness. I declare in the 

name of Jesus, now is the end of any satanic drive around your life and Destiny 

in Jesus name, Amen! This has happened to people in many ways, “Maybe the 

devil drove you into a business you never knew how you invested on, or 

drove you into an act or word you know you can't just say. Today that yoke 

is broken forever off your life and Destiny in Jesus name, Amen!”

3.  My God I break loose from any form of satanic drive.

4.  Jesus, empower me with might to move far. 

Prayer Points: 
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                                 THEME

                   AUTHORITY.

                                       

                              2021

                                                                                 

                      WELCOME TO AUGUST

            CHANNELS OF FULFILLMENT (COF) 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
5. (Job 13 vs. 15) Father, give me the heart that trusts you no matter what 

I see.

8. (Isaiah 46 vs. 10) Father, only you sees my future from now, therefore 

I tap into your revelation and decree upon my future: no shame, regrets 

and limitations.

10. (Psalm 32 vs. 18) Mighty God, give me the grace to stand out 

always.

11. (Psalm 29 vs. 9) I connect my mouth to the voice of God and I 

proclaim upon my life ‘glory’.

3. (Zachariah 3 vs. 9) Jesus, remove sudden disasters & tragedies around 

me. 

13. (Psalm 142 vs. 7) My God, may I never be found in the prison house 

of the devil. Any situation that seems to molest my life catch fire now! 

           July Prayer Points:  Dominion

2. (Psalm 16 vs. 8) Jesus, my life will remain an unfixed puzzle to me 

without you, therefore set and fix my life Oh God.

4. (Deuteronomy 4vs. 36) Father, give me the ear that hears you.

6. (Joshua 5 vs. 9) Oh God I stand by your name to change any wrong 

situation around my family’s destiny, which my parents couldn’t change.

9. (Psalm 55 vs. 22) My God, may I never be found among quitters.

15. (1 King 5 vs. 10) My God, I stand on your name to command the 

manifestation of all my good dreams.

20. (John 11 vs. 41B) Thank you Jesus for hearing me..

7. (2 Chronicle 32 vs. 8) Lord Jesus, let me not fight the battles only you 

can fight in my destiny; Oh God come and fight all my battles.

12. (Psalm 5 vs. 3) Father, keep me focused to yourself as you bless me.

14. (Isaiah 26 vs. 3) I receive the grace to never be stagnated in life. 

16. (2 Samuel 22 vs. 33) Father, I don’t trust my strength, impart me 

with your strength to do greater things.

17. (Philippines 3 vs. 21) Mighty God, as I am in your hands, push me 

into any demand that will change my life for your glory.

18. (Job 22 vs. 27) Lord Jesus, I demand for the grace to pray and see 

results.

19. (Acts 2 vs. 47) Oh God, rescue your church from any satanic 

confusion and manipulation.

1. (Psalm 26 vs. 7) Lord Jesus, I thank you for the month of July.
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    SUNDAY: AUGUST 1st 2021

                            Costly design.

                                   TEXT:                                     TEXT:  (Isaiah 43 vs. 1-3)                                       TEXT:  (Isaiah 43 vs. 1-3)  

3. Mighty God may I not be molested to intimidation by any form of satanic 
strategy.  

 God did not create any man or anything inferior, every of God's creation is 
costly and to make it more evident enough; breath has no price and life has no 
duplicate. Men are born of God not because they are produced or 
manufactured but simply because they bear the most valuable image and 
nature of God in them. I think this will be clearer when I tell you that your 
thumb print is unique and it has no duplicate in all the universe of over 7 
billion humans. I welcome you to the month of August with the voice of the 
Most high God; hence I decree that August events shall reach out to you. The 
Lord has ordained this month as our month of 'Explosive Weapon'. Being 
costly designed by God should leave within your memory that you bear His 
nature. It is visible in my spirit that the reason God is calling our attention to 
this is because you need to understand that the one who is carrying you is not 
just sufficient in strength but also strong in capacity to bear and carry you 
through anything life can offer. By God's mouth it was confirmed in verse 43 
of today's scripture saying, “But now thus saith the Lord that created thee 
(Fill in your name), and He that formed thee O Israel, fear not: for I have 
redeemed thee, I have called thee by thy name; and thou art mine”. I think the 
reader of this should understand the position of the one who said this. He is 
the one the scripture defined as He that killeth and maketh alive (1 Samuel 
2 vs. 6). I believe your eyes were fixed to this: “…for I have redeemed 
thee”. This is a clearance that tells that he has taken care of all your debts, 
needs and oppositions. I don't know what may seem to cause you sleepless 
night this season but God is saying, “I will never allow you to be weakened or 
suppressed by any form of affliction. Stand tall and look beyond the barriers 
because the other side is your portion. Your name is attached to God's 
responsibility note. In Jesus name, nothing shall weaken you this month and 
this year in Jesus name, Amen! I speak abundance of grace on you in Jesus 
name Amen!

1. Father, I thank you for the grace to witness a new month.
            

2. Aba Father, drop in me the consciousness that I am your creation of .

Prayer Points: 
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    MONDAY: AUGUST 2nd 2021

                         Improper Expectation.

              TEXT:                TEXT:  (Psalm 1 vs. 1-7)              TEXT:  (Psalm 1 vs. 1-7)

How can you expect the down fall of a child of God simply because you prayed 

for him to fall? God does not obey every command, He does not carry out every 

instruction. I welcome you to the centre of God's knowledge. Years ago I came 

across a story where a young boy who was a thief approached a Pastor to be prayed 

for so that him and his gang can be successful in their next operation. He came 

looking like a business man with fat envelop just to receive the prayers of the Pastor. 

Indeed the Pastor has some major needs the money can address which includes his 

sick wife who requires urgent medical attention; being a true man of God he asked 

the young man what he does for a living. He replied to be an international business 

man who does with exportation and importation of goods. As the man of God was 

about to pray God stopped him saying, ‘Don’t pray for Him”. Though he didn't 

hear clearly of whether the business was genuine or not but his spirit refused to pray 

for the young man or even collect the money he brought. Yes, this young man had an 

improper expectation when he was expecting God who said plainly, “Thou shall not 

steal” (Exodus 20 vs. 15) to prosper his evil ambition. It was impossible of God to 

sponsor such an activity. This kind of thing repeats itself on many occasions when 

people are expecting God to do what His nature forbids. Someone is asking God to 

help him cover the fraud he committed, which is impossible. Today's scripture was 

specific when it says, 'For thou [art] not a God that hath pleasure in wickedness 

neither shall evil dwell with thee'. The spirit of God is saying to someone that it 

takes Holiness and Purity to involve God. Jehovah does not involve Himself in the 

wickedness of men. It is an error to work, plan and expect the failure of a child of 

God. God does not sponsor a business that was not built based on His principles. It 

takes respect for God to see the aspect of God. There is nothing beyond God, but his 

nature is seen when his will and respects are kept. It is improper to expect Jehovah 

to play part in evil.

1.  Mighty God I receive grace to stand above satanic expectations.

              Prayer Points: Worship God using song 2: Page 125.

3. I receive the mandate of God to announce to the universe never to condone any 

satanic strategy, implanted by anyone against my life and destiny.

2.  My God forgive me of the pasts where I have expected evil or planned evil 

against a child of God.

Prayer  Points: 
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 TUESDAY: AUGUST 3rd 2021

                 Don't be shifted carelessly.

                           TEXT:  (Esther 1 vs. 10-12)                             TEXT:  (Esther 1 vs. 10-12)                             TEXT:  (Esther 1 vs. 10-12)  

Worship God using song 3: Page 124. 

It is not to have position that is important, the most important there should be, is 

how do you value your position. A lot of persons have lost credible things simply 

because they haven't understood where they were standing. By the grace of God I 

cultivated the habit of regard and value to anything I am to handle or lead. I may 

not seem to do much but I know exactly where I was standing and have always 

thought of how to impact on it. Don't fall victim of this like Esau who sold his 

birth right for a pot of stew. Something similar happened to Rosa Parks but she 

reacted positively in December 1 1955, Rosa Parks being tired from a full day's 

work boarded a Montgomery bus and that was forever one of the most 

inspirational act of boldness that changed the world. She refused to obey the 

driver's order to give up her seat and move to the back of the bus so a white person 

could sit there, though she was arrested but Pack's act of defiance, and the 

Montgomery bus Boycott that followed, are recognised as pivotal moments in 

the civil rights movements. People that are black stopped boarding Montgomery 

buses which was the change that stood till today, you sit where you find, be you 

white or black. Today's scripture verse 11 says, “…to bring him queen Vashti 

represented in her royal crown. He wanted to show off her beauty to the guests 

and officials. She was extremely good-looking. (Verse 12): But Queen Vashti 

refused to come”. This was a good example of abusing a position. She failed in 

her queen's duty simply because she was ignorant of her position. In the next 

Chapter she was replaced by Esther. This is more spiritual than physical. God 

does not sponsor any form of abuse and disrespect on places of honour. No, He 

does not! Let God find in you the enthusiasm of being who He has called you to 

be. Mediate by the Holy Spirit and repent from every abuse of the past. 

1.  Oh God I thank you for your word to me.

3.  Mighty God, scatter every move of the enemy and abuse injection.

4.  My God, show me your way and your grace Amen!

2.  Jesus, show me how to manage my office in you.

Prayer Points: 
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WEDNESDAY: AUGUST 4th 2021

                       Smartness is Golden.  

              TEXT:  (Proverb 26 vs. 3 – 7)              TEXT:  (Proverb 26 vs. 3 – 7)              TEXT:  (Proverb 26 vs. 3 – 7)

Worship God in your own way. 

3. Ask God to give you patience to wait until change comes.   

 A less smart couple can always find it hard to be at peace? A prayer less couple will 

always face intellectual challenges inspired by the devil. There was a woman 

married to a man who was not faithful to their marital vows. The man relates with 

another lady sexually. Then one day his wife picked his phone and checked his 

Facebook activities, she then came up with a beautiful idea, without the husband's 

knowledge. She then met her husband that night telling him that there is need for a 

serious revival in their family since she is having the feeling that satan is up to 

something against any of them. The husband ignored the message; she kept 

persuading him until he agrees. Then they started praying all night before going to 

bed. In her prayer points she will add, “Oh God do not turn your face from us. 

Maybe I have sinned forgive, maybe my husband is following other women, 

forgive him and bring him closer to yourself.' The man at this point does not find 

the prayer comfortable but in other not to stand on the way as the devil he keeps 

joining the prayers. One night during the prayer she worship so hard and long then 

read the Bible passage that says, 'confess your faults one to another and pray one 

for another, that ye may be healed.' She started with herself; confessed her fault 

and disobedience, then when it come the husband's turn he confessed but not 

mentioning about the extra marital affair then the Wife said, “I have a burden that 

you are not saying the whole truth; thank you father, who is Vivian from Jetes, I am 

seeing super market.” Then the husband confessed and that was the end of it. If 

you have waited before taking up a fight against that person, maybe you 

would have found a better solution. Today's scripture verse 4 says, “Answer not 

a fool according to his folly, least thou also be like unto him”. Your battle can be 

fought without a noise. Your victory can be won without a fight. Just apply God's 

principle. Just try to do it differently. May God bless you!                                             

1. Thank God for His faithfulness. 

2. Pray for the wisdom to fight your own battles. 

Prayer Points: 
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 THURSDAY: AUGUST 5th 2021

                          Getting always.

         TEXT:  (         TEXT:  ((Proverb 10 vs. 1-6), (Proverb 11 vs. 22-25)           TEXT:  ((Proverb 10 vs. 1-6), (Proverb 11 vs. 22-25) 

Worship God using song 3: Page 124. 

2.    Jesus, arise and plant in me the idea to help others.

                  Prayer Points: Worship God using song 1: Page 124.

4.    I cannot be frustrated or silenced to any form of financial limit.

3.    Mighty God raise me as a source of joy to others.

1.    Oh God I thank you today for your word to me.

Some persons and individuals are so selfish that they always wanted to get and 

accumulate for themselves only. I welcome you to throne of Jehovah. God's 

attention towards us today is not to question our personal interest but also to 

diversify our study today on “Getting Always”. Today's second scripture verse 24 

says, “There is one that scattereth, and yet increaseth; and there is that 

withholdeth more than is meet, but it tendeth to poverty.” He that saves is wise 

because there comes a time when what is saved is needed; but he that spends just 

for his satisfaction alone is foolish. There is a supernatural law from God that is 

determined on sponsoring the prosperity of them that saves others through what 

they have made. I think I have read where someone commented saying, “Oh God 

let's not lack what we give out freely”. But he that gets always should make a 

provision for the day that he might get nothing (though this is being 

psychological). The manner stopped the day the people of Israel tried to save of 

what remains. People don't just survive by what they saved but by the grace of 

God. I believe in investing more than in savings. If you have money that could just 

be saved why not invest it. Supernaturally investments are done through concrete 

adherence to all the spiritual laws/covenants that attracts wealth; which includes 

tithing, sowing of seed and helping the needy. Recently I needed money in a 

particular day which I cannot exceed beyond that day else the need can never be 

met. I met a man on the road who directed me to where I was going after which he 

asked me to help him with some money which I did. Immediately after giving him 

the money he asked for, something spoke to me saying someone is bringing the 

money you need. Within 2 hours mine which was a huge amount of money came 

through someone else. Today's first scripture verse 5 says, “He that gatherth in 

summer is a wise son: (but) he that sleepth in harvest is a son that causeth shame”. 

Gather money, invest it, and sow into people's life. God will cause you to witness 

no day of lack in your life in Jesus name, Amen!
Prayer Points: 
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   FRIDAY: AUGUST 6th 2021

             Believe and start the Journey. 

                   TEXT:                     TEXT:  (Isaiah 7 vs. 9-17)                   TEXT:  (Isaiah 7 vs. 9-17)

Worship God in your own way. 

3.  Mighty Jesus, I receive the grace and ability to receive your ability in my destiny.

 To him that believes nothing shall be impossible. Daily many human-beings come 

across many journeys which its outcome may subject them with thoughts like 

should we go ahead, should we stand at a place. It takes the summary of your journey 

today to speculate what your tomorrow may look like. Where nothing is done, 

nothing happens. When actions are taken, passion is equally examined. Some 

persons are limited, covered and prevented simply because they have failed to do 

what they should have done. Take the steps they should have taken and become what 

they should have become. It is quite difficult to conceal that many Christians don't 

take risk. Waiting for God's direction. Oh yes, it is important but what happened to 

faith? I pray even before I make friends, also before I do anything in life but most 

times even if God approves what we wanted to do, it takes the condition of your 

heart to determine your possession in life. I feel that's the same thing David 

Cameron was saying when he said, “I believe that in life, you have to give things 

your best shot, do your best. You have to focus on what needs to be done, do the 

right thing not the popular thing”. I agree with Pastor Sam Adeyemi when he said, 

“Being a Christian is not an excuse for you to suspend your brain!” There are 

things you should have asked but the reason why you didn't have them is simply 

because you never asked. There are also places you should have reached, the reason 

you had not gotten there is simply because you didn't begin the journey of going. On 

which stage of life are you now? Are you in a journey? Just believe and do the best 

you can. God being plain said in His word in verse 9 of today's scripture saying, 

“…if you will not believe, surely ye shall not be established”. The establishment of 

God is built on believing, you don't believe in him and escape establishment. Any 

journey you are embarking on in life trusting Him, surely you will get there. When 

one believes He wins and reaches.

               

1.  Father, I thank you for your faithfulness.

2.  Jesus, give me the heart that believes.

4.  May I not be limited in any destiny journey I embark.
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                        Success booster.

                                                                - Jim Rohn

. "Don't let the fear of losing be greater than the 
excitement of winning." - Robert Kiyosaki

                                                      -- Barack Obama

. . "Don't be distracted by criticism. Remember--the 
only taste of success some people get is to take a 
bite out of you."  Zig Ziglar

. “The difference between who you are and who you 
want to be is what you do." Unknown

. "The real test is not whether you avoid this failure, 
because you won't. It's whether you let it harden or 
shame you into inaction, or whether you learn 
from it; whether you choose to persevere.”

. "Success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is 
the key to success. If you love what you are doing, 
you will be successful." -- Albert Schweitzer

. "If you really want to do something, you'll find a 
way. If you don't, you'll find an excuse.”

 

. ."The secret to success is to know something 
nobody else knows."  Aristotle Onassis

                                          

 SATURDAY: AUGUST 7th 2021

                    Endangered Thought.

                             TEXT:  (Proverb 4 vs. 20-26)                               TEXT:  (Proverb 4 vs. 20-26)                               TEXT:  (Proverb 4 vs. 20-26)  

Worship God using song 3: Page 124. 

2.  Jesus, let me see your face and light.

3.  My God, give me the grace to stand on your path.

1.  Oh Lord, I thank you for your grace and mercy.

The heart of men is the place of life. The more secured your heart is, the more your life 

will be. You are not far from how you think. There are individuals whose lives are ugly, 

not because God cannot make it beautiful even though they are in God but simply 

because their thought have accepted the ugly place of life, hence they dwell in that very 

sphere of existence. What do you say about someone who has agreed to fail in life, 

someone who is not expecting anything great from life? Someone who is not 'in' for 

any destiny transforming news, yes, someone who continuously dwells in the terror of 

evil and wickedness, surprisingly it happens that way to them. “I reflexly developed 

this unconscious attitude of shunning the devil. I can't count the number of times I say 

shut up satan”. Responding to an improper thought that generates from my mind. 

Cripple the devil from the thought bank. Negligence of this have led to so many 

disasters in the lives of those that are involved; disasters that one wouldn't ordinary 

want to adapt to. Let go of that thought that tells you, yes, you will still remain the same 

person before the year runs out. Let go of that impression that tells you that the 

relationship you are into will fail like others. Let go of those thoughts that someone 

whom God has sent into your life to help you came to steal your destiny. This reminds 

me of the story about a man who was drowning in water and a boat came by and said, 

“Do you need any help?” He said, “No, thank you, God will save me”. Then another 

boat came by and said, “Do you need any help?” and he said, “No, thank you, God will 

save me”. Then he drowned, and he went to heaven and he said, “God, why didn't you 

save me?” And God said, “I sent you two big boats, you dummy”. Negative thinking 

switches people out of God's plan. Imagine someone who should attend university 

when he should and a thought tells him, in Nigeria today graduates are poor. Poverty 

has nothing to do with wisdom and knowledge. Finally digest verse 23 of today's 

scripture saying, “Keep thy heart with all diligence; for out of it are the issues of life”. 

Prayer Points: 
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  SUNDAY: AUGUST 8th 2021

                        Maintaining Chances. 

                         TEXT:  (                         TEXT:  (Ecclesiastics 9 vs. 10-18)                             TEXT:  (Ecclesiastics 9 vs. 10-18)  

                    

2.   Jesus, I need wisdom to maintain chances and opportunities.

4.   I shall never be a victim of any sort of satanic molestation.

1.   Thank God for His grace and ability.

3.   I request for the grace to stand firm and tall for you oh Lord.

 I welcome you to the room where God's voice is so audible and comprehensible.  By 

chance we are whatever we are but wrong chances can be controlled. My reason 

of using the word chance is because no matter how one struggles it takes God to keep 

one wherever He (God) wants to keep him. The case here is that there are people who 

missed chances that should have yielded best for them. I personally have studied 

some wise men and I came to the realisation that they give chance for things to 

happen when it doesn't they forgo the event and everything. Listen to the story below: 

My wife's long-time friend just visited from United States. She was about to leave 

when she beckoned on my two kids and offered them $1000 each (A whole lot of 

#720,000). Only for these children to shout out loudly… “Thank you Ma, our 

parents warned us never to collect gift from strangers”. The embarrassed woman 

quietly put the money back in her bag. She replied, 'Well trained kids'. I started 

sweating, almost shouted, which parents said that to you? (Story told by Unknown). 

Standards upgrade should not serve as reason why positive chances should not be 

taken. Any positive action that limits genuine rewards isn't smart enough. 

Sometimes assuming it to be wisdom, we play some level of silliness and manner of 

approach which keeps us coffined at one place and one level of life. God speaking to 

us said in verse 11 of today's scripture, “I returned, and saw under the sun, that the 

race is not to the swift, nor battle to the strong, neither yet bread to the wise, nor yet 

riches to the men of understanding, nor yet favour to men of skill; but time and 

chance happenth to them all”. Wherever you are that is satisfying and comfortable, 

maintain such a chance because it needs not to be abused. You got married to that 

woman/man. Though you seem to be having some personal problems with yourself, 

can you make her/him stay married at peace. Chance brought either him/her to you. 

When a chance is abused it can forever be regretted. Chance is of God and time is His 

own, allow him and keep whatsoever he gave you which you may likely not deserve.
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   MONDAY: AUGUST 9th 2021

                            School Again.  

                 TEXT:  (Proverb 3 vs. 11-17)                 TEXT:  (Proverb 3 vs. 11-17)                 TEXT:  (Proverb 3 vs. 11-17)

Worship God in your own way. 
1.  Oh God, I thank you for your word to me.

3.  I refuse to walk in the foolish path of life. 

2.  Jesus show me your wisdom and spirit, Amen!

 A dead mind, is the mind that has forgone learning. Nothing is difficult, but 

most things appears difficult because those who are called to master them have 

given themselves too many things that are not as important as learning. Believe 

you can do it and you are half way of getting it done. Boldness is impacted by 

Knowledge. Excellence is a product of Mastery. For a destiny that will go far 

one thing is certain, the individual should give himself to learning in a deep 

form. I long heard from Bishop Oyedepo when he said, “After he visited the 

United Kingdom many years back, he returned to Nigeria, as they got to his 

house he was offloading cartons from the trunk of the cab that brought him 

home. His wife saw them from afar and was glad her husband returned from 

UK with a lot of thing they might need as a family but her thought was 

disappointed when it related with the reality. Those cartons were contained 

with books”. We are in that very generation where money drives people and 

many of them do not understand that life is not found in pursuit but is found in 

mastery. Spend more time in learning so that you won't spend all your life 

trying to figure what you should have mastered at home or in the field. 

Someone said, “It is an error to learn how to shoot at the battle field, before you 

are done trying to aim a target your life is already taken”. The very wisdom for 

success is in Christ. Don't just register to the family of Christ be His student as 

well: in Christ is wisdom in totality. Breaking the mystery of today's scripture 

it says in verse 15, “She is more precious than rubies: and all the things thou 

canest desire are not to be compared unto her”. Nothing you can desire can be 

compared unto her. I so much desire for the wisdom of God in my life, I don't 

know about you. May God satisfy the hunger of such desires in Jesus name, 

Amen!

Prayer Points: 
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  TUESDAY: AUGUST 10th 2021

                               A good wife. 

                                TEXT:  (1 Peter 3 vs. 1-6)                                  TEXT:  (1 Peter 3 vs. 1-6)                                  TEXT:  (1 Peter 3 vs. 1-6)  

2. Ask God to be a good spouse to your wife/husband. 

 Archie Panjabi said, “The predicable thing about 'the good wife' is how 

unpredictable 'The Good wife' is.” A wife is that person who knows how to 

bring out the best in her relationship without getting bored of the length, time 

and stress involved. When you marry a man with the intention of a home 

builder, then you happily manage your home with spiritual guidelines 

persevering over hard and difficult moment in raising the destinies that are 

attached to your existence. Today's scripture verse I says, “Likewise, ye wives, 

be in subjection to your own husband; that, if any obey not the word, they also 

may without the word be won by the conversation of the wives”. The scripture is 

trying to make us understand that even a man that does not regard God can still 

be won for Christ just by the attitude of a good wife. I believe God that the 

reason for this encouragement to wives by the Holy Spirit is that a Godly wife is 

equal to a Godly home. When the wife is gotten for God, the home is gotten as 

well. Men are so much sensitive to attention and encouragement. If you will tell 

your husband daily that you are proud of him, no matter the little he brought, he 

will try to impress you the more. Talk to your husband with honour especially in 

front of the third party (children/strangers). Don't make him an ATM dispenser, 

learn to manage little and don't demand for much even when you felt that the 

income has grown. I learnt of a woman when her husband's salary increased and 

the man wanted to surprise her with shopping but she declined saying: “your 

salary increased not to do shopping for me but to take care of your family and 

make investments”. I learnt of another whose humility converted her wicked 

husband to Christ. Despite the situation in your home, God knows about it, the 

burden can never be bigger than you. Hesiod said, “For a man wins nothing 

better than a good wife and then again nothing deadlier than a bad one.” 

As a man love your wife, and treat her as the love of your life.                                           

1. Thank God for His faithfulness. 
Prayer Points: 
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WEDNESDAY: AUGUST 11th 2021

                           The consciousness of God towards you!  

                 TEXT:  (Psalm 121 vs. 1-8)                 TEXT:  (Psalm 121 vs. 1-8)                 TEXT:  (Psalm 121 vs. 1-8)

Worship God in your own way. 
1.  Oh God, I thank you for your word to me.

 I welcome you to God's presence today. Someone may find it hard to believe but the 

truth is that you don't even think about yourself as much as the Lord does. The LORD'S 

thought towards you covers a circle of time in 24 hours. 'Am with thee' covers a 

sensitive numbers of places in the scripture being the authenticity of God's assuring 

presence. In the midst of the battle He is there. Don't mind your relative, He relates to 

you more than them. If God be for you who can be against you? Everyone will also be 

for you. Don't be weighed down about the Job search, yes, the Almighty is intervening 

today on your behalf in Jesus name, Amen! Yes, for that very young man reading, the 

Lord is saying that frustration is not for your place. Never allow your mind to give it a 

consideration. This season the Lord's helping hand is reaching out to you. With God, 

days of frustration and limitation ceases. To someone, I decree the helping hand of God 

shall rest upon you today in the name of Jesus, Amen! God helps those that trusts in 

Him; you cannot trust God and be stocked on the road of life. The Psalmist thought 

about the inverse of God's help in verse 1 of today's scripture when He said, “I will lift 

up mine eyes unto the hills, from whence cometh my help. (Verse 2): My help cometh 

from the Lord, which made heaven and earth”, What you have asked God, He will do 

for you! What you have believed Him for, He will do for you! The promises of God are 

beyond human comprehension and His help is basic and sustainable. I pray with you 

today, 'Jehovah will help you'. The Lord is always conscious, yes, He is aware and 

conscious of your business, Job, home and academics; that is the very reason why you 

will not record any failure in any of these areas. The Psalmist got the revelation of it 

when He said, “Behold, He that keepeth Israel shall neither slumber nor sleep”. This 

is not just about Israel but you. Finally declare with me, “Behold, He that keepeth (Put 

your name) shall neither slumber nor sleepeth”. Thank you Jesus.

3.  My Father, by your name I have escaped any form of satanic molestation.

4.  My God thank you for being conscious of me, Amen!

2.  Jesus, show me your self in my life and destiny.

Prayer Points: 
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THURSDAY: AUGUST 12th 2021

                               Pack the dirt. 

       TEXT:  (         TEXT:  (  2 Samuel 13 vs. 26-34), (2 Samuel 14 vs. 29-33)         TEXT:  (  2 Samuel 13 vs. 26-34), (2 Samuel 14 vs. 29-33)  

Worship God using song 3: Page 124. 

 One of the greatest challenge of man is on how does he stand up to face the ugly 

incidents that was attached to his name. Surviving today beyond the errors of 

yesterday is not just a function of grace but also a function of hope. There is nothing 

anyone did today that cannot be handled. I trust the Lord to restore on someone 

the grace to stand and win the war of accusation against his/her destiny. There is 

no wisdom above that of an individual who understands his position and stand in the 

midst of every matter and events of life. It takes a better understanding to keep a 

decent character in unison to the present day events or activities. Ugly past catches 

up with individuals that are not ready to pick the dirt. No man is a saint and growth 

sponsors gradual change and matured judgement. On today's scripture we saw the 

story of Amnon and Absalom. Amnon deceived his sister Tamar and forced her to 

bed which made Absalom bitter over his brother Amnon. Verse 29 of our first 

scripture reads, “And the servants of Absalom did unto Amnon as Absalom had 

commanded”. On the path of Absalom he did the most terrible thing that was least 

expected from any of David's children. He slain his own brother. Verse 34 confirmed 

that He (Absalom) fled. He ran to avoid the king's punishment. Every human action 

is attached to his/her existence. What you did today can always be pointed to you. 

Though Absalom fled but it changed nothing about his status in Israel. It was 

confirmed in verse 33 of today's second scripture that he regained forgiveness when 

he sought for it. The scripture reads, “So Joab came to the king, and told him: and 

when he had called for Absalom, he came to the king and bowed himself and his face 

to the ground before the king; and the king kissed Absalom”. Don't pass your 

mistakes, correct them now that you have an opportunity. I have heard of a man who 

carried his wife to all the women he committed adultery with to seek for forgiveness. 

Tomorrow that man can be a man of God and less/no accusation should be pointed to 

him because he cleared his past. Humility is the nearest thing to perfection. There 

are individuals who have so much raised their egos that they don't listen to anyone or 

do anything others suggested them. As we seek for God's confirmation and approval 

also we should be ready to pack the dirt or trash we created with other humans.

             

1.  Oh God I thank you for your word to me.

2. Jesus, give me the confidence to handle any of my ugly past.  

Prayer Points: 
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   FRIDAY: AUGUST 13th 2021

                            Unstoppable, unbeatable.  

                 TEXT:  (Psalm 129 vs. 1-8), (1 Samuel 16 vs. 11 – 13)                 TEXT:  (Psalm 129 vs. 1-8), (1 Samuel 16 vs. 11 – 13)                 TEXT:  (Psalm 129 vs. 1-8), (1 Samuel 16 vs. 11 – 13)

Worship God in your own way. 

3.  O Lord, I escape today any form of limit and delay in Jesus name, Amen!

2.  Jesus, thank you for making me unstoppable today.

4.  Any area of my life where I have been beaten I declare recovery

 There is a time God's grace holds you and set you up to a height where men 

cannot stop you anymore and that is what is called breakthrough. 

Breakthrough means to prevail above length of stoppage. It is to triumph above 

oppositions of greatness and glory. Breakthrough is to arrive to that very point 

where hell has given up on you because the Lord is involved. The Lord made 

this visible in the life of David as we saw in today's scripture where it read in 

verse 2 saying, “They have kicked me around since I was young, but they never 

could keep me down”. “…but they never keep me down”. I pray for someone 

by the Spirit of God available here you are moving to heights where you can't 

be stopped anymore. In verse 11 of today's second scripture we saw what 

happened to David, the scripture says, “And Samuel said unto Jesse, are here 

all your Children? And He said, there remaineth yet the youngest, and, behold, 

he keepeth the sheep. And Samuel said unto Jesse, send and fetch him: for we 

will not sit down till he cometh hither”. David was about to be stopped because 

he was called the youngest. Their meaning according to their judgement is that 

his time of exultation has not come. Presenting this reason many times, they 

have always said, he is the youngest. Yes, with that very reason they have 

deprived him of many privileges and honour in the past but this time was a 

different time because it was his time of breakthrough. From that very day no 

man ever prevailed against David anymore because he had broken through. I 

declare upon someone from today onwards it shall be clear to you that you 

indeed have broken through Amen! Nothing shall stop you anymore, you have 

become unstoppable and unlimited in Jesus name, Amen!

1.  Oh God, I thank you for your grace and power.

Prayer Points: 
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  SATURDAY: AUGUST 14th 2021

                               Save a Soul! 

                                TEXT:  (James 5 vs. 8-13)                                  TEXT:  (James 5 vs. 8-13)                                  TEXT:  (James 5 vs. 8-13)  

Worship God using song 3: Page 124. 

 There was once a pastor who would go into their town handing over gospel tracts 

with his eleven year old son. One Sunday afternoon when it was time to go into the 

town and hand over tracts there was a heavy down pour of rain and the weather was 

cold as well. The boy bundled up in his warmest and driest clothes and said, Okey 

Dad, I'm ready: His daddy said, “Son , it's very cold outside and it is pouring rain: 

the boy gave his dad a surprise look, asking, 'But Dad aren't people still going to 

hell, even  though it's raining?'. The boy took his Dad's permission to go alone. The 

young boy went into street handing over the track to anyone he met door to door. 

After two hours of walking in rain he was so cold and down his very last tract. He 

stopped and turned towards the first home he saw and rang the bell, nobody came 

out, and he rang again and again still no one answered. He waited but still no one 

answered. About leaving yet he was persuaded within him to ring it one more time, 

and as he did an elderly sad looking lady came out, 'what can I do for you, son?' the 

young radiant eye boy said, “I am sorry if I disturbed you ma, but I just came to tell 

you that Jesus loves you and I have my last tract for you which will tell you more 

about His love”. The woman replied thank you son and God bless you. The 

following Sunday the pastor (Dad) was on the pulpit, he asked do anybody have a 

testimony and a lady stood to her feet. As she began to speak, she said, “I lost my 

husband few years back and I have being left in this world so lonely and hopeless. I 

was not a Christian and the Sunday before I was about to commit suicide then a 

young man told me about Jesus and I read more from the tract; now I am a born 

again and I feel peace and joy in Jesus, if the young boy observed the rain, he 

wouldn't have saved the lady. Most time we mind unnecessary things to the point 

of watching lives lost to the devil forever. Are you not born again? You can tell 

people about Jesus now. You need not to be comfortable before you do that. Just 

tell someone about Jesus today.                                         

1. Pray to be Jesus own forever. 

2. Pray for sinners, ask God to turn them to Himself.      

Prayer Points: 
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    SUNDAY: AUGUST 15th 2021

                                 A Balanced Mind.  

                                       TEXT:  (                                       TEXT:  (Psalm 81 vs. 1-10)                                       TEXT:  (Psalm 81 vs. 1-10)

Worship God in your own way. 

3.   Help me to be like you, give out like you do.

1.  Father, I thank you for your mercy and grace upon me.

4.   My God may I possess the right mind-set in all things.

         

It take the state of mind to determine the rate of action. “There are some music 

you will dance only by pointing your toe to the ground… and such music is 

played by life when you want to stand taller above your vision barriers”. 

(Isaac Chidolue). You cannot win with an imbalanced mind or attention. Every 

man meets a challenge; meaning there is a plan a man places on his future 

which is more or less above his power. No one does impact unless he has the 

capacity to live above his challenge. Some months ago in Chicago (where 

temperatures were colder than Antarctica), Miss. Payne decided to use her own 

debit card to rent 30 hotel room to shelter local homeless people from the 

freezing cold. Upon hearing of her good deed, others pitched in to help, and she 

was able to secure 72 rooms for five nights, providing refuge for 122 people. 

Candice Payne is just 34 years. In a time like this God is looking for those that 

can impact lives. He is waiting for those that will stand upright to bring the 

change that has not been. Ask Jesus for the grace to see how to help others, how 

to fix others and how to touch their lives. Nothing given is not received. To 

maintain a constant level of supplies the individual should practice a constant 

level of giving (Luke 6 vs. 38) because seed time and harvest shall not cease 

(Genesis 8 vs. 22). Today pray for Pastors; yes your Pastor in particular. Find 

someone in need and help; give out a little of what you expect to receive. This is 

an instruction that should abide this month (don't forget). Even those that are 

yet to get COF should carry it out. It is straight and plain, a balanced mind is 

found during the dance of success. Digest verse 6 of today's scripture: “I 

removed his shoulder from the burden: his hands were delivered from the 

pots.” Whatever your challenge is: may the Lord remove burdens from your 

shoulder. Burdens are lifted today. Worries are arrested. Amen!

5.   I reject and refuse any form of intimidation from the enemy.

2.  Jesus, give me grace to stand out for you at all times.
Prayer Points: 
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  MONDAY: AUGUST 16th 2021

                                      Greatness without limits. 

                             TEXT:  (Revelation 3 vs. 1-8)                               TEXT:  (Revelation 3 vs. 1-8)                               TEXT:  (Revelation 3 vs. 1-8)  

Worship God using song 3: Page 124. 

 Today I introduce to you a God who opens a door and sets no limit on it. Kari Jobe 

said, “When the Lord opens a door, walk through it. If He doesn't, just trust 

Him.” Greatness is with God. We have kept uncountable records on the victories 

gotten in the past and in our records are the efforts and systems carried out by men 

which eventually led them to success; but most times our records have being 

proven wrong by those who carried out the same effort and systems yet were not 

able to encounter success. Personally, I so much believe in effort but not just effort 

placed on self but effort mounted on the ability of God. Whatever you do in life do it 

with reference to what the Lord has said to us in verse 8 of today's scripture. “I 

know thy works, behold, I have set before thee an open door, and no man can shut it: 

for thou hast a little strength, and hast kept my word, and hast not denied my 

name”. The meaning of that scripture is, before me God has set an open door, 

therefore as I approach the door through my walk (effort) nothing shall stand before 

me. Oh, I think Brother Roy Lessin made it clear here, on why you must be great 

with God, “God is bigger than time, dates and appointments. He wants you to 

move through this day with a quiet heart, an inward assurance that He is in 

control, a peaceful continuity that your life is in his hands, a deep trust in His 

plan and purposes, and a thankful disposition, towards all that He allows. He 

wants you to put your faith in Him, not in a time table. He will put everything 

together, see to every detail… arrange every circumstance and order every 

step to bring to pass what He has for you.” Obviously you can do nothing of your 

own without God. Make your plans known to Him and your faith anchored on Him 

and definitely He will see you through and will set you free. “Don't plan with 

what is in your pocket; plan with what is in God's pocket” (Reinhard Bonnkei).

1.  Pray in the Holy Ghost concerning your goals.           

                                             

2.  Ask God to give you workable goals...            

3.  Pray for the strength required to achieve your goals.           

4.  Ask God to break every limit that is standing against you. 

Prayer Points: 
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  TUESDAY: AUGUST 17th 2021

                                          You did the speech.

                             TEXT:                               TEXT:  (Matthew 18 vs. 18-20)                                 TEXT:  (Matthew 18 vs. 18-20)  

Worship God using song 3: Page 124.                                        

2.    Jesus Plant in me the mind to sound positive at all times.
1.    Father, I thank you for your word to me.

3.    My God, by your name, I reverse every negative word around 
me.

Our lives are built from the content of our words, what a man says is 
what he will see. I will like to borrow from Benjamin Franklin the 
line that says, “Remember not only to say the right thing in the 
right place, but far more difficult still, to leave unsaid the wrong 
thing of the tempting moment”. The major aim of the devil why he 
raises some dust around you is to see you say the wrong thing. The 
Just, bible speaking shall live by faith not by plan or analysis of the 
present events or situations. (Hebrew 2 vs. 4). Whatever we have 
around us today is a product of the word we said yesterday; people 
don't live outside of their words because out of the abundance of the 
heart the mouth speaketh (Luke 6 vs. 45B). There are individuals who 
have mastered how to sound negative about themselves just to attract 
pity or resist expectations, all the same God is saying to someone I 
have planted your exploit within your mouth. Be scared of sounding 
negative, though negative things might have happened to you in the 
past but you have an option of amending your life with your word. 
Get a pen and paper write out what you wish to see in your life and 
around you and declare them on yourself. Keep it continuous and 
nothing negative shall cross your circle. I am seeing a woman who is 
reading this; poverty and lowness seems to have invaded your home 
because you have never sounded positive and your kids grew with 
that mind-set. Today that yoke is broken in Jesus name, Amen! Jesus 
became what He said, Jesus became who he said; you are not just 
what God says you are but who you said you are. Learn to make a 
speech about yourself. Oh yes, because the hand of God is on me, “I 
shall reign in the midst of nations, I refuse the low phase of life. 
Because Jesus lives, I will testify.” Digest verse 19 of today's 
scripture.

Prayer Points: 
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WEDNESDAY: AUGUST 18th 2021

                                                 Moving Faster. 

                           TEXT:  (                           TEXT:  (Matthew 14 vs. 22-27)                               TEXT:  (Matthew 14 vs. 22-27)  

The faster one runs the better He stands the chances of overcoming distracting 

traps. Also, I think that fastness could be pointed to focus and determination. To 

overtake those that are ahead of you is a product of supernatural power of God. The 

scripture revealed in verse 22 of our study today saying, “And straight away Jesus 

constrained His disciples to get into the ship, and to go before him unto the other 

side.” The other side implies a place of specific progress. God is not the problem of 

any man. His will for anyone cannot be against what the individual needs, if the 

person dwells in Him. It is already the will of God for you to progress in life, 

achieve your dreams and live beyond your yesterday. The problem is that 

sometimes it seems as if the nature was built to oppose people's progress. Yes it is 

natural to experience delay, limitations and rejections. The evidence was shown in 

verse 24 of our scripture today when it reads, “But the ship was now in the midst of 

the sea, tossed with moves: for the wind was contrary”. Do not forget it was Jesus 

that sent them out. I think this answers the question on why people are troubled 

sometimes even on the journey that God recommends. Some persons prayed and 

fasted before entering into their marriages, yet their experiences have not been 

good so far, because of this they sometimes question the will of God on their 

choices; was it actually God that brought me here, was it actually by His will that I 

am where I am and who I am? They were on that journey and Jesus spent time with 

the multitudes, sent them away after which he went to the mountain and prayed. I 

want to assume that all those took within 6-7 hours, yet the disciples were trapped at 

the middle of the sea, feeling cold with fear of losing their lives. Then Jesus walked 

not even ran but walked until he met them again. It takes Jesus to move faster on a 

will He recommended. If you are a Pastor, is it God's will for you, if yes, then it 

takes Him also to drive you on His will. Digest this: “Your speed in life is not 

based on what you observed but who is observing you.” May God take you to the 

height of abundance and excellence. Amen!

                 

2. Jesus, I decree that your grace will stand for me over anything I am in.

1. Oh God I thank you for your place in my life.

3. Mighty Jesus, release your speed on me, break any cause of limit and delay 

around my life and destiny.

Prayer Points: 
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 THURSDAY: AUGUST 19th 2021

                                    Escape Captivity. 

                                         TEXT:                                           TEXT:  (1 Samuel 19 vs. 9-17)                                          TEXT:  (1 Samuel 19 vs. 9-17) 

               

“No pain that we suffer, no trial that we experience is wasted. It ministers to 

our education, to the development of such qualities as patience, faith, 

fortitude and humility”. All that we suffer and all that we endure, especially 

when we endure it patiently, builds up our character, purifies our hearts, expands 

our souls, and makes us more tender and charitable, more worthy to be called the 

children of God… and it is through sorrow and suffering, toil and tribulation, that 

we gain the education that we came here to acquire and which will make us more 

like our Father in heaven (Orson F. Whitney). I agree with Ernest Hemingway 

who said, “The world breaks everyone and afterward, some are strong at the 

broken places”. Two kids were travelling with their grand-mother to atrium 

medical centre. They are Skylar 10 and Chame 8. She parked outside the 

emergency room entrance to the hospital and helped a friend towards the door. 

The children remained in the back seat. Within seconds a stranger hopped into 

the car and attempted to drive away with the children inside. The little boy 

opened the door to escape and the little girl stated to jump out also but the man 

grabbed the hoddie of the little girl not allowing her to leave”. Her little brother 

grabbed hold of her and pulled her away from the kidnapper and they both 

tumbled out of the vehicle as it was moving, He pulled His sister out of the car 

with no concern of his own safety. To escape any form of captivity you need to 

struggle even with your last breath. Never manage what you cannot live with. 

The captive must be willing to escape irrespective of the hurt the escaping 

process caused. Develop the desire to remain only a captive of God, develop the 

courage to stand against any form of destiny depriving opportunities. The young 

boy saw the risk to save his sister more than the life he is having already. What's 

the essence of life when lived in captivity? Digest verse 10 of today's 

scripture…..

1.  Thank God for His word to you already.

2.   Ask God to uplift you above any form of captivity.

3.  Pray for the grace to prevail above any form betrayal and destruction.

4.   Ask God to attract the right people around your life and destiny.

5.  Pronounce around your existence that no form of captivity will exist.

Prayer Points: 
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    FRIDAY: AUGUST 20th 2021

                                             Build in prayers.

                             TEXT:  (1 Kings 18 vs. 31 – 38), (Acts 2 vs. 1-4)                                TEXT:  (1 Kings 18 vs. 31 – 38), (Acts 2 vs. 1-4)                                TEXT:  (1 Kings 18 vs. 31 – 38), (Acts 2 vs. 1-4)   

3.  Demand for the grace to pray. 

 I don’t know how much you have prayed, but if the fire has not fallen then you have 

not prayed enough. God responds to nothing heavier than an effective, fervent 

prayer. When we pray we operate in the realms of the supernatural and grow in the 

grace of God. No wonder ME Andross was of the opinion that, “There is no other 

activity in life so important as that of prayer. Every other activity depends 

upon prayer for its best efficiency”. Wow! And Andrew Murray reveals this juice 

that “We must begin to believe that God, in the mystery of prayer, has 

entrusted us with a force that can move the Heavenly world, and bring its 

power down to earth”. Also, Osuald Chambeers echoed, “Prayer does not fit us 

for the greater work; prayer is the greater work.” Until you give enough time to 

prayers then you have not commenced the real move towards fulfilment. No man 

sees the greatest of God without a greater praying life. Until you develop a strong 

muscle through prayers, then you can’t punch the devil to defeat. Once a time it was 

reported to Kenneth Hagin that one of his dedicated church member was dead and 

He said, “Father, if you mind my opinion, let her not pass the gate to death, bring her 

back to life”. He made the statement in the church the woman was in the hospital 

about to be taken to mortuary but she jacked back to life. In a community where 

nothing moves, a group of brethren gathered themselves to pray, they prayed for 

years and the man responsible for the retrogression in the community began to 

confess one evening. Until you pray men would pity your life. Until you pray you 

may be a prey to the enemy. Until you pray, you have not known the ability of your 

God. On today's scriptures Elijah prayed down the fire that consumes and the 

Apostles prayed down the fire that edifies. There is God who answers; pray He will 

answer. Stay up to night and pray August prayer from No. 11 – 20…                                           

2.  Pray and ask God to glorify Himself in your life and destiny. 

4.  Ask God to grant you open heaven in all your prayers.

1.  Thank God for His words to you today. 
Prayer Points: 
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 SATURDAY: AUGUST 21st 2021

                                  Do not be intimidated.

                                            TEXT:  (                                            TEXT:  (2 Timothy 1 vs. 5-12)                                            TEXT:  (2 Timothy 1 vs. 5-12)

Worship God in your own way. 

Accepted intimidation is the beginning of retardation in a journey that 
began with determination (Isaac Chidolue). No one on earth puts his 
energy and force into what He or she is not determined about but the very 
reason why most times it seems like intimidation took over the situation is 
because intimidation itself wears the face of lion and it presents itself so clear 
and plain. It was Napoleon Bonaparte that says, “The only victories which 
have no regrets are those which we gained over ignorance”. Maybe you 
have come across the story of Thomas Wiggans: Who was born into slavery 
in 1849. Thomas was born blind and nonverbal, but as a toddler he began 
spontaneously playing piano and by age three was performing complex 
symphonies. Eventually, Wiggans can play two songs on two different Piano 
while singing a third, according to autistic and unapologetic; the website 
reports; “The subject of countless books, various TV programs and one 
Elton John song, Wiggans will perhaps be remembered best as the first 
African American to perform in the white house. Blind but bold. That's why 
the word of God was clear and specific when it pointed in verse 7 of today's 
scripture saying, “For God hath not giving us the spirit of fear, but of power, 
and of love, and of sound mind”. It takes a sound mind to sound right in life. 
Whatever that tends to intimidate you, gives you space when approached. It 
doesn't matter what you look like, prettiness is attached to boldness. The 
more enemies you have, the more you are determined to prove them wrong. 
Tim Fargo was of the opinion, “Your friends will believe in your 
potentials, your enemies will make you live up to it”. Nothing is 
impossible when effort is introduced to it. You have all it takes to be the best. 
Never be intimidated by your past but paste the post of determination on 
your fore-head because success has one master key and that's 
determination. Without determination you cannot believe God and even 
please Him.

1.  Thank God for His word to you.
2.  Jesus, arise and make me bold.
3.  Help me to stand firm to your will and help towards my life in Jesus name, 
Amen!

                 Prayer Points: 
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                              Country: Nigeria.

Example B: After you have sent us your details and the level of 
partnership you intend to partner with; a reply will come to you 
telling you that we have recognized your request. In the reply 
will include the account details and the benefit that is attached to 
the level of partnership you are led to partner with.

                                   

                                Please see the next page

                              Partnership: (level 1) or (Level 2A) or 
(Level 2B) or (Level 3) or (level 4)

                                                 

                                    Partnership

Example A: Send:  > > 
                              Name:  Isaac Chidolue.

It is of more blessing to give than to be given. I welcome you to our 
partnership link. Please partner as you are led (instructed or 
convinced by God). You can make use of any of these levels as you 
are led. There are earthly and heavenly attachments attached to all 
these levels. You can access them as you make use of any of these 
levels. Send us the number of the level you are led to partner with 
and then we will expose you to the earthly attachments. Prepare 
your special prayer points and send them on request. Every level of 
partnership is exposed to the benefit of writing us your prayer 
request. The servant of God takes them to the mountain of God 
p e r s o n a l l y .  S e n d  y o u r  d e t a i l s  t o  ( E m a i l :   
chidolueisaac@gmail.com or SMS: +2347032970127) as you are 
shown below. 

4) Your house can be used in hosting the prayer network at any city 

you are in the world...

           Copies.           

A) 5000 Copies ==== 

G) You can sow out any other copies as you are led; beyond the listed 

levels or below the listed levels.

2) You can partner by paying for the number of COFs listed below as 

you are led. This COF is being kept in hotel rooms, prison houses and 

the less privilege homes (free). You can pay for the copies you are led 

to distribute. You can distribute either by yourself or using our team 

for the distribution. You can pay as follows: 

E) 300.  Copies ==== 

B) 3000 Copies ==== 

F) 100.  Copies ==== 

1) You can make donation as you are lead towards this vision to 

support the programs and crusades that runs up with it; through 

ETEM. Detail of programs can be found on page 107 (Kingdom 

Cultivating Networks).

                                                      

                            Partnership Levels

C) 1000 Copies ==== 

D) 500.  Copies ==== 

3) You can be a distributor of this COF in your area. If you are 

interested in this particular level, then you can forward us your details 

and address as we get in touch with you.
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SUNDAY: AUGUST 22nd 2021

                                           Favoured to Reign.

                                           TEXT:  (Psalm 5 vs. 6 - 12)                                              TEXT:  (Psalm 5 vs. 6 - 12)                                              TEXT:  (Psalm 5 vs. 6 - 12)   

2. Pray for the touch of the Holy Spirit. 

 It takes favour to move out from the labour phase of life to the honour phase of 

it. It takes God to remove the rod of affliction from a life and take the person to 

a ground of favour. Without favour your labour can not be enough to place you 

at the place of honour. It takes God alone to honour a person. Consider the 

following: “The Chief Butler “Introduced” Joseph to Pharaoh”. Modecai 

introduced Esther to the king. Servant of King Saul introduced David to King 

Saul. Obededom never applied for the Ark. Joseph never contested for the 

Palace. Elisha was not a son or relation of a prophet.  Mary never contested to 

be mother of Jesus Christ. Peter did not invite Jesus Christ to his ship, with all 

these events you can agree with the word of God. In Zachariah 4 vs. 8, “It is not 

by power or by might but by my spirit says the Lord.” It takes only the Lord to 

run faster and longer than your mates. Verse 12 of today's scripture says, “For 

thou, Lord, wilt bless the righteous. With favour wilt thou compass him as with 

a shield.” Hold on God and believe in His power and might. It takes the favour 

of God to experience a flavoured life. I speak upon someone desperately in 

need of God's favour: Be Highly favoured in Jesus name, Amen! The favour 

you need to actualize your marital dreams, may God give unto you, Amen! The 

favour you need to take the gospel round the world may it come upon you, 

Amen. There is God who is rich in favour and that God is your God. Drink this: 

“Divine open doors are not for the arrogant, adulterers and wasters, they are 

only meant for the humble that will be wise with the opportunity and blessing 

that comes from them”. Shout with me: “I receive God's favour (say it up to 

five times). Shout a loud Amen!”                                      

3. Ask God for the grace to excel by favour. 

4. Decree God’s favour in every channel or area of your life and destiny.

1. Thank God for His word today. 

Prayer Points: 
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  MONDAY: AUGUST 23rd 2021

                                      Something is left.

                                            TEXT:  (2 Kings 4 vs. 1-7)                                            TEXT:  (2 Kings 4 vs. 1-7)                                            TEXT:  (2 Kings 4 vs. 1-7)

1.  Father, I cripple the works of darkness around me.

2.  Jesus, limit the works of darkness now and ever more in Jesus name, Amen!

 At the end of a particular page is the beginning of another new page, life goes on. 

There are people who are more in the past than they are in the present. Life is given to 

those who wants to live it in line and relation to the future. Nothing that happens to 

you is capable of making you less than you are without your consent. What I am 

personally asking God is the grace to do His will and opinion at all time. I declare to a 

reader of this content of God, satan will amount to nothing as long as your life is 

covered. Joanne Rowling after she was divorced, she began to struggle to make ends 

meet, “listen, you cannot make choice for others, but for the very one you make for 

yourself, do it in such a way that it really represents you and that it has the capacity of 

shifting you to the next level of life”. She was a single Mom. She thought of anything 

possible to survive and later turned to work on Novel she had been outlining for five 

years. She never thought she would find herself among other people who changed the 

world and influence generations of people. Harry Potter and Sorcerer's stone was 

published in 1997 under the name J.K Rowling. Her publisher did not believe a 

woman's name would appeal to young boys. Harry Potter has shattered sales record 

and enthralled millions of readers of all ages. Amazingly, God does not leave you 

empty handed, He has something within you that will manifest glory. Keep working 

with God. Verse 2 of today's scripture says, “And Elisha said unto her, what shall I do 

for thee? Tell me, what hast thou in the house? And she said, thine handmaid hath not 

anything in the house, save a pot of oil”. An oil pot was left with her and that's where 

her blessing is. Yes, God keeps something remaining when other things seems lost. 

Don't remain where people left you, get up straight and move. Our breath is different, 

our hearts are different, yes, and our mind is different. God did this that none of us 

could appear resistible by the bridges of limitation and disregard, others built against 

us. The very secret of God within you, to transform you is there, just dig deep through 

praise and worship to access them. God bless you! Thank God!

Prayer Points: 
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  TUESDAY: AUGUST 24th 2021

                                             The Lord Doeth.

                                           TEXT:  (Psalm 127 vs. 1-5)                                              TEXT:  (Psalm 127 vs. 1-5)                                              TEXT:  (Psalm 127 vs. 1-5)   

 Verse 1-2 of today's scripture says, “Except the Lord build the house, thy 

labour in vain that build it: except the Lord keep the city, the watchmen waketh 

but in vain. (Verse 2): It is vain for you to rise up early, to sit up late, to eat the 

bread of sorrow: for so he giveth his beloved sleep”. “EXCEPT THE 

LORD…” Yes, it is the Lord, just the Lord who does great things. When we 

walk by ourselves we make records that inspires no one, nor motivates anyone. 

Irrespective of how diligent you are, there might be people who does more. 

Maybe the reason why you have not heard about them is probably because they 

have not succeeded. Success is the reward of God. I don't know the person who 

is truly confident in himself. I have understood that great things are done when 

grace comes in. There is a grace to push forward and run with speed that no one 

will meet in your field and that grace is divinely given. The truth is that hard 

work is good. In fact there is nothing amazing in lacking human effort. Nothing 

happens if a man is not in front of it. As a student there were days I read for 20 

hours and days I read for 2 hours. When grace came I saw that the days I spent 

just 2 hours produces result more than days of 20 hours. I can then conclude 

that grace comes when we are determined working in response to God. 

Initially when this vision newly started we produce the book with pressure and 

questions of where do we get money, but these days we don't even know when 

we produce them as long as finances is concerned. Don't trust in your strength, 

human strength takes him nowhere. It is God's grace that will settle you 

martially. Yes, it is God's grace that will grow your business. It is God's grace 

that will grant you favour. I pray that this season, you are escaping any form of 

satanic moves in Jesus name, Amen!

2.  Jesus, show me your light of mercy and grace.

3.  My God, release your hand upon all my endeavours.

1.  Oh God, I thank you for your word to me.

Prayer Points: 
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WEDNESDAY: AUGUST 25th 2021

                                      Why not shine?

                            TEXT:                              TEXT:  (Micah: 4 vs. 8-13), (Isaiah 60 vs. 1-3)                             TEXT:  (Micah: 4 vs. 8-13), (Isaiah 60 vs. 1-3) 

1.  Thank God for His word to you today.

3.  Ask God for the grace to win every obstacle against your shine, Amen!

                                       

4.  Ask God for anything you feel that will enhance you shining. 

  Today's second scripture verse 1 says, “Arise, shine for thy light is come and 

the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee…” Wow, I trust the Holy Spirit to 

reveal the word 'arise' to our understanding. The scripture above did not 

proclaim or prophecy shine or shining as the case maybe, it says: Arise, Shine! 

So what happened when no one wants to rise? What happens when one wishes 

to shine without knowing the need for him/her to arise first? The deposits we 

need to enhance our shining have been made available for us, the only need 

remaining is that we need to arise, yes, you and 1 are meant to arise. It takes a 

light to shine. Nothing shines unless it emits light, and nothing emits light 

except there is a source supplying the light. From the scripture above we could 

see that light has come and the shining agent which is the glory of the Lord is 

made available for us. Today's first scripture went on to clear the dust when it 

says in verse 13 “On your feet (arise) Daughter of Zion! Be threshed chaff, 

be refined of dross, I'm remaking you into a people invincible, into God's 

juggernaut to crush the godless people. You will bring their plunder as holy 

offering to God, their wealth to the master of the earth” (MSG). One of the 

reasons why it seems difficult for some of us to shine is because most of us are 

still looking at those limitations, we are still seeing those hindrances, we are 

still considering the last failure we had, but God said, arise shine! How do you 

rise? Just believe that all things are possible, work towards them. Go for that 

impossible dream and achieve it. Start that new mission today. Hear my shout: 

“You cannot live better than you give to life!” Pray like you have never 

done before and check the devil off your destiny. Join COF Family Today: 

Send your details to this number: 08063938012.

2.  Ask God for  the  grace  to live better  than you could.

Prayer Points: 
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  THURSDAY: AUGUST 26th 2021

                                             Breaking Lose.

                                           TEXT:  (Acts 16 vs. 16-26)                                              TEXT:  (Acts 16 vs. 16-26)                                              TEXT:  (Acts 16 vs. 16-26)   

Worship God using song 3: Page 124. 
1. Praise God with dances and honour His glorious name!   

 I welcome you to the throne of God where no limit exists and every bound is 

broken. Verse 24 of today's scripture says, “Who, having received such charge, 

thrust them into the inner prison, and made their foot fast in the stocks” (KJV). 

See how MSG wrote it, “He did just that-threw them into the maximum 

security cell in the jail and clamped leg Irons on them”. It is obvious that they 

were not just in the prison; their legs were stocked/clamped with leg irons so 

that they don't move around. Likewise, many individuals have been kept in a 

place by the devil to be limited. Don't be uncomfortable when I tell you that 

among many that are stocked by the devil are children of God. They are not just 

in prison but also stocked that they will not move to any place of glory in life. 

Lift your hands now and say with me: “O Jesus, you are the freedom giver, the 

deliverance grantor. Therefore by your name I stand today to declare your 

word upon my life and destiny which says in John 8 vs. 36 “If the son therefore 

shall make you free, ye shall be free indeed”. Therefore Jesus upon my life and 

destiny I declare freedom from every ungodly oppression. I declare freedom 

from every stagnated journey in Jesus name”. No doubt about the status of Paul 

and Silas; they were not just the people of God but servants of God and beyond 

that they were on the Lord's mission. Such is the extent of the devil. He doesn't 

just respect positions and operations; he dares anybody but is humbled when 

humiliated. The question is why should Paul and Sail pray and sang (Verse 25) 

because they knew whom they represent is far better and bigger than any 

bound. I don't know the attack you may be facing but this season is the end of it, 

Amen! As they sang praises the prison doors opened by earthquake and every 

band were loosed. Today stand and praise God on your own. You can get praise 

MP3 and dance to God in response to today's command from God. Dance for 

20 – 30 minutes and every prison door shall open for you. Partner with COF 

Producers: +2347066085556.                                                                                  

Prayer Points: 
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   FRIDAY: AUGUST 27th 2021

                                   Be encouraged in the Lord.

                                       TEXT:  (Psalm 118 vs. 1-8), (2 Chronicle 17 vs. 5)                                       TEXT:  (Psalm 118 vs. 1-8), (2 Chronicle 17 vs. 5)                                       TEXT:  (Psalm 118 vs. 1-8), (2 Chronicle 17 vs. 5)

Worship God in your own way. 

 I welcome you to God's site of wonders, there is none like unto Him. He is the 

mighty man in battle. For every great achievement done within the circle of the 

earth, there is always a height of personal encouragement and reformation of 

plan. Humans are not machines, they are products of body, spirit and soul; this 

tells that human structure is emotionally built. Machines does work and makes 

work easier; but for human to work on productivity there are times, he just works 

simply because He encourages himself to do that. “If you work on something 

you really care about, you don't need to be pushed. The vision pulls you” 

(Steve Jobs). God in His place is our strength and pursuit. You could imagine 

there are times I could have a lot of things to do, in such moments to write COF 

could appear difficult but the Lord is the one who works out His purpose in us, yes 

diligence is accredited to His nature. Man is not a machine therefore his 

achievement and productivity is given by the Almighty God. It is God who gives 

us any form of strength we could have. He gives us life and health to actualise 

usefulness in the direction of life He has determined for us. Someone like Charles 

Wesley who wrote three (3) hymns weekly for about 47 years making up to eight 

thousand (8000) hymns. To be continuous on the path of diligence and success is 

what God works in us. He confirmed this in today's scripture verse 8 and second 

scripture respectively: saying, “It is better to trust in the Lord than to put 

confidence in man”. I don't know what is standing before you at this very 

moment of the year. The question is have you built your confidence in God to 

prove His unusual power. In today's second scripture, It is the Lord who 

established the Kingdom in the hand of Jehoshaphat. He didn't do it himself. Trust 

God to see his grace as never before.

1.  Oh God, I thank you for you grace and power.

2.  Jesus, replace my strength with yours.

3.  Faithful God I rely on your strength to reach where you are taking me not mine.

4.  My God, show me your mighty hand and power this season.
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   SATURDAY: AUGUST 28th 2021

                                            God is all I need. 

                                            TEXT:  (                                            TEXT:  (Luke 15 vs. 11-20)                                                  TEXT:  (Luke 15 vs. 11-20)   

 Do you know that God is not just a supreme being but your wealthy 
Father? What exactly comes into your mind when you discover that your 
Dad is very wealthy; not just wealthy but very wealthy with influence and 
power over most prominent organisations in the world? To have a wealthy 
intelligent Dad is 60% clearance out of poverty. Yes, some person are wealthy 
but not intelligent and hereby producing poor children (Speaking from a 
psychological point of view). Yea, grace of God is the root of all things but 
imagine you have such a Dad who has everything you may need or imagine 
but at a time you step out of his coverage hopping you can always do it on 
your own. There are some similar cases we may drive our attention to, have 
you seen a situation where a wealthy man dies young, leaving his children 
behind, perhaps with no or very few investments; even with  investment, 
sometimes these children still suffers as though they were not born in a 
wealthy home. God is not just your owner but your supreme Daddy. He owns 
everything beyond the walls of the earth. His strength and power covers the 
whole horizon of the universe down to the pit of hell. Acts 7 vs. 49: Described 
His possession as, “…. The most high God, possessor of heaven and earth”. 
And the same God is your Father…  “…. Thou art my Father, my God, and 
the rock of my salvation” (Psalm 89 vs. 26). Forget it; glory and greatness is 
with God alone. No matter how much he has given to you, you cannot do 
without Him. No matter what He has supplied to you, you cannot do without 
your source. You have nothing on your own capable of making you to excel; 
your excellence is with God and Him alone. Don't take a step without God. 
(Verse 18 of today's scripture says, “I will arise and go to my father, and will 
say unto him, father, I have sinned against heaven, and before thee”.  
Reconcile with God now and welcome His Fatherhood.
                

2.   Jesus, give me grace to always stand firm and strong to always come to 
you.
3. My God you are all I need therefore do not hide your face from me.

1.   Oh God I thank you for your word to me.

4. Everlasting Father, I seek for the grace to know and recall your sufficiency.
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SUNDAY: AUGUST 29th 2021

                                          Rising of the dead.

                                                       TEXT:  (Isaiah 26 vs. 19 – 21)                                                       TEXT:  (Isaiah 26 vs. 19 – 21)                                                       TEXT:  (Isaiah 26 vs. 19 – 21)
 To die begins when an individual stop living for something. The greatest gift in 

life is to find yourself living the very life of impact. The wonder working God 

whom we serve pushes men as instruments of impact that is why He said in His 

word saying, “And I will make them and the places round about my hill a 

blessing, I will cause the showers to come down in his season; there shall be 

showers of blessing” (Ezekiel 34 vs. 26). God's hand blesses, His nature is to 

bless, and His will is to make you a blessing. Therefore the essence of living is 

for one to impact in other people's life. Where the impact is lacking, tells of the 

absence of life, speaks about non-existence. There are men whom the devil has 

made to appear dead in the sense that Impact is missing from their existence, 

being dead or alive no one comes because they are out of impact circle but the 

one who is the Almighty is rich in mercy and full of kindness in His glory and 

power to impact them for impact. In today's scripture the Lord reversed the 

plan and declared a change of system to the men who are concerned, he spoke 

in verse 19 of today's scripture saying, “The dead men shall live, and together 

with my dead body shall they arise. Awake and sing, ye that dwell in the dust: 

for thy dew is as the dew of the herbs, and the earth shall cast out the dead”. 

The summary of this portion of the scripture is the revelation of God's lift upon 

the man whom the devil seem to have gained influence upon. If your impact 

has been silenced God's impactful hand is reaching out to you in Jesus name, 

Amen! Oh God, I pray today that the revelational hand of God shall oppress 

and limit the works of darkness against your life and Destiny. Thank you Lord 

Jesus for hearing us in Jesus most precious name, we have prayed, Amen!

4.  Father, I declare over myself, my body shall not contain any deadness.

2.  Faithful God, I receive the influence of God around my life and Destiny.

3.  My God, make me a source of impact in this generation, Amen!

5.  Rose of Sharon programme my life for yourself.

1.  Oh God, I thank you for your word to me.
Prayer Points: 
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   MONDAY: AUGUST 30th 2021

                                                   Craw but reach.

                                         TEXT:  (                                         TEXT:  (Luke 23 vs. 23-33)                                             TEXT:  (Luke 23 vs. 23-33)  

1.     Thank God for His faithfulness towards you.

4.     Ask God for the understanding to stand firm.

3.     Pray to triumph over any form of satanic limitation.

 I welcome you to the venue that host God's assigned people of excellence. 

When last did you imagine the phrase that says, “Slow and steady.” You can 

never tell the distance a snail covers from sunset to sun rise”. Steadiness is the 

reason behind exploit. I believe that William Channing was of a perfect idea 

when he said, “difficulties are meant to rouse, not discourage, and the human 

spirit is to grow strong by conflict.” “One's dignity may be assaulted, 

vandalised and cruelly mocked, but it can never be taken away unless it is 

surrendered” (Michael J. Fox). In life it is very import to note that every single 

step counts. A man's favourite Donkey fell into a deep Precipice. He can't pull it 

out no matter how hard He tried. He then decided to bury it alive. Soil is poured 

on the Donkey from above. The Donkey feels he load and shakes it off and steps 

up. The more the load was poured, the higher it rose. By noon, the donkey was 

grazing in green pasture. The target of the destination you are aiming to reach 

should be the driver that drives you to your gaol. Jesus saw the cross through the 

Calvary. He almost considered giving up but realising it was the will of God for 

Him he deliberately passed through it. Verse 33 of today's scripture revealed, 

“And when they were come to the place, which is called Calvary, there they 

crucified Him, and the male factors, one on the right hand and the other on the 

left hand.” Jesus never wanted the cross personally but the journey began the 

night after the last supper. Irrespective of how weak or discouraged you are to 

carry out a task or begin it; start something, somewhere and somehow you will 

achieve the task. Never be silenced to begin what you believe in. “No man ever 

threw away life while it was worth keeping” (David Hume). It is prominent 

that you exist for that very mission your destiny needs not to resist. 

                                             

5.     Pray for the grace to generate self motivation.

2.     Ask God for the grace to reach your destination. 
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TUESDAY: AUGUST 31st 2021

                                          Grace found me.

                                                       TEXT:  (Ephesians 2 vs. 1 -10)                                                       TEXT:  (Ephesians 2 vs. 1 -10)                                                       TEXT:  (Ephesians 2 vs. 1 -10)

Worship God in your own way. 

3.  My Father, I receive your grace like never before.

 God's grace is powerful, because inside His grace we have remedies that substitutes 

human's weakness. “For grace is given not because we have done good works, 

but in order that we may be able to do them” (Saint Augustine of Hippo). In our 

greatest loss grace keeps us as peculiar as God would want us to be. It is God's grace 

that sets the uniqueness and standards of every stand we would claim to have. “You 

must pay for everything in this world one way and another. There is nothing 

free except the grace of God, you cannot earn that or deserve it” (Charles Partis). 

I think Max Lucado makes it explicit when he said, “When grace moves in… guilt 

moves out”. To stand on God's grace amidst pressure is the greatest sense of 

belonging to God, our God is not in absence when expected. The attraction of God is 

built on the awareness we create around us, knowing that He is ever present, 

glorious and powerful. I must confess, I haven't achieved anything in life by my 

might and power. God's grace is the capacity that puts us through what we can't 

ordinarily achieve by ourselves. It is grace that keeps man aside to actualise God's 

will and direction on Him and with Him. In the balance of God's grace we take the 

place of honour and power without counting on our effort. Irrespective of who you 

are or what you have achieved in Christ Jesus, those are the very works of grace 

around our lives and destines. This could be one of John F MacArthur Jrn's opinion 

when he said, “If am not showing grace… have I forgotten the grace I have been 

shown”. God speaking of His opinion to us today said in verse 8 of today's scripture 

saying, “For by grace are ye saved through Faith; and that not of yourselves; it is 

the gift of God”. God's grace is not even deserved, it is the gift of God. It will make 

you graduate well. Yes, this grace will surely crown your year with honour. It is just 

God's grace that will take you to your marital home this season, Amen! God bless 

you! Be a COF distributor, contact: 07066085556

1.  Oh God, I thank you for your grace to me.

2.  Jesus, we receive your grace and power, Amen!
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          August Prayer Points: AUTHORITY!

1. (Psalm 26 vs. 7): Jesus, I thank you for the gift of life.

2. (Genesis 35 vs. 11): Father, you are known as the Almighty, therefore 

God, do for me what only the Almighty can do.

3. (Psalm 68 vs. 22): Any sea of frustration set before me, my God I 

shall not get drowned by it.

6. (John 15 vs. 8): Jesus, I demand for a godly character that will 

characterize me matured in Christ.

16. (John 6 vs. 2): My God, I know you as God of miracles; therefore 

do mighty miracles for me.

13. (Proverb 19 vs.24): My Father, may I not be an unserious believer.

20. (Easter 2 vs. 17): Let the grace of God be focused on me until my 

testimony is finalized. 

4. (Amos 9 vs. 8): Any kingdom that is out to limit my speed and 

exploit in life may God destroy them.

11. (1Timothy 1 vs. 15): Jesus, save sinners and depopulate the 

kingdom of darkness.

15. (2 Corinthians 6 vs. 7-9): Jesus, release the power of righteousness 

upon your people. 

10. (Zachariah 1 vs. 17): Jehovah, spread yourself abroad through COF.

19. (Isaiah 54 vs. 17): Faithful God, for knowing you; me and my 

family shall not be put to shame.

9. (Proverb 3 vs. 6): I shall not be misdirected again and I shall never 

experience frustration in Jesus name Amen.

7. (1 Samuel 2 vs. 9): Jesus, remove any advancement of darkness 

around my territory.  

12. (Matthew 10 vs. 9-10): Father, give the grace to win souls for you.

18. (Genesis 22 vs. 17): I take my place upon the earth; “no low life”.

17. (Deuteronomy 33 vs. 6): Jesus, I received just one life to live on 

earth, Daddy, grant me the grace to live for you and for the interest of 

your kingdom which is the way of success.

5. (Deuteronomy 7 vs. 9): Faithful God, that is who you are therefore 

show me your faithfulness this month. 

14. (Isaiah 11 vs. 9): Faithful God. Arise and spread your knowledge 

upon the earth as water coverth the sea. 

8. (John 10 vs. 16): Father, open my ear of hearing and direct my path.

1) Forward your details (Name, nation, city and address) to us 
through e-mail or SMS (e-mail: . chidolueisaac@gmail.com
SMS: +2347032970127)

If you are in Nigeria send us your details also as you will be 
fixed adequately. Prayer Network in Nigerian is mostly done on 
Thursdays weekly.

WHEN YOU PRAY ACCORDING TO THIS NETWORK 
OF THE HOLY SPIRIT, THEN YOU WILL LIVE ABOVE 
THE SATANIC NETWORKS.

               How Do I Belong To This Prayer Network?

 

2) You can also identify to be a host of the prayer network in 
your city, provided you have about 10 COF users in the part of 
the world where you are...

I welcome you to the channels of God's visitation. It is a praying 
signal meant for kingdom warriors. It is a prayer bulldozer that 
scares the wicked. It is a prayer fire that makes satanic altars a 
past. It is the later apostolic manifestation of fire. It is not just a 
gathering of prayer warrior but the gathering of weapons in the 
hand of the Almighty God with aim to frustrate the moves of the 
darkness, to receive the mandate that occupies until Christ 
comes.

     We need your details to be able to fix you to the existing 
prayer network near to you or to start up one with you. Your 
details are also important to the servant of God since he will be 
using them to be praying for you as a member of the COF 
family.

                               Prayer Network
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WEDNESDAY: SEPTEMBER 1st 2021

                                         Your world is what you find. 

                                                            TEXT:  (                                                            TEXT:  (John 15: 16-17)                                                             TEXT:  (John 15: 16-17) 

Worship God in your own way. 

3.    Pray to be a true representative of God on earth.

                                        

1.    God open my eyes to see that problem you called me to solve.

“So many times, people told me I can't do this or can't do that. My 
nature is that I do not listen very well. I am very determined, and I 
believe in myself. My parents brought me up that way. I do not let 
anything stand on my way” (Chantal Sutherland). People do succeed on 
earth irrespective of their believe (either in God or not) but all who 
succeeded believe in one thing and that is I have the power to rule my world 
irrespective of anybody's opinion. But success with God is sorrow free. Get 
this: Electricity existed at the time Moses was walking on the earth. 
Electricity existed at the time Julius Caesar was walking on the earth. 
Electricity existed at the time Napoleon was walking on the earth. Was it 
God's fault they were walking in the dark, was it God's fault they had no 
light? Surely not. It is just that humanity needed to evolve to that level where 
someone could discover the light bulb, discover electricity, and discover 
batteries. God gave man the capacity to search for whatsoever his mind can 
perceive. God also gave man the capacity to create whatsoever his mind can 
concieve. Bishop David Oyedepo said, “Do not replace handwork with 
spirituality”. You can not be too lucky more than you worked. The 
difference between a successful believer and a successful unbeliever is that 
success with God adds no sorrow. It is too clear to fathom through the 
historic record of those that have lived in the past. Your life is a product of 
what you allow God to do with it. You shall live an amazing life the point 
when you appreciate the wisdom of God and try to live like Him. “The 
world you make begins from the word you mark from your mind”. You 
can live, but to be alive is a choice not just made by living beings but by those 
living with an exceptional mind. May God give you a positive name after 
you have lived, Amen! 

2.    Renew my mind to act how you wish I should act.

4.    My God give me strength to work and discover,
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  THURSDAY: SEPTEMBER 2nd 2021

                                                                 Whose cause?

                                         TEXT:  (Jonah 1 vs. 5-8)                                            TEXT:  (Jonah 1 vs. 5-8)                                            TEXT:  (Jonah 1 vs. 5-8)   

  I welcome you to God's place of knowledge. It is a new day for your life. There are 

people whose presence in your life is the very reason your life sinks. Believe it or leave 

it, your association determines your speed, success and failure. This is what some 

persons seems to ignore in such a time, thank God for the wisdom of the old we tapped 

into from today's scripture. There are people we might have accommodated around us 

but they dwell in God's disobedience, hence because they are rebels to God we may not 

see the rescuing hand of God around us. This video was played in verse 5 of today's 

scripture where it read saying, “Then the mariners were afraid, and cried every man to 

unto his god, and cast forth the waves that were in the ship into the sea, to lighten it of 

them”. What a tragedy, because of the presence of the wrong man, they prayed 

extensively and such prayer was unanswered. If you study down the scripture you will 

realise that it was said that these are men that fears the Lord. Thank God for prayers… 

but what happens when you pray to fix what God is out to scatter? Men and Brethren I 

wasn't thinking that these men's prayers would have made God to change his mind in 

considering to spare the boat. I think that the initial plan God had was that through his 

torture on the boat all of them will sink and the life of Jonah would be spared because a 

fish had been assigned to pick him up and that would have resulted to the death of many 

on board. Personally I have seen people doing well in business until the very wrong 

person comes in; maybe a wrong sales personnel, wrong associate and so on and so 

forth. The solution to the very crisis on today's scripture was discerned in verse 7 of 

today's scripture where it says, “And they said everyone to his fellow come, and let us 

cast lots, that we may know for whose cause this evil is upon us. So they cast lots and 

the lot fell upon Jonah”. There are people for whose cause God's calamity is seen. Oh 

yes, there are people for whose cause the church is limited. I declare today, “May the 

Lord draw a line of demarcation between you and those persons in Jesus name, 

Amen!” Harbouring the wrong person causes disaster and damages. Recall, they threw 

away their valuables to lighten the ship but until Jonah was cast out the storm continued.

1.  Oh God disconnect me from whose cause I don't see your glory, Amen!
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  FRIDAY: SEPTEMBER 3rd 2021

                                              Nothing Big is easy.

                                                           TEXT:  (                                                           TEXT:  (Proverb 17 vs. 1-5), (Isaiah 48 vs. 9-11)                                                            TEXT:  (Proverb 17 vs. 1-5), (Isaiah 48 vs. 9-11) 

4.Everlasting God, may I not quit anything at the door step of my testimony.

3. Give me the idea to escape difficulties.

I welcome you to the screen house of God where realities of his mind are 

revealed to us. Today's first scripture verse 3 says, “The fining pot is for silver, 

and the furnace is for gold: but the Lord trieth the hearts”. The furnace for 

gold. God's training house is mostly a bitter experience. Sometimes God wants 

to make a point telling you that His will for you is the ultimate, his will is 

superior to your wants and choices. Yea, though you have prayed, fasted and 

sacrificed and he remained the same; yea, the situation remained exact, it is not 

suggesting that God doesn't care but He (God) is making a point, telling you, 

“Why not allow me to make you through the furnace.” Sister, you are the 

Lord's gold. You don't win a fight except you fight. You don't conquer battles 

except you become a warrior. Stop crying for the devil; if you are truly in 

Christ, this present battle is to show the gold in you. Oh yes, for God hath not 

given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of sound mind”. Be 

sensitive and active. Your situations are exactly as you define them. Construct 

your mind to speak well even with unfavourable situations. It doesn't matter 

what is around you, the true identity of it is the true definition your mind gives 

it. The moment you say Father promote me, be willing to develop capacity and 

capacities are not built except pressures are involved. “We all have the capacity 

to find the will to do what must be done-even when that which we must do 

terrifies us most. Remember this.” (Jessica Shirvington). “The greatest thing 

a man can do in this world is to make the most possible out of the stuff that 

has been given him. This is success and there is no other” (Orison Swett). 

When you imagine of what God thinks of the present situation that surrounds 

you, “remember verse 10 of today's scripture which says, “Behold, I have 

refined thee, but not with silver; I have chosen thee in the furnace of affliction”. 

If you want big things from GOD except the uneasy.

             

1. Thank God for HIS word to you.

2. Jesus, help me to stand above every destiny demanding pressure.
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   SATURDAY: SEPTEMBER 4th 2021

                                                             Crossing the bridge of failure.

                                           TEXT:  (                                               TEXT:  (    Ezra 4 vs. 22)                                           TEXT:  (    Ezra 4 vs. 22)

Worship God using song 3: Page 124. 

2. Pray that you shall never see reason to remain with failure.

3. Ask God to hold your hand until your success becomes too clear to

4. Present that which borders your heart to the Lord Almighty.

                                    

Failure is not appointed to anyone; in fact people fail mostly because they fail 
to avoid the road that leads to failure. To fail once, twice, thrice, or more is not 
bad when the individual that failed those times is not found at the same spot 
where he/she failed. The person that failed is that individual who never see 
reasons to rise after he failed the last time. Without errors you may not reach 
perfection. Without the wrong accord, there may not be a proper guide. Some 
individuals were not educated today because they did not try one more time 
after the last failure they had. Some are not wealthy today because they 
refused to try something new after encountering the last failure they had. No 
one is above failing but some people are not comfortable enough to stay at a 
floor cemented with failure, therefore they bounce back again. “It is not how 
far you fall, but how high you bounce that counts.” -Zig ziglar. Oh I think 
Henry Ford made a juice with this: “The only real mistakes are the one 
from which we learn nothing”. “Failures are finger posts on the road to 
achievement” (CS. Lewis). Mind the following: invest a portion of your 
income, and be patient to see it grow. If what you have in your hands is not 
good to be called a harvest then it is a seed; sow it. Give out loans that you can 
part with as gift, so that you do not destroy your business and relationship. 
Have the habit of keeping a pen and a writing pad handy because ideas come 
in form of flashes. The smallest pen is bigger and better than the biggest brain. 
Take whatever you can from your life because when life starts taking from 
you, it takes even your last breath. There is no joy in victory without running 
the risk of defeat. Finally read today's scriptural again until you digest it. 
Move above failing! Win a soul for God today. Tell people about the 
trending Jesus.

1. Thank God for His word to you today.

be doubted.
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  SUNDAY: SEPTEMBER 5th 2021

                                               Ask the source. 

                                                     TEXT:(                                                     TEXT:(Psalm 8 vs. 4-6), (Deuteronomy 4 vs. 6-9)                                                      TEXT:(Psalm 8 vs. 4-6), (Deuteronomy 4 vs. 6-9) 

There is a source of everything, of course there is a source of life, source of peace, 

source of wealth, and source of all things. Today I welcome you to the sanctuary of 

He who owns all things; Jehovah Elion. It is in the idea of few that God is the source 

of all things. Not many also has gotten to the understanding of how infinite and 

powerful He is. Digest verse 7 of today's second scripture which says, “For what 

nation is there so great who hath God so nigh unto them, as the Lord our God is in 

all things that we call upon him for?” Note: As the Lord our God is in all things that 

we call upon Him for. God is in all things… there is no limit to prayers, there is 

nothing which prayers cannot handle. Prayer does everything. It changes a 

concluded matter, changes a conversation, arrest without weapons, provide in the 

desert. Prayer is the only letter God reads. Praises and worship are the only music He 

dances. Producing result in everything/ area of life, one needs to be so nigh to God. 

Nearness is the reason behind farness from calamity. The nearer you are to God 

the more responsive and active He is to you. It is part of the characteristic of the 

kingdom to ask the source for things. One day I lost money, on realising that the 

money was missing, I prayed saying, “Before the end of today, I recover this money 

into my hands in Jesus name, Amen! OF course that same day around 6:00pm that 

same day, I was somewhere for lecture and an individual came to me and handed over 

the same amount to me. Asking the source at everything is a process one develops 

when his confidence in God has grown so big. Faith is expressed by how free and less 

worried you are after prayers knowing that what you asked for will certainly entre 

your hand. Jesus emphasising on this mentioned in (Mark 11 vs. 24) saying, 

“Therefore I say unto you, what things soever ye desire, when you pray, believe 

that ye receive them, and ye shall have them.” The source of all things is ever ready 

to react based on your believe point. “He who believe is strong; he who doubts is 

weak, strong conviction precedes great actions”. (Louisa May Alcott). In today's 

first scripture it was announced that you and I have authority over all things. Ask the 

source, believe to receive and boom you are having it already. 

                         

1. Oh God before the end of today respond to all my prayers.

2. Mighty God arise and put to stop whatever move the devil has against my destiny.
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     MONDAY: SEPTEMBER 6th 2021

                                                          The very caring God.

                                       TEXT:  (Psalm 68 vs. 1-10)                                          TEXT:  (Psalm 68 vs. 1-10)                                          TEXT:  (Psalm 68 vs. 1-10)   

2.  Lord Jesus, I shall not fall victim of the work of darkness. 

I have asked myself what could replace the very place of God among men and nations 

but nothing could bear the answer. Few months ago during the lockdown a lot of crisis 

emerged and nations were unable to care for themselves and government and 

Presidents with their intellectual advisers became unpopular. On May 19th Police and 

Citizens clashed in Santiago Chile as protesters protested for the lack of food during 

the coronavirus lockdown.  Likewise in May 23rd same happened in Spain as 

thousands of citizens took to the streets to protest the government handling 

Coronavirus. Some rode in their cars with Spanish flags hanging out the window, 

demanding Prime Minister Sanchez resign. Time may not permit me to tell you of what 

took place in Trump's tweeter handle with the reaction of millions of Americans 

speaking against the government and its expertise as the virus case was handled. The 

very truth of it is that God kept you! He fed you, saved you, and cared about you. As 

some would say, times are hard but you are not seeing the hardness to the point of 

planning your death. The Lord has successfully kept you within the past hard seasons 

of 2021. Did He start today? No! This is exactly what the Lord has been doing, He has 

overtime preserved His own and protecting you and I. He has kept your family from 

sickness and death, yes, it is the Lord. Coronavirus is not the only sickness that can kill, 

some died of cancer, malaria, Myocardial Inflation, High blood pressure, malnutrition, 

radiation of networks (5G) and many other health challenges. Amidst all these the 

Lord was great to us. Personally, I haven't recorded a year as fruitful as 2021 in the past, 

I don't know about you. God's word confirming His will today says in verse 6 of today's 

scripture saying, “God setteth the solidarity in families: he bringeth out those which 

are bound with chains but the rebellious dwell in a dry land”. Safety, freedom and 

deliverance are all in the hand of the Almighty one. The ever caring God cannot leave 

you on your own even for the remaining seasons of this year, just trust His wisdom and 

mercy, Amen!

1.  Oh God, I thank you for your word to me.
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   TUESDAY: SEPTEMBER 7th 2021

                                                      Around the corner.

                                                      TEXT:(                                                      TEXT:(Psalm 118 vs. 19-29), (Genesis 22 vs. 12-13)                                                       TEXT:(Psalm 118 vs. 19-29), (Genesis 22 vs. 12-13) 

3.    Faithful God I journey may I not miss your helping opportunities.
2.    Jesus, arise and prove yourself around my life and destiny, Amen!

                                            

  You may only know the availability of what is 
around the corner. The future of a man to a man's understanding is tomorrow 
but to the Almighty God, A man's tomorrow is built based on what surrounds 
his today which he was careful enough to observe. One of the working 
theories I have seen is picking destiny packages at the corner of destiny 
Journey. Verse 22 of today's scripture says, “The stone which the builders 
refused is become the lead stone of the corner”. There was once a young 
man who had a challenge with the continuation of his academics due to the 
limited financial strength of his parents. He struggled to see how to continue 
or even sponsor himself but all his effort resulted to nothing. Half depressed- 
half encouraged, he kept searching for a means to further. After all effort 
proved abortive, he came up with an idea that made no sense naturally. The 
brother being a Christian student, who had learnt much about God. He made 
an agreement to be cleaning the house of God at least thrice a week. As he 
started the journey God was involved. One day while cleaning the church, a 
certain man who comes to the church around the time he cleans observed 
him; having seen him around that period in times past. The man then took 
interest on him; after conversing with the boy it was done on him that his 
academics had suffered loss because of financial crisis. He offered him (boy) 
a scholarship to the university level. Sometimes God allows our problems to 
remain so that he can bring us to the corner that will produce the testimony we 
seek. Today's second scripture verse 13 says, “And Abraham lifted his eyes 
and looked, and behold behind a ram caught in a thicket by horris and 
Abraham went and took the ram, and offered him up for a burnt offering 
instead of his son”. The testimony is not ahead but within the corner. 
Sometimes God recommends that the journey should be suspended in other 
to initiate another better drive. Look around your corner. Ask God to produce 
and bring every miracle you seek around.

1.    Oh God I thank you for your word to me.
Prayer Points: 
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 WEDNESDAY: SEPTEMBER 8th 2021

                                                          You cannot do it by yourself...?

                                           TEXT:  (                                               TEXT:  (    Psalms 20 vs. 1-7)                                           TEXT:  (    Psalms 20 vs. 1-7)

Worship God using song 3: Page 124. 

 “It is presumptuous in me to wish to choose my path, because I cannot tell 

which path is best for me. I must leave it to the Lord, who knows me, to lead 

me by the path which is best for me, so that in all things, His will may be done” 

(Teresa). Also hear Martin Luther “pray, and let God worry”. In this year 2019, 

as we hope for the best, dream for the great and expect the most, we should anchor 

our trust in God who does not fail. It is obvious that destinies shall be fulfilled 

among the COF families this year and yours will be one of them. This is our year of 

“Divine Exposure”. Some people have trusted themselves so much that they 

believe they can work out anything they choose without minding any help from 

God; but it is written all over man that he can do nothing for himself. No man 

grows tall or short by his effort. No one became a male/female by his effort. No one 

chose his/her country by his/her effort. No one breathe by his/her effort. Of course, 

no one knows or contributes to the heartbeat and blood circulatory system and the 

least of them all, no one can sleep by his/her might and wakes up by his/her might. 

Man should be humble enough to know that he cannot do anything of his own. One 

of the things I try to do is to trust the Lord and believe in Him. Trust God for your 

today, tomorrow, and future. Trust Him for a good husband. Trust Him for success 

in exams. Trust Him for blessings and riches. Trust him for the next few hours that 

will round up today. Digest this: “You say to God, I have never seen you provide 

for me” God says to you, “You have never trusted me”. Trusting Him, is most 

times stronger than prayers. Note: When we expect you to become a family 

member of COF we are trying to register you in our covenant with God. since God 

has spacial package for any COF family member as we present you to God in our 

prayer altar often. Send your details to +2347086371508, +2348063938012;  

name, phone number and city, town or village. 

1. Thank God for His word to you today.

2. Pray against any thing that limits your trust in God.

3. Ask God to regulate the direction of your heart. 

4.Father, may I always depend on you irrespective of what is facing me.

Prayer Points: 
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   THURSDAY: SEPTEMBER 9th 2021

                                                      Verify God's word!

                                                      TEXT:(2 Chronicle 6 vs. 16 – 18)                                                      TEXT:(2 Chronicle 6 vs. 16 – 18)                                                      TEXT:(2 Chronicle 6 vs. 16 – 18)
 I welcome you to the sight of the one who is the most honourable God, the ever 

present help in time of trouble. He already said, “I will never leave thee nor 

forsake thee” (Hebrew 13 vs. 5): Does it look like He has left you, yes, does it 

really look like you have just been on your own? Let His word be verified in 

your life. God's word also confirmed saying, “For the rod of the wicked shall 

not rest upon the lot of the righteous: lest the righteous put forth their hands 

unto iniquity” (Psalm 125 vs. 3). Does your life look like the very one the 

wicked determines, does it look like an occult power somewhere is presiding 

over your life and destiny. Let the word of God be verified in you. No altar 

below the throne of God has right to determine your life, existence and destiny 

because you are planted a seed of fire and glory by the one who is the Almighty 

God. Let God's word be verified in your life and around you! The Lord said, 

“With long life will I satisfy him, and show him my salvation” (Psalm 91 vs. 

16). God's word went further to say also, “For length of days, and long life and 

peace shall they add to thee” (Proverb 3 vs. 2). Does it look like satan is 

threatening you with death? Does it sound like sickness wants to shorten your 

life, No, let the word of God be verified! Those who recalls God's word 

harvests the fruit thereof. Those who remembers His name shows forth His 

glory accordingly. God's word speaking also said, “If they obey and serve him, 

they shall spend their days in prosperity, and their years in pleasures” (Job 36 

vs. 11). God is ultimately committed to get His word verified in your life. This 

was clearly stated in Solomon's prayers in verse 17 of today's scripture, “Now 

then, O Lord God of Israel, let thy word be verified, which thou hast spoken 

unto thy servant David”. The word is given to you as a verification mirror to 

judge and adjust all that happens in your life and around you.

1.  Oh God I thank you for your word to me.

2.  Jesus, you are all I see, show me your grace today!

3.  My God, confirm your word in my life.

Prayer Points: 
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        FRIDAY: SEPTEMBER 10th 2021

                                                              Doubting the reality.

                                       TEXT:  (Psalm 14 vs. 1-3), (Matthew 21 vs. 21)                                          TEXT:  (Psalm 14 vs. 1-3), (Matthew 21 vs. 21)                                          TEXT:  (Psalm 14 vs. 1-3), (Matthew 21 vs. 21)   

Worship God using song 3: Page 124. 

3.  Ask God to make His evidence real around you. 

  Once a pastor was studying the tradition of his people along with his friends 

and they asked him jokingly, “we will give you a gold coin if you tell us where 

does God live?” The pastor smiled and said to them, “I will give you 2 gold 

coins each if you tell me where He doesn't live”. Evelyn under hill echoed, “If 

God were small enough to be understood, He would not be big enough to 

be worshipped.” And also Heywood Broun said, “Nobody talks so constantly 

about God as those who insist that there is no God.” You can also see how 

Gabriel Rossetti puts his; he said, “The worst moment for the atheist is when 

he is really thankful, and has nobody to thank”. There is an incident I don't 

forget so easily. As an Anglican young man I attended church service many 

years back and during the Bible study class one of the Priest was coordinating 

and he raised a question which is, “How do you convince an unbeliever that 

there is God in heaven?” I stood up to answer saying, “Just refer him to the 

universe: the day and night which occurs as a result of the rotation of the earth 

round the sun, is a sign that there is God”. Scientists only discovered that the 

earth rotates but they didn't announce the centripetal force behind the rotation, 

since no object is on motion except a force is applied on it according to 

Newton. The raining season and dry season are also signs… The plant that 

grows on the soil is also a sign of God and God does not fail. Today's second 

scripture (Matthew 21 vs. 21) says, “Jesus answered and said unto them, verily 

I say unto you, if ye have faith, and doubt not, ye shall not only do this which is 

done to the fig tree, but also if ye shall say unto this mountain, Be thou removed 

and be thus cast into the sea, it shall be done”. Personally I have prayed and 

God answered .I have seen the blind see, the lame walk, the dumb speak and I 

know you have witnessed a miracle all these are signs of God who lives.                                        

2. Pray that the heavens shall be attentive to you. 

1. Thank God for who He is. 
Prayer Points: 
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   SATURDAY: SEPTEMBER 11th 2021

                                                     Wealth is with God.

                                                      TEXT:(Matthew 12 vs. 39 – 42)                                                      TEXT:(Matthew 12 vs. 39 – 42)                                                      TEXT:(Matthew 12 vs. 39 – 42)

1.  Oh God, I thank you for your word to me.

3.  Oh God from today I dwell in your place of wealth and honour, Amen!

 I don't really know how to communicate this but am sure that with Jesus is the ticket to 

prosperity. Money is for the followers of God; get that mind-set digested. Walking 

with God has no sample of poverty attached to it. Looking briefly into the account of 

the very king Solomon. According to biblical records, King Solomon's annual salary 

was pegged at 66 gold talents. A talent of gold converts to 34.5kg which then 

translates to 1109 troy ounce of gold. An ounce of gold worth $960, therefore from 

calculation King Solomon was $760 million per year. This is worth more than 3 years 

budget of Nigeria. Then considering he was on power for 40 years that's more than 

thirty billion dollars as King Solomon's net worth. King Solomon's wealth with an 

ever-expanding network of trading and commerce that rated in 25 tons of gold on an 

annual basis. His reign as king when converted will amount to $64,300,800,000. 

Knowing that this is just a part of what makes up King Solomon's net worth is breath-

taking! Combining of all of King Solomon's assets, these when converted using 

present-day currency value equals a whopping of $2.1 Trillion. This is a figure 

nobody else has attained in history of the earth. During the pandemic this was almost 

the exact amount released for all the American citizens which got their economy 

shaking. Now see what the scripture says about our Lord Jesus Christ in verse 42 of 

today's scripture saying, “The queen of the south rise up in the judgement with this 

generation, and condemn it: for she came from the uttermost parts of the earth to hear 

the wisdom of Solomon; and, behold a greater than Solomon is here”. If my Father is 

greater than this very Solomon I saw his records above, what exactly am I doing in the 

low place of life? If He is actually greater than this Solomon, what business do I have 

with poverty? We should learn to read the bible with understanding not religiously. I 

don't know what you believe or what they taught you but from the beginning I have 

known that where I belong is a place where wealth is a must not a chance.

2.  I receive the hand of God upon my life.

Prayer Points: 
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5) Vision your eternity; heaven through Jesus and hell through 
self.
6) Then, pray the prayer below.

     Lord Jesus you are my maker; I recognize your ownership 
over my life. I am sorry for my sins and offences against you. I 
believe you died for me so that I will have the better life you 
offered to me in you. Today I want to yield my life to your 
leadership. Come into my life and be my personal Lord and 
savior. Give me the grace to live for you. I reject satan and all 
his life style and approach against me. Jesus take my life and use 
it according to your perfect will, Amen!

1) Recognize your sins, and also recall that you are just a being 
that cannot fathom his origin.
2) Recognize that Jesus died on the cross for you.

                                  Heaven's Knock

3) Recognize that He took your blames and punishments to save 
you from sin and eternal condemnation.
4) Decide to live for Him by dropping your old life and old ways 
as He gives you grace.

 

Take the following steps, if you wish to give your life to Jesus as 
your personal Lord and Savior.

        Father, I come to you for help. On this journey I have come 
across some bumps that took me off your track. Please merciful 
Daddy I am sorry and I return like the prodigal son. Please Oh 
Lord have mercy on me and take me back to your wheel as I 
journey with you, aiming my eternal glory in Christ. Amen!

 

                                                 

                                 Rededication 3) The books can equally be ordered by booking any of it 
through any of our contact close to you.. God bless you

1) You can order for my audio messages (Reigner's Capsule). 
These messages include: Life Lived, Configuration Of Life, 
Commandments of Blessing, Trained To Reign, Generational 
Damage (Part 1-3), The Delicate Oil, I Love you, Rescued 
Creativeness as an end time tool, Achieving success through 
vision and many more, about 50 of them...

2) VCDs of some of our programs: GILGAL EXPERIENCE 
2015 and 2016. RAMOTHGILEAD 2016. DINNER FEAST 
2015 and 2016. GENERAL FASTING CLOSE 2018, 2019

2) You can order for the audio disc of any of the messages, this 
is sold for #200 ($1.0)

3) Other books from the author, coming soon: FOCUSED 
DISCIPLE, OIL AT THE ALTAR, 12 TABLETS OF 
CHAMPIONS, THE BEAD THAT QUENCHES YOUR 
TASTE, THE WOMAN I WANT, and lots more...

1) You can order for 30 of the audio messages with an SD Card 
(Memory card) for #3000 ($10.00).

    Other Kingdom Empowerment Materials from Isaac 
Chidolue

                                           

                         How do you order for them?
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       SUNDAY: SEPTEMBER 12th 2021

                                                              Stay awake.

                                                  TEXT:  (                                                  TEXT:  (Psalm 132 vs. 1-10)                                                        TEXT:  (Psalm 132 vs. 1-10)   

Worship God using song 3: Page 124. 

 It takes only determination to keep someone alive, in the night while others are 

sleeping. Doing what is right is a cure to allowing what is wrong. Steve Jobs 

was the one who said, “That's been one of my mantras focus and simplicity. 

Simple can be harder than complex: you have to move harder to get your 

thinking clean, to make it simple. But it's worth it in the end because once 

you get there; you can move mountains”. If you have a destiny you are 

mindful about, get up and work on it. If you have a battle to fight, get up and 

fight it. I once heard an American President say, “I don't sleep until I read at 

least 300 words from a book”. I started respecting politics when I played it in 

the university level. Staying out for meetings that ends in the middle of the 

midnights, spending any money that comes across you, coming home late at 

night, sleep half and zooms off very early in the morning, and having less/no 

time for yourself. People with a desire sleep less. When was the last time you 

stay out of sleep just to pray? When was the last time you went through the 

pages of the scripture as within 12am and 4am in the morning. Jesus 

questioned His disciples asking, “Won't you stay awake with me for just an 

hour” (Matthew 26 vs. 40B). David shared a sample in today's scripture verse 

4 when he said, “I will not give sleep to my eyes, or slumber to mine eyelids. 

(Verse 5): Until I find out a place for the Lord, an habitation for the mighty God 

of Jacob”. It is easy to sleep and hard to control a sleepy eyes. But God is 

saying to someone, learn how to stay awake. The more awake you are, the 

more productive you are. I think you need to hear Solomon the wise man when 

he said, “Love not sleep, least thou come to poverty: give thine eyes, [and] 

thou shalt be satisfied with bread” (Proverb 20 vs. 13). Successful people 

maintain a positive focus in life, no matter what is going on around them, they 

stay focussed on their past success rather than their past failures, and on the 

next active steps they need to get them closer to the fulfilment of their goals 

rather than all the distractions that life presents to the..” (Jack Canfield). 

               

1. Thank God for His faithfulness and help.

3. Everlasting Father, I request that you make me realise that I don't need to be 

lazy. 

2. Mighty God I pray for the lift of my zeal and focus.

Prayer Points: 
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      MONDAY: SEPTEMBER 13th 2021

                                                         God's voice thunders.

                                                      TEXT:(                                                      TEXT:((Psalm 104 vs. 5-7), (Psalm 77 vs. 13-20)                                                      TEXT:((Psalm 104 vs. 5-7), (Psalm 77 vs. 13-20)

Worship God in your own way. 

3.    Mighty God I receive God's voice around my life and destiny.
2.    Heavenly Father, I receive grace and the ability to do your will.

“At thy rebuke they fled; at the voice of thy thunder they hasted away” 
(Verse 7 of today's scripture). The voice of God thunders against satanic 
operations. There are forces of darkness that are specific to initiate 
limitation and lowness around you. Yes, there are demonic activities that 
surrounds the earth, with agenda to oppose the will of God for your life. It is 
not every calamity that is from God. In fact God does not initiate or prepare 
calamity around/among His people. There are persons so entreated to 
initiate painful events around you but God's word mentioned above saying, 
“At thy rebuke, they fled!” This I believe introduced God as a rebuke 
giver. Yes, he rebukes unpleasant natural and spiritual approaches that 
tends to limit your destiny. Yes, Jehovah confirmed His position on this 
matter in His word in Malachi 3 vs. 11saying, “And I will rebuke the 
devourer for your sakes, and he shall not destroy the fruit of your ground 
neither shall your vine cast her fruit before the time in the field, saith the 
Lord of hosts”. Now can you stand on your feet and lift up your hand to God 
saying after me, “Oh Lord my God, I decree that your thundering voice 
shall arise and speak into my life to rebuke any form of satanic activities 
and manipulation. Jehovah by your voice I abort any satanic conception 
programmed against me now, tomorrow and forever”. “Father, by your 
voice I decree upon myself Godly increase and promotions in Jesus name, 
Amen!' God's voice raise things and settle things. Oh yes just by the voice 
of God demons run and tremble. Verse 18 of today's scripture says, “The 
voice of thy thunder was in the heavens; thy lightings lighted the world: 
the earth trembles and shook”. I decree into your life opportunities that are 
divine in Jesus name, Amen! By the Anointing that brought me into the 
ministry I announce the end of any form of satanic manipulation around 
your life and destiny in Jesus name, Amen!
                 
1.    Father, I thank you for your word to me.

4.    Jesus, may your voice thunder against all enemies of my destiny.

Prayer Points: 
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      TUESDAY: SEPTEMBER 14th 2021

                                                          A Mighty rushing wind. 

                                                   TEXT:  (Exodus 15 vs. 1-10), (Acts 2 vs. 1 - 2)                                                      TEXT:  (Exodus 15 vs. 1-10), (Acts 2 vs. 1 - 2)                                                      TEXT:  (Exodus 15 vs. 1-10), (Acts 2 vs. 1 - 2)   

  I Welcome you to the theatre hall of the warrior that has lived in all ages and times. 

Verse 8 of today's first scripture says, “And with the blast of thy nostrils the waters 

were gathered together, the flood stood upright as a heap, [and] the depths were 

congealed in the heart of the sea.” Did you see this with me: “THE BLAST OF THY 

NOSTRILS?” God is the God that fights with a mighty rushing wind to set aside any 

barrier that has the capacity to stagnate your journey to greatness. Beyond that the 

second scripture for today made us to understand the instrument behind the 

empowerment of the Apostles when it says, “And when the day of Pentecost was 

fully come, they were all with one accord in one place;” they were not there because 

they just wanted to seek the face of God. They were primarily there because they 

were confused, limited and without idea of what to do next. They were there because 

they learnt nothing about how to serve God beyond what they witnessed from Jesus. 

They lack the capacity to go forward. Verse 2 of today's second scripture said, 

“Suddenly there came a sound from heaven as a sudden mighty rushing wind, and it 

filled all the houses where they were sitting”. This encounter resulted to the end of 

their confusion, stagnation, fear, limitation, humiliation and frustration. I want to 

announce to someone that the nostrils of God is releasing a mighty rushing wind 

upon you. “That's the wind of life, that's the wind of grace and exploit”. Nobody 

took the Apostles to the school of ministry with teachings like “Growing an 

influential church”. The only thing they needed for exploit was a mighty rushing 

wind. None taught the Israelites how to construct a bridge or how to survive in the 

sea, all they needed was a mighty rushing wind from God Almighty. Today God is 

talking to a user of this COF that you may not be prepared in life, you may not have 

what it takes, and you may not have learnt what you needed to survive gloriously. 

But the wind of God is coming for your rescue now; to remove any stagnating force 

standing before your promotion, exploit, speed, and open door. Shout out: 'Let the 

wind of God blow in the direction of my life and destiny, in Jesus name, Amen!' 

                                    

1. Pray seriously that no limitation in your life shall survive the wind of God as it 

comes your direction today. 

Prayer Points: 
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  WEDNESDAY: SEPTEMBER 15th 2021

                                                      It is not as worst as you think (Part 2).

                                                   TEXT:(2 Timothy 4 vs. 5 – 7)                                                   TEXT:(2 Timothy 4 vs. 5 – 7)                                                   TEXT:(2 Timothy 4 vs. 5 – 7)

1. Oh God I thank you for your word to me.

In the concentration of God's love and grace is His mercy. Today I will like you to say these 

few things to yourself meaning it: “I am God's amazing project and I am not abandoned, His 

light shines in me and through me, my life is ever secured in Him, He is my source, my 

glory and my testimony. He is merciful and kind to me, through Him satan is already 

defeated in all areas of my life and Destiny in Jesus Precious name, Amen!” Day before 

yesterday, the Lord took me through the gallaries  that shows why we shouldn't quit and I 

don't think he thinks it less to do the same today too. The uniqueness of every being cannot 

be over emphasised, the grace and power that follows His love and assurance to us cannot 

be undermined. If God trusts you for success then you need to trust yourself as well to reach 

the goal, if you don't quit you do make a difference! As weak as you are, as tired as you are, 

as many mistakes as you made, you do make a difference, there is something that they 

would lose if you were not there. You do make a difference! Keep hopping, it's for people 

that are trying to help their way back home, come hell or high water, doing the best they can 

with what they have got. That's who we are in Christ, doing the best we can with what we 

have got and we may not break any ribbon and we may not get any trophies, but if we can 

learn how to hang on in there, we will be alright. I will not lie to you, I feel like going on, but 

I have seen days I did not want to get out of the bed, didn't want to put on clothes, and didn't 

even feel like doing anything, I have seen days so dark but I just want to keep on driving and 

I didn't even care where I ended up or what you called me. They came and they passed; and 

they came to pass. I kept the faith, I kept believing. Because it could look like the worst but 

that's not it. I lost a lot of stuff, I lost a lot of friends, I lost a lot of courage, I lost a lot of time, 

I lost a lot of money, but I didn't quit, down on my knees I was still believing, broke I was 

believing, lonely I was believing, betrayed I was believing, if you lose a job, keep the faith, 

if you have to move in with your parents keep the faith, if you have to catch the bus keep the 

faith, if you have to thumb, keep the faith, if you get sick keep the faith, if you lose your 

kidney keep the faith, if you have got a heart trouble keep the faith! Paul confessed in verse 

7 of today's scriptures saying, “I have fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I have 

kept the faith…” Pray in the Holy Ghost.

Prayer Points: 
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   drawing people to God for kingdom growth and expansion.

These are God's hosting meetings that turn lives and destinies 
around. They comprised of impartation services, Crusades, 
Judgment meetings and souls fishing outreaches. These programs 
are listed bellow on how they are being done yearly. You can book 
to attend any of these programs by contacting our office either by 
e-mail or calls. The dates that are not yet detailed will be listed 
soon, in the next COF. SMS: +2347066085556, to book the 
attendance of any of them.

1) January Fasting close / yearly opening, this is done at the second 
to last Sunday (4:00pm) of every year. 

nd8) Every 2  Sunday in December is our thanksgiving/ Dinner feast 

                                                 

            KINGDOM CULTIVATING NETWORKS (KCN)

6) THE DEBORAH'S GENERATION and A MAN INDEED; 
both comes up respectively and annually on October.

   directed... This includes cities and remote places.
4) @ August yearly we embark on crusade at anywhere as we are 

3) RAMOTHGILEAD holds annually every April. It has occurred 
for the past three years. It is a program proposed for emancipation 
and judgment. 

5) On September yearly we have GILGAL EXPERIENCE (END 

  

   TIME CONVENTION).

2) Monthly, we record outreaches that are done in strategic places 

7) COUPLES SUMMIT comes up every November annually.

    meeting.
9) International Ministers and Apostolic Conference for 

th th
ENDTIME Armies holds on 27 -29  of December annually, 
worldwide.
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     THURSDAY: SEPTEMBER 16th 2021

                                                          Sacrifice doesn't bring you low.  

                                                             TEXT:(                                                             TEXT:(1 Samuel 14 vs. 1-5), (Jonah 2 vs. 9)                                                             TEXT:(1 Samuel 14 vs. 1-5), (Jonah 2 vs. 9)

2. Jesus, equip me with sacrificial instruments as you gave Abraham.

I welcome you to the office of the one who approves the commencement of 
your destiny. A heart-warming moment happened between a mother and 
son at Central Michigan University's graduation ceremony. Sharonda 
Wilson decided to skip her own college graduation at Ferris State 
University so she could see her son graduate at the same time at CMU. After 
central President Robert Davies learned about the situation, he contacted 
Ferris President David Elsher. At the CMU ceremony, Davies conferred the 
mom's degree on behalf of FSU's president and trustees. To sacrifice never 
reduces anyone. The beginning of upliftment is a heart that desires to 
sacrifice. I personally understood sacrifice to be doing what's not easy or 
convenient and denying of one's self something. There is a saying in 
Tibetan that states: “Tragedy should be utilized as a source of strength.” 
“No matter what sort of difficulties, how painful experience is, if we lose 
our hope that's our real disaster” (Dalai Lama). It is a source of strength to 
engage on what's not easy, what's not accepted, what's not convenient. 
Pushing through the extra mile is a source of strength. There is no limit to 
what can be done when an individual is determined to sacrifice. Having a 
clearer picture from verse 5 of today's first scripture we saw, “And he said, 
peaceably I am come to sacrifice unto the Lord. Sanctify yourselves and 
come with me to the sacrifice. And he sanctified Jesse and his sons, and 
called them to the sacrifice.” Oh my God! It takes sanctification for a true 
sacrifice to commence. Before you go out looking for who to help or 
support go ahead and be sanctified. Rising up today to spend what you don't 
have to please God or help the needy/poor can never reduce you. Based on 
God's programming system on earth. It is highly impossible for one who 
sacrifices to be reduced to nothing. God is echoing to our ear today saying, 
'Rise up and sacrifice to me and for me’.

1. Father, I thank you for reminding me of the need to sacrifice.
                                           

3. Mighty God send the reward all my previous sacrifices.

Prayer Points: 
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        FRIDAY: SEPTEMBER 17th 2021

                                                                You are a weapon.

                                                             TEXT:  (Psalm 149 vs. 1-9)                                                                 TEXT:  (Psalm 149 vs. 1-9)                                                                 TEXT:  (Psalm 149 vs. 1-9)    

2. Ask God to bring judgment upon your enemies. 

1. Thank God for the word you have heard. 

3. Pray that the enemy will have no effect around your life and destiny. 

   I welcome you today to the season of humiliating the kingdom of darkness. Listen 

to this story: there was a man of God who visited a land called Salamis to preach the 

word of God in a Church. In that land was also a sorcerer; but the deputy president of 

that land heard of the man of God and invited him to preach Jesus to his hearing; but 

the sorcerer being a friend of the deputy president was there the day the man of God 

was invited and he began to argue the preaching of the man of God to the hearing of 

the deputy president and the man of God being filled with the Holy Ghost said to 

him, 'You child of the devil, thou enemy of all righteousness, why should you 

continue to deceive people; now I command you to go blind for a period of three 

months and immediately the sorcerer went blind and was led out of the place. That 

encounter resulted to the salvation of the deputy President. The name of the Vice 

President was Sergius Paulus and the name of the sorcerer was Elymas and the name 

of the man of God was Apostle Paul (Acts 13 vs. 5-12). Verse 6-7 of today's scripture 

reveals, “let the high praise of God be in their mouth, and a two edge sword in their 

hand. (Verse 7) To execute vengeance upon the heathen and punishment upon the 

people.” That's insightful: “you and I are possessing two edge sword to execute 

judgment upon the heathen and punishment upon the people.” God wants to use a 

user of this COF to punish His enemies. The same God who makes the blind to see 

can make an opened eyes to go blind. Apostle Paul did not say to Elymas, “God 

punish you but He punished him by himself”. Today I stand on the authority of 

God to announce to the hearing of the enemies of your destiny and testimony; 'let the 

land they stand upon begin to pursue them; let them loose peace and comfort upon 

the earth. Let their lives become a burden to them until they are eaten by the land. Let 

the sunrise become darkness to them'. Continue with your own judgment because 

you are a living weapon. May God humiliate enemies of righteousness!                                              
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   SATURDAY: SEPTEMBER 18th 2021

                                                                        Why Fear?

                                                TEXT:(Matthew 14 vs. 25 – 30)                                                TEXT:(Matthew 14 vs. 25 – 30)                                                TEXT:(Matthew 14 vs. 25 – 30)

2. Demand for the courage to challenge any situation that seems to challenge your 

breakthrough.

I welcome you to training camp of the God whose slogan is “fear not!” Once a nice 

man said, “Remembering that I will be dead soon is the most important tool I have 

ever encountered to help me make the big choices in life. Because almost everything, 

all external expectations, all pride, all fear of embarrassment or failure; these things 

just fall away in the face of death, leaving what is truly important.” “fear keeps us 

focussed on the past or worried about the future.” If we can acknowledge our fear, 

we can realize that right now we are okay. Right now, today, we are still alive, and our 

bodies are working marvellously. Our eye can still see the beautiful sky. Our ears can 

still hear the voice of our loved ones. Fear is the most reasonable excuse why most 

people live a life that is below what they really represent. Fear is the most invisible 

enemy that hinders people from breaking out from the limitation that seems to have 

suppressed them for a long time. I think is very important if we read verse 30 of 

today's scripture together and it says, “But when he saw the wind boisterous, he was 

afraid; and beginning to sink he cried, saying, Lord, save me.” At this point Peter 

had begun the journey, approaching Jesus; but instead of focussing his mind to his 

destination, he began to observe His environment. Of course the wind should be 

boisterous because the journey was on the sea; of course there should be tempest; but 

the Bible said, 'He was afraid and began to sink.' Hear this: 'fear is the invisible 

evidence of failure'. Fear is the beginning of failure. No matter how equipped you 

are, fear is your greatest enemy to success. Oh, no wonder Mark Twain explained it 

like this: “Courage is resistance to fear, mastery of fear, not the absence of fear.” 

The more courageous we are the scarier we look to fear itself. There are people, fear 

fears. The situations around them are afraid of them. “It takes a loin heart to possess a 

lion share.” It takes boldness to offer the world what you feel they need. And the word 

of God says, “For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, 

and of sound mind'. (2 Timothy 1 vs. 7): “If the Spirit of God lives in you, why fear?”                                           

1. Ask God to conquer fear on your behalf. 
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      SUNDAY: SEPTEMBER 19th 2021

                                                              Be a transformer (Mihir Garimella). 

                                                                           TEXT:  (                                                                             TEXT:  (  Isaiah 65 vs. 16-20)                                                                             TEXT:  (  Isaiah 65 vs. 16-20) 

1.Oh God I thank you for your faithfulness.

3. I desire for the life that will transform my generation.

4.Abba Father give me reasons & passion to live above men's prediction of me.

                    

5.Lord Jesus I sincerely appreciate your grace on me at this very last day of the month.

 Verse 17-18 of today's scripture reads, “For behold I create new heavens and a new 

earth: and the former shall not be remembered, nor come into mind. But be ye glad and 

rejoice forever in that which I create: for behold I create Jerusalem. A rejoicing and 

her people a joy”. (KJV). This is the generation of new heavens and new earth. When 

transformation is an ordained destiny from God. Except you are really ready to change 

things, things might end up changing you. It takes one with a different eye to transform 

things and persons. You cannot be transformed except you have the transforming pills 

of God inside you and it was well stated in today's scripture verse 20 saying, 'There 

shall be no more thence an infant of days, nor old man that hath not filled his days: for 

the child shall die an hundred years old; but the sinner being an hundred years old 

shall be accursed”. That is to say that children are doing what men/women are meant 

to do. There is no age for achievements. It is no longer the older you are, the more 

successful you become; NO! That time is passed. It is God's will for now. Your 

achievements are not limited within your age. Mihir Garimella was this 18 year old 

Stanford freshman/young man who has a number of projects already under his belt, 

including creating a homework app to replace paper planners and working on 

technology to diagnose concussions on the side line of a soccer game. His latest 

innovation known as Firefly Autonomy, involves building autonomous drones that can 

go into dangerous or difficult locations, for inspecting equipment to conducting 

search-and-rescue missions during fire or other disasters. It is of very best interest to 

note that nothing can be achieved without a perfect frame of mind in Christ Jesus. Yes, 

transformers are Jesus followers. I have never seen any form of wisdom among the 

young aged persons that is not in Christ Jesus. Ask God for innovative ideas: for 

young persons...

2. Mighty God I believe in your power show it to me.
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     MONDAY: SEPTEMBER 20th 2021

                                                                  Here am I today. 

                                                    TEXT:(                                                    TEXT:(Psalm 56 vs. 1-13)                                                      TEXT:(Psalm 56 vs. 1-13)  

Worship God in your own way. 

 I welcome you to the sanctuary of the One who is known for greater things. 

People shift from their today into the tomorrow they admire. What happens 

when the tomorrow you desire is the one you don't admire especially in public, 

probably because of jealousy or hatred? You can never attract what you 

attack. My few years in Christ has taught me that judgment reduces with 

maturity. The greatest height of growth is when one grows in wisdom and 

understanding. When we grow in understanding, we also grow in appreciation. 

Appreciation removes depression. Intelligence promotes integrity. When 

you appreciate today, your spirit will be liberal to welcome the beauty of 

tomorrow. In today's scripture verse 2, David said, “My enemies would bound 

me all day, for there are many that who fight against me, O most high”. This 

was his complain/lamentation towards God when the Philistines captured him 

in Gath. He was almost depressed due to the outcome of his today (then). As a 

matter of fact the philistines were his core enemies; so he was almost towards 

the end of his reign and life but in the next verse of today's scripture he said, 

“Whenever I am afraid, I will trust in you. In God (I will praise His word), I 

have put my trust; I will not fear what can flesh do to me?” Obviously David 

was afraid of what the tomorrow would be that's why he sounded, “Whenever 

I am afraid”.  Many persons have ignored their tomorrow because of the 

failure of today. No matter how uncaring today has been, tomorrow has the 

tendency to wipe the memories of today from you. It doesn't matter what has 

failed around you; Jesus has the capacity to give you the tomorrow you 

deserve, Just hold on to Him. I guess you really need this tablet from verse 13 

of today's scripture: 'Have you not kept my feet from falling, that I may walk 

before God in the light of the living?” Appreciate God for who you are today 

and appreciate people that are where you are hopping to be tomorrow with a 

praise to God for the tomorrow ahead. 

3. Mighty God I receive grace to stand above any form of obstacle standing 

before me.

                

1.  Thank God for His word to you.

2.  Jesus, help me to rise above my today.
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      TUESDAY: SEPTEMBER 21st 2021

                                                                    Miss it, but don't mess it. 

                                                              TEXT:  (                                                                   TEXT:  (     Proverb 15 vs. 19-26)                                                              TEXT:  (     Proverb 15 vs. 19-26)

                                           

Mistakes are normal but damages are deadly. Most times men finds it hard to 

accommodate their differences which leads to disagreement but the problem is 

not the disagreement; it is why is it difficult for them to accept themselves 

though they disagree. Recently I heard of a man and wife that disagreed over 

their daughter's child birth in the eastern part of Nigeria. When someone's child 

is married and she delivers thereafter, it is required that the Mum of the girl 

married should visit her daughter's home to assist and educate her on how to 

take care of the baby and this process is cal led Omugwo. Personally I cannot 

tell the past of the family in question or what happened that made the husband 

to forbid his wife from visiting her own daughter as the custom requires. 

Maybe she married wrongly, or she married against her parent's will or 

something else. I know certainly well that before a man could refuse his wife 

from carrying out such assignment, it suggests that something serious is 

behind his decision. Despite the man's counsel to his wife, the woman was bent 

on visiting her daughter to carry out the assignment required of her in nursing 

the baby. The husband seeing the stand of his wife then spoke to her angrily 

saying, “If you go there, you will not come back alive”. Hmmm, the woman 

left to his daughter's place, after few days she fell sick and died. Then their son 

left where he was and rushed to the village, got his father killed, sliced him into 

pieces and burnt his remains saying, “This wicked man killed my mother”. 

Whether you are correct or wrong only the time can determine that. The time 

has the capacity to tell your stand and options how wise they are. Verse 23 says, 

“A man hath joy by the answer of His mouth: and a word spoken in due season, 

how good is it!” It is my desire to get from God the right thing to say at all 

times. It takes the grace of God to be right and the hand of God to do the right 

thing. Don't disagree with your spouse; don't be rigid too, make a flexible 

home to accommodate peace. Ask God for the wisdom to control things you 

cannot handle ordinarily. 

1.   Oh God guide my life.

2.   Save me from the pit of mess.

3.   Oh God I pray that no mess shall be traced to me; end every mess!    

Prayer Points: 

  WEDNESDAY: SEPTEMBER 22nd 2021

                                                                     You need people.

                                                   TEXT:(Deuteronomy 26 vs. 11 – 15)                                                   TEXT:(Deuteronomy 26 vs. 11 – 15)                                                   TEXT:(Deuteronomy 26 vs. 11 – 15)
Are you the kind of person who believes that yourself is enough for you and that you need 

no human being in this life, you are wrong and God is giving you a chance to rethink so 

that you can be rescued from limitation. The truth is that nobody is celebrated by himself, 

people are celebrated by others. No one lifts himself, people lifts you, even when you 

believe that it is only God that can lift you; when He begins He brings people around you. 

Permit me to say that some brethren lost their privileges and opportunities simple 

because they ignore to develop themselves on how to relate with others and retain human 

relationship. Joseph had this experience likewise Paul, David and lots more of persons in 

the scriptures and in the contemporary society. I believe these questions below can get 

you clearer on it. Can you cry under water? Do fishes get thirsty? Why don't birds fall off 

trees when they sleep? Why is it call building, when it is already built? When they said 

dog food is new and improved who tasted it? I love you is not a question, then why does it 

need an answer? Why does round Pizza come in a square box? Why doesn't glue get stick 

to its bottle? If money doesn't grow on trees then why do banks have branches? Don't be 

confused, just remember that nothing in nature lives for itself. Rivers don't drink their 

own water. Trees don't eat their own fruit. The sun doesn't produce heat for itself, and the 

moon never goes on a horny moon. Living for others and with others is the rule of nature. 

God's investment to humanity is anchored on partnership. If you can partner with Him 

then you are His. God partners with people and there is no way you can run His plan if 

people are not involved. He is called the God of all flesh. (Jeremiah 32 vs. 27): In 

everything you do try to touch lives and help people, in so doing, you are in God's cause. 

When you become a people, more blessings comes your way. When you attract others 

attention more glory and grace comes your way. When your vision is about God and His 

people, he takes note of you. Be cool, humble and generous to accommodate people. 

Verse 15 of today's scriptures says, “Look down from their holy habitation from heaven 

and bless thy people Israel and the land which thou hast given us, as thou swarest unto 

our fathers, and land that floweth with milk and horny”. It says bless thy people… do you 

have the association that God will look at and aim to invest on you.

1. Jesus, I receive the grace to influence and accommodate people.
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     THURSDAY: SEPTEMBER 23rd 2021

                                                                      Jesus my Lord!

                                                             TEXT:  (Acts 11 vs. 15 – 20)                                                                 TEXT:  (Acts 11 vs. 15 – 20)                                                                 TEXT:  (Acts 11 vs. 15 – 20)    

Worship God using song 3: Page 124. 

2.  Lord Jesus give me the grace to love you the more.

  I welcome you to the place of the one who has reconciled us to Himself. The very 

one who decides our destiny above us. Yes, that very one is Jesus; is He your Lord 

and personal saviour? God is interested in those individuals who He will Lord over 

their lives to the very disappointment of the devil. Yes, the Lord always wants to 

Lord over all that concerns us. The Lord is an honourable office that is carefully 

recognised capable of determining the state of matters without being interrupted 

by any form of dispute or argument. The Lords are judges and law givers, with 

power to approve or disapprove an intention or already existing process, style or 

system. The Lord Jesus is looking for those whom in this last time and season that 

He should Lord over their lives and Destiny. Indeed the devil is fighting a lot of 

persons making their experience to be different from what they really represent, 

creating all manner of doubts among brethren. There are some doubting if what 

they believe-in is really the truth because satan has proposed to disappoint their 

faith but Jesus being our Lord is not just our Lord when we obey Him, he is the one 

that brings His obedience in us. He is the very one that has the capacity to lead us to 

Himself. Oh God, be my Lord now and always. In verse 17 of today's scripture it 

reads, “For as much then as God gave them the like gift as he did unto us, who 

believed on the Lord, Jesus Christ; what was I that I could withstand God?” Peter 

recognised that it is the Lord that gives gifts. Recognise that it is Christ who works 

His righteousness in you. It is Him who can Lord your thought, finances, 

relationships, association and all that relates with you, He is the Lord, and the very 

Lord of all things and all men. Let Him be your Lord today, the meaning of that is in 

your actions and did, do exactly what He would want you do, to the glory of His 

name to the very shame of the devil. The Lord Jesus shall give you grace to be 

what Himself represents, in Jesus name, Amen!

1.  Oh Lord, I thank you for your word to me.

3.  Lord Jesus I offer myself to you and all that concerns me that you will Lord over 

me, Amen!
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      FRIDAY: SEPTEMBER 24th 2021

                                                                     Eagle’s wing.

                                                           TEXT:(Exodus 19 vs. 1-4)                                                           TEXT:(Exodus 19 vs. 1-4)                                                           TEXT:(Exodus 19 vs. 1-4)

Worship God in your own way. 
1. Ask God to bare you on His wings as you climb to the highest level of your desire.       

Germany Kent said, “With God, there is always appointed time for things, and 

when you put Him first, trust in His timing, and keep the faith miracle 

happens!” God has eagle’s wing where he bares us to reach the place of destiny. His 

eagle’s wing doesn't make us to reach the sky but takes us beyond the sky. Honour 

with God is not for a season but for the rest of life. Verse 4 of today's scripture echoed 

that, “Ye have not seen what I did unto the Egyptians, and how I bare you on eagle's 

wings, and brought you unto myself ”. There is a wing you possess which gives you 

the capacity to fly but I don't know if you are aware of it. Being carried on eagle's wing 

as we saw from today's scripture, it suggests that your place of dwelling is on a very 

high altitude because that's the place of eagles. Eagles don't fly with sparrows, ravens 

and other small birds. No wonder the scripture reveals that, “We are seated with him 

far above principalities and powers” (Ephesians 2 vs. 6). Eagles also have an 

accurate vision; an eagle can focus on something 5km away no matter the obstacle. 

Have you forgotten the word of the Lord that says, “Open thou mine eyes, that I may 

behold wondrous things out of thy law.” Maybe you don't know this but let me inform 

you that eagles love storms; whenever the cloud gathers, the eagles uses the storm's 

wind to lift itself higher and it is confirmed in God's word in Psalm 107 vs. 29: “He 

maketh the storms calm so that the waves thereof are still”. I don't know the storm 

around you but that's the storm that will make your wing stronger and your flight 

higher, Amen! Eagles also grow old; it removes it feathers, the beak and the claws in a 

hiding place to be renewed and when renewed the flight becomes swifter and higher. 

Isaiah 40 vs. 31, “It says, they that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength; they 

shall mount up with wings as eagles, they shall run and not be weary; and they shall 

work and not faint.” The spirit of God is saying to someone today, “Explore your 

flight in God, because the Lord is carrying you on eagle's wing to become whom 

He has destined you to be.” Go for the unreachable and rise above obstacles!                                            

2. Pray for higher flights and higher experiences of testimonies. 
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      SATURDAY: SEPTEMBER 25th 2021

                                                                    Unfinished Battle. 

                                                                TEXT:  (Isaiah 49 vs. 22 – 26)                                                                    TEXT:  (Isaiah 49 vs. 22 – 26)                                                                    TEXT:  (Isaiah 49 vs. 22 – 26)    

Worship God using song 3: Page 124. 

 Some people have lost their lives because the hand of pressure took hold of them as 

they were fighting the battle that has lasted for a long time in their lives. I pray for 

you,  “Any battle that have occur in your life is hereby terminated forever and ever 

in Jesus name, Amen!” In the year 1871 when Mr Ramon Artagaveytia was 30 years 

he survived the sinking of the ship 'America' but was left emotionally scarred. In 

1912 when he became 71 years, that was 41 years after he survived the ship 

America, he finally overcame his fear and decided to sail again, only to die in the 

sinking of the ship he was on. His next try killed him. Oh, and this very ship was 

Titanic. There are battles the enemy have sustain to crown himself a victor in some 

person's life over years but concerning you he has lost forever and  ever in Jesus 

name, Amen! There are people whom their battle may be marriage, you have 

married more than once and yet no peace. It does not necessarily mean that 

something is wrong with you: but because the enemy is sustaining a battle around 

your life he make you look as though there is something wrong. To a COF user the 

Lord wants you to understand that today is an unusual one as He is set to frustrate the 

works of darkness and limit the advances of the enemy. To some other persons it is 

their business, career and other areas of productiveness. In most cases the devil 

programs to end an individual's life in such process, but today I raise standard 

against him using the very voice of God, declaring the word of God in verse 26 of 

today's scripture saying, “But thus saith the Lord, even the captivfes of the mighty 

shall be taken away, and the prey of the terrible shall be delivered: for I will contend 

with him that contendeth with thee, and I will save thy children”. In Jesus name I 

declared this very scripture into your life with the very force of the Holy Ghost, 

Amen! God's delivering hand is rescuing you from the works of darkness, God's 

hand is extending even to you and your children. None of those limitations shall 

reach them in Jesus name, Amen. That very difficulty is over, in Jesus name, Amen.

2.  I receive the hand of God over me and over my to frustrate the devil, Amen! 

1.  Oh God, I thank you for your word to me.
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     SUNDAY: SEPTEMBER 26th 2021

                                                                Justify your faith.

                                                         TEXT:(Galatians 3 vs. 4 – 9)                                                          TEXT:(Galatians 3 vs. 4 – 9)                                                          TEXT:(Galatians 3 vs. 4 – 9) 

Worship God in your own way. 

Father, we glorify your holy name, and we bow down before you, Jesus. Many 

are Christians with no place or trace of justice. They just want to be what they 

can, not minding how meaningful they could appear before God. We should 

not look like the positions we occupy in the church but we should look like the 

very want of God for us. Yes, we are the very people that should demonstrate 

the very life of Christ we tend to preach and announce. Several years ago a 

Christian from a distant town accepted a call from a church in Leeds. Some 

weeks after his arrival, he had an appointment that made him to board a bus to 

another part of the town. When he sat down, he discovered that the driver had 

mistakenly given him his balance in excess of 50 pence. As he considered what 

to do, he thought within himself, you would better give this money back. It 

would be wrong to keep it” Then another thought came, “Oh, forget it, it's only 

50 pence, who would worry about this little amount, after all the bus company 

makes so much money on fares; they will never miss it. Accept it as a gift from 

God and keep quiet”. There are many things the devil has asked many of us to 

keep quiet about, is unfortunate that some of us seem to have listened to him. 

The person you are on the field of God is not only seen by God, it is also seen by 

people. In verse 8 of today's scripture we saw, “And the scripture foreseeing 

that God would justify the heathen through faith, preached before the gospel 

unto Abraham, saying, in thee shall all nations be blessed”. God justifies the 

heathen, the Christian life we live isn't out of God's judgement balance. Don't 

bear the burden the devil has given you in your heart. Open your mouth and 

ease the burden that can deny you eternity. For some of us what is needed is to 

ask for forgiveness, to some is just to confess a wrong did done against a 

person. Justify your faith.

1.  Oh God, we thank you for your word to me.

2.  Jesus, show me your light and mercy.

3.  Oh God, give me the courage to justify my faith.
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        MONDAY: SEPTEMBER 27th 2021

                                                                        Justify your faith. (Part 2) 

                                                                TEXT:  (Romans 12 vs. 1 – 5)                                                                    TEXT:  (Romans 12 vs. 1 – 5)                                                                    TEXT:  (Romans 12 vs. 1 – 5)    

Worship God using song 3: Page 124. 

 To justify the very faith we have isn't mostly by our making. It is God's work 

through us, all we have to do is to submit ourselves to God. This is why 

God's word says in John 15 vs. 5 saying, “I am the vine, ye are the branches: 

He that abideth in me, and I in him, the same bringeth forth much fruit: for 

without me you can do nothing.” The sensitivity of the Holy Spirit increases 

in you as you yield yourself to God. You become determined to obey Him as 

you give yourself to His will and love. In continuation of yesterday's story 

we saw, ...When he was getting down from the bus, he paused momentarily 

at the door, and then handed the 50 pence to the driver and said, “take, the 

balance you gave me was excess”. The driver with a smile replied, Aren't 

you the new preacher in town? Yes I am, replied the Preacher. Well, I have 

been thinking a lot lately about where to go to worship. I just wanted to see 

what you would do if I gave you a balance in excess. I will worship with you 

at the church this Sunday. When the preacher stepped off the bus, he 

grabbed a nearby electric pole, looked up and said, “Oh God, I almost sold 

your son for 50 pence!” Our life style is the only bible some people will ever 

read. This is a subtle example of how much people watch us as Christians, 

and will put us to test! Verse 2 of today's scripture says, “And be not 

conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of your 

mind, that ye may prove what is that good and acceptable, and perfect will 

of God”. Prove what is good, acceptable and perfect will of God. One of the 

greatest desire we could have from time to time is to know what is actually 

good and acceptable, perfect will of God for ourselves.  It is my prayer for 

myself and you that we may do the very will of God. God bless you richly! 

Be a COF partner, distribute and give to others: Call; 07066085556.

1.  Oh God, I thank you for your word to me.

3.  I shall not fall victim of any satanic misdirection.

2.  Jesus, I receive the grace and the enablement to prove my faith.
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     TUESDAY: SEPTEMBER 28th 2021

                                                                    Toxic friends.

                                                         TEXT:(Psalm 41 vs. 1 – 9), (Proverb 18 vs. 24)                                                          TEXT:(Psalm 41 vs. 1 – 9), (Proverb 18 vs. 24)                                                          TEXT:(Psalm 41 vs. 1 – 9), (Proverb 18 vs. 24) 

1.  Jesus, show me your grace and mercy and save me from unfriendly friends; my God, 

remove toxic people from my life.

There are people the Lord out of His mercy will never allow to be part of your life. There 

are individuals whom you might have meant well for but their response in the process 

appears toxic. What then do we say about Cain who killed Abel his own brother, what 

about Joseph's brothers who betrayed his trust on them? What else can we say about 

Ahitophel who betrayed David, what of Jonadab who deceived Amnon, do you also 

consider about Laban who deceived Jacob; such is with human and human relationship/ 

friendship sometimes. A mother fetched flood water, tap water, river water, rain water, 

well water and lake water in different cups. She lined them up on a table and called her 

children and said; “You see these different samples of water, all are called water. 

However, not all qualify for what I am about to ask you to do now. She then asked her 

children to assume that they are thirsty, and pick the one they would drink. They looked 

carefully at the labels and picked the tap water. Then the mother said, “You see how you 

carefully looked at the labels before you picked? That is how you should carefully look at 

the labels on different people before you chose your friends. The label on people are their 

Character, their habits, their behaviours”. Every water is water but not every water is 

qualified for drinking”. Yes, every water is water but some water are poisonous.” Every 

human being appears as a human being but not every human being are humans and are 

qualified for friendship. Some human beings are animals in human skin, and are 

dangerous poisons for friendship. Open your eyes and read the label carefully before 

selecting your friends. This we should tell ourselves and our children! If you must go far 

then not everyone should be found in your ship. Critical examination of people, their 

worth (Value, discipline and humility) and class will help you to have the right people 

around your life. Many have lost their direction in life because of wrong friends, some 

have lost opportunities that could have blessed them because of wrong friends. God's 

word sounding in verse 9 of today's first scripture says, “Yea, mine own familiar friend, 

in whom I trusted which did eat of my bread, hath lifted up his heel against me”. There 

are friends that when you trust them, they lift up their heel against you. 
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       WEDNESDAY: SEPTEMBER 29th 2021

                                                                                    Just Live.

                                                              TEXT:  (Matthew 6 vs. 22 – 33)                                                                  TEXT:  (Matthew 6 vs. 22 – 33)                                                                  TEXT:  (Matthew 6 vs. 22 – 33)    

Worship God using song 3: Page 124. 

 I welcome someone before the throne of Him who is God forever and ever. He lives forever 

and dwells in eternity. If you aren't careful you might end up living the very life that others 

detect and it leads to regrets. Note these few points of life: “Stay away from anger, it hurts 

only you! It doesn't solve anything. It builds nothing, but it can destroy everything. If you are 

right then there is no need to get angry, and if you are wrong then you don't have any right to 

get angry. Patience with family is love, patience with others is respect, patience with self is 

confidence and patience with God is faith. Never think hard about the past, it brings tears… 

Don't think more about the future, it brings fear. Live this moment with a smile, it brings 

cheers. Every test in our lives makes us bitter or better, every problem comes to make us or 

break us. The choice is ours whether we become victims or victorious. Do you know why 

God created gaps between fingers? So that someone who is special to you comes and fill 

those gaps by holding your hand forever. God has send us all in pairs, someone somewhere 

is made for you. So wait for the right person. A satisfied life is better than a successful life 

because our success is measured by others. But our satisfaction is measured by our own soul, 

mind and heart. Life is like a note book. Two pages are already written by God. First page is 

birth, last page is death. Centre page are empty so, fill them with smile and love. Life is 

beautiful, one day, one hour and one minute, will not come again in your entire life. Avoid 

fights and angriness and speak lovely to every person. Nothing is permanent don't stress 

yourself too much because no matter how bad the situation is, it will change. Life is an echo, 

what you send out comes back, what you sow, you reap. What you give, you get. What you 

see in others, exists in you. Don't judge so you will not be judged. Radiate and give love and 

love will come back to you. To the living there is hope. God's word speaking to us in today's 

scripture says in verse 26 saying, “Behold the fouls of the air, for they sow not neither to they 

reap, nor gather into barns; yet your heavenly Father feedeth them. Are you not much better 

than they?” That's the real question to note: “are you not much better than they?” God is 

saying to someone never forget that I am your light and your source. Live the very life God 

planned for you. No height or level of life is impossible with God.

1.  I shall dwell in the light and goodness of God forever and ever, Amen!
Prayer Points: 
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     THURSDAY: SEPTEMBER 30th 2021

                                                                Break your limits.

                                                                    TEXT:(Isaiah 14 vs. 24 – 27)                                                                     TEXT:(Isaiah 14 vs. 24 – 27)                                                                     TEXT:(Isaiah 14 vs. 24 – 27) 

Worship God in your own way. 
1.  Oh Lord, thank you for your word to me.

2.  Jesus, show me your grace and mercy.

To have limits to life's success and expectation is not an unfair task given to you by 

Destiny or God as your point of decision is rekindled. God has given us the grace to 

step above indecision and limitations. Believe you are there and you almost are, 

believe you can and you have almost done. Nick Vujicic was born with a rare disease 

condition called Tetra-Amelia. Tetra-Amelia is characterised by the absence of four 

limbs, no hands, no legs! He had the out pouring of love and care from his parents and 

relatives while growing up. At the age of 8 Nick tried to kill himself three times 

because onlookers and the kids in school would jeer and laugh at him. He got sick and 

tired of society estimation of him. After deep contemplation one day he decided to live, 

when in one of his attempt at suicide he saw in his mind the intense pain and the grief he 

would cause his family. Today, he is a pastor and motivation speaker changing millions 

of lives around the world. He has authored several books some hitting the New Yoke 

times bestselling list. He is married to the love of his life Kamae and together they have 

4 children. One of his book title is “life without limits”. The worst is not when people 

feel that you can't by yourself, it is when you feel that you can’t. The basic problem 

people face is not the one that attacks them externally but the one that comes to them 

internally. God is above your limits. People do not marry the best spouse because they 

are pretty or ugly. People don't make money because they are street smart. Success and 

achievements is found in the very mind of the one who wants to succeed. The man Nick 

whose story we saw above gave himself to success in the absence of hands and legs just 

because he agreed from his mind to give it a try. Change the venue of your life through 

your mind. No devil can stop you in Jesus name, Amen! Verse 25 of today's scripture 

says, “That I will break the Assyrians in my hand, and upon my mountains tread him 

under foot: then should his yoke depart from off them, and his burden depart from off 

their shoulders”. Any resisting burden on your shoulder is taken away right now in 

Jesus name, Amen. Go and shine! God bless you richly. If you got COF through 

someone get for someone else and keep the fire spreading: 07066085556

Prayer Points: 
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             WHEN YOU LOGIN, SEARCH FOR:

                                          

                               WWW.B-OK.ORG

             YOU CAN NOW DOWNLOAD THE COF

                      USING THE LINK BELOW

YOU CAN GET ANY VERSION, SECTION AND 
VOLUME OF YOUR CHOICE ANYTIME AND 
ANYWHERE!

                          GOD BLESS YOU!

INTRODUCE COF TO SOMEONE TO ATTRACT 
HEAVENLY BLESSINGS

CHANNELS OF FULFILMENT OR CHIDOLUE 
ISAAC

5. (Isaiah 40 vs. 31): Jesus, by your name I refuse a stagnated life, destiny, 

business, career and Marriage.

17. (Psalm 89 vs. 36): Daddy, bring me to the point where I will never fall.

18. (2 Corinthians 12 vs. 9): Jesus, equip my inner man to move mountains.

  September Prayer Points: MIRACULOUS GOD.!

8. (Proverb 4 vs. 18): My God, since you are always brighter; I demand that 

your light shall shine in my life until I become the brightest in my field.

13. (Isaiah 42 vs. 16): I know you can do all things Jesus, therefore push me to 

the next level.

2. (Job 33 vs. 25): Any projection from the pit of hell against my light of 

manifestation I command it to catch fire; and to have no effect around my life 

and destiny.

16. (Psalm 16 vs. 5): Faithful God, give me grace to remain yours forever.

19. (Isaiah 45 vs. 19): For calling upon your name,  I will testify this season. 

7. (Psalm 130 vs. 7): Abba Father, you alone are God: as I hope for greater 

things, may I not see lesser things around my life and destiny.

6. (Genesis 17 vs. 18): Any force that limits people from my environment 

shall be powerless around my life and destiny’s mission.

4.  (Isaiah 46 vs. 13): Most Heavenly Father, I pray that this season my 

testimony shall not be delayed anymore.

 11. (Psalm 28 vs. 8): Jesus I rely on your strength alone, therefore do for me 

what I can't do for myself.

3. (Psalm 112 vs. 4): My God I shall not be found in any kind of darkness or 

dark experiences.

15. (Jeremiah 17 vs. 77): The calamities of this time shall not see me and my 

family.

14. (Psalm 55 vs. 22): I submit my life  with  my family ‘s into your able hand.

1.  (Psalm 36 vs. 9): Jesus, I thank you for your light towards my life.

9. (Psalm 21 vs. 9): Any demon sent against my life and destiny, I command 

you  catch fire now in Jesus name. 

10. (Psalm 91 vs. 16): This season I shall not die, and my loved ones shall not 

die, In Jesus name.

12. (Isaiah 3 vs. 10): I arrest my reward robbers in Jesus name, Amen!
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15. (Psalm: 26vs7) Thank you Jesus, as I will start  beholding your 

17.  (John: 1vs51) Jesus, I demand for an open heaven into this season.          

          that is needed for my destiny.                                                                        

19.  (1 John: 4vs6) I come against spirit of error connected against my   

          life, they shall not stand, Amen!                                                       

21.  (Psalm: 143vs10) Oh God I request for your perfect 

714.  Rock of ages I decree by your name that I shall never be

      surprising miracles, Amen!                                                                   

          answer to my previous prayers.                                                

        direction in all things.            

22.  (Psalm: 37vs28) Oh Jesus, I reject every judgment  passed over my 

20.  (Isaiah: 8vs9) Any recycling event that draws me off from my 

         destiny I get them stopped and I cease their  excesses, Amen.                                                                

        life in any form or manner I refuse and  reject their conclusion.

         sponsored by satanic accusation I break free from it in Jesus name, 

18.  (Det: 28vs12) Daddy, I access your treasure room and I covet all 

       frustrated at any time or season of my life.                                                                     

                 Prayers to breaking out from satanic limitations

16.  Psalm: 100vs4) Oh God I thank you for this day, thank you for the 

23.  (Jude: 1vs9) My Father, My God any happenings in my life 

         Amen.                             

24.  (Isaiah: 11vs2) Oh God I receive your spirit of wisdom  to act 

25.  (Psalm: 23vs6) Lord Jesus I stand to claim your mercy  in all I will 

 

27.  (Jere: 5vs26) Any Trap set against my life and destiny, Lord 

Jesus may I never fall a victim 

26.  (Acts: 25vs10) This year I decree I shall make no   mistake.                        

         wisely as always required of me, Amen!                                                          

         do this year.                                                                                          

                      

                                                        

9. (Acts: 4vs43) Father, empower me with grace and might to pray the 

    prayers needed of me, Amen!                                                 

1.  (1 Chronicles: 23vs30) Father I thank you for this new  day, I also 

 level to a higher level, from nothing to something, from sorrow to joy. It 

brings God into the battles of your destiny. When you pray, you bray the 

head of the devil and his workers. There is a God in heaven who answers 

prayers; it is your choice to experience Him, 

                   224 Prayers of deliverance and breakthrough

2. (Psalm: 21vs3) Thank you Lord Jesus for the blessing  and the 

5.(1 Samuel: 17vs49B) Father any Goliath standing between  me and my 

6. (Mark: 14vs59) In the name of Jesus, I challenge alters  

7. (2 Chro: 4vs15) Oh God in this month may I experience  your 

grace, Amen                 .                                                                           

since His ears are widely open to hear you, even now.

     OPENED IN JESUS NAME, AMEN                  

8. (Psalm: 119vs31) Merciful father, remove every trace of shame and 

    limitations in my life now, Amen.                                                                           

    blessings may he be pulled down today in Jesus  name, Amen.                                                      

    and kingdom making decisions over destinies; they shall have no 

    access to mine, Amen.                                      

 Prayers to take control of unpleasant situations.

     opportunities you have prepared for me through 

      thank you for it is a day full of your grace.                                                           

                  224 prayer points that takes you from a lower

     the answers to my prayers.                                                                                                     

3. (Rev: 12 vs. 11) Thank you Jesus for I will testify.                  

4. (Psalm: 118vs19) Oh! Lord Jesus, I stand in your name to access 

the gate of this season; therefore I decree to all my gates of glory: BE 

                                           
    year with me I disassociate myself from them now,  Amen

11. (Psalm: 17vs3) Father, as I journey through my 

      limitation in my life I pull you off.                                                                          

13. (Gen: 49vs26) Any destiny destroyers that entered this 

10. (Psalm: 119vs28) Father I am weak, therefore  

    strengthen me on all sides to achieve my targets this  year, Amen!                                  

     destiny, please do not leave my hands.                                                                              

12. (Micah: 2vs8) Make me to manifest; any garment of  
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84.  (Psalm: 88vs11) Jesus, utilize me for your purpose and bless me 
accordingly.             

85.  (Psalm: 55vs17) Oh God, equip me with strength in order to be 

prayerful as I should and holy as I should.                           

86.  (Psalm: 119vs165) Father, give me the heart that meditates 

and functions like that of Jesus...                                                                                   

87.     (Prov: 9vs17) My father my God in all things this year, show 

me yourself, give me tangible testimonies and make me to 

find you at all times.

88.  (Psalm: 92vs10) Jesus, take hold of me and anoint me with 

          ability in me, may I not underutilize any... Amen!                                            

92.  (1 Chro: 23vs30) Thank you Jesus for today and I appreciate 

          hands not in the hands of any man or devil.                                                                                                                                                                     

89.  (Prov: 17vs8) Daddy as I discover more of your grace and 

          you.                                             

93.  Jesus thank you for my destiny, thank you for it is in your 

91.  (Matt: 24vs16) Oh God explode your fire of revival in our 

nation, and bring it to my environment through me.

          fresh oil, in all sides.                                                                                                                                       

                                                                          

94.  Jesus, I hand over my life to you, be my director, direct all my 

                                              God's control.

          your grace upon my life at this very season.                                                                                        

             Prayer to break out of family limitations and witness   

         days, times and seasons.   

90.  Lord, Jesus, guide my heart and kill my choices that betrays 

         relationship I break it by fire.                                                                               

72.  (Psalm: 41vs9) Oh Lord, any destiny delaying friend  connected to 

 74.  (Zach: 1vs17) Oh God of omega, prepare my hands to be part of   

         me this year, I refuse their association. Any destiny polluting 

73.  (Luk: 6vs21) Jesus, am hungry for your manifestation, I am 

          hungry for your evidence, prove yourself in all areas of my life.                                                            

76.  (Exo: 28vs42) This season my nakedness shall he covered; I shall 

have no trace of shame but will experience double glory.

80.   (Psalm: 37vs23) Baba, order my step to greatness, order my steps 

in righteousness.                                                                                                                                    

78.  (Psalm: 116vs8) Father Lord, I pray that my tears and worries 

shall cease this year.                                                               

          your city builders this END TIME: This year make   me rich by 

          believes all over the world who are facing challenges, Amen!                                                                                         

 

             Prayers to escape weeping conditions and happenings

81.  (Jere: 32vs26) Oh Lord, hide me from every terror of the 

wicked, hide me from frustration, limitation, looses and 

backwardness.                       

          your prosperous grace.  

79.   (Psalm: 37vs19) Oh God, no matter the famine in my nation, your 

world promised me satisfaction, so shall I witness.                                    

82.  (Psalm: 86vs13) Oh God, I refuse to cry at the end if my life, I 

won't go to hell.                                                                                                                                       

75.  (Psalm: 31vs24) Daddy, help all them that hope in you, help         

83.  (2 Kings: 4vs1) There shall be no reason of weeping and mourning 

in my family, this year, Amen.                                                

                                          

 

 

77.  (1 Chro: 29vs13) Thank you heavenly father, for this day in your 

presence.                                                                                         
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      Godly life; to be a centre of your glory to others.                                                                                                     

 Prayers to experience breakthrough and uncommon favor

     this that will show answer to these prayers.                                                                         

47.  (Psalm: 25vs3) Oh God as I wait on you, visit me today.                                            

48.  (Psalm: 21vs11) Daddy may I not be a victim of lack and decisions 

46.  (1 Chro: 29vs13) Oh Lord my God I thank you, for your presence in   

       made by the devil.                                                                                           

49.  (Exo: 24vs16) Oh God give me the grace to live and experience a      

51.  (Isaiah: 60vs11) I take charge of this month as I command 

54.  (Psalm: 68vs1) Arise oh God, and defend me on all sides, let people 

      that robbed me my joy the previous years may they be arrested by  

        enemies connected to my life and I decree all their effort against my 

        fathers, Amen!                                     

53.  (Isaiah: 43vs18-19) Daddy, I pray that your grace I will receive this 

       behalf; take me to the unmerited heights of my destiny.    

       gates of favor to open for me. Gates of blessing open for me, in Jesus 

        name, Amen!                                                                       

        year will make me to forget my days of sorrow.                                                                                

58.  (Isaiah: 7vs15) I refuse damaged destiny, I refuse low life, I refuse 

live without God's evidence, I refuse recycling delay and activities 

of the devil in my life

      fire.                                                         

        know that I am serving you; the living God.                             

52.  (2 King: 23vs32) I shall not be found in the same mess of my 

                                                       

50.   (Num: 23vs30) Lord Jesus, I attack all the centre points of the

        life be reversed.                                                       

57. (Psalm: 126vs1) Father Lord, ignore my past mistakes and the        

mistakes of my fathers and turn away my captivity this season, 

Amen!

55.  (Job: 3vs17) Any outstanding demonic program against my destiny   

                                                 

56.  (Isaiah: 45vs12) Jesus, stretch forth your hands of wonders on my 

28.  (1 Thess: 2vs13) Father, I thank you for the answered prayers of the 

39.  (Psalm: 5vs4) Oh God, may I never be comfortable with the wrong 

things this year.

Prayers that conditions things supernaturally

40.  (Joel: 2vs25) I recover all my lost opportunities in Jesus name, 

        Amen.

        glory by your grace. 

35. (Amos: 2vs4) Oh God, I refuse the punishment of my fathers, 

therefore I disconnect myself from every  ancestral bondage.

30.  (John: 4vs34) My father, and My God, come and pray  through

         May you answer their prayers.                                                         

31.  (Isaiah: 30vs19) In this year I refuse to cry, I refuse to weep in    

29.   (Heb: 4vs16) Oh God, I bring before your throne all the COF users;    

        on me and elevate me to greatness.                                                

         me as you give me grace.                                                                   

36.  Jesus, announce my glory.                                                         

         previous days.                                                                              

37.  (Psalm: 30vs12) I refuse to fall victim of negative examples.

38. (Isaiah: 29vs20) Lord Jesus, I command the eye of the wicked 

monitoring my life to go blind now by fire,  Amen.                                                           

         I pray that you empower them through these prayers, and father 

33.   (Neh: 5vs12) Lord Jesus, I ask you to restore all my lost fame and  

34.  (Exo: 3vs21) Daddy, make me the very candidate for your favor, I 

demand for your favor, therefore oh Lord Favor me.             

        Jesus name, Amen.                                                                                 

32. (1 Peter: 5vs6) My father, you made me for greatness have mercy 

                                          

42.   (1 John: 4vs14) Oh Lord let the world testify of your goodness in 

my life, Amen!     

41.  (Job: 41vs22) I reject sorrowful events around my territory this 

year, Amen.                                     
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          shame, failure, misfortune and so on (mention more).                                                      

          me because you are my only source.                                                                        

          fixed about your good doings in my life this year.                                                                 

67.  (Gal: 6vs7) Jesus, because I trust you, may I not be mocked.             

68.  (Gen: 32vs24-38) Daddy break away any satanic attachment 

65.  (Heb: 1vs2) Oh My Father, How long shall I cry? Arise and save 

69.  (psalm: 31vs21) Oh God Almighty no matter the condition of this 

71.  Father, I make demands for the gifts, grace and throne you have set 

          year in my field of business, I shall standout for excellence.               

66.  (Gen: 1vs27) My God, since you made me in your image, I reject 

         anything that cannot be found in your image in my life including 

          faithful you can be this season.                                                                                                               

64. (Isaiah: 34vs16) (For singles; ready for marriage) Oh God am aware 

you didn't create me to exist alone, therefore Lord I decree that this 

year, I shall never lack my mate                                                                 

          from my life that limits my testimony.                                                                             

          for my life, Amen!   

 

70.  (Dan: 2vs21) Oh God, using my life, teach my enemies how 

        Prayers to occupy the supernatural realms 

                                                                          

          noises provoked from the enemies surrounding my territory.    

61. (Psalm: 7vs15) Oh Jesus, I worship your holy name for this day, 

thank you for the grace of praying and fasting and waiting on you.                                                                                                

62.  (Job: 34vs29) Baba, settle me with peace this period and cease the 

63.  (Psalm: 119vs130) Oh God equip me with the confidence that is 

59.  (Jere: 10vs24) Oh God, help your church, correct all the mistakes 

        made by our leaders and prepare us for your second coming. 

60.   (John: 7vs38) Father, as I believe in your power let your living 

water 

        of excellence flow in my life.

59.  (Jere: 10vs24) Oh God, help your church, correct all the mistakes 

        Prayers to occupy the supernatural realms 

63.  (Psalm: 119vs130) Oh God equip me with the confidence that is 

65.  (Heb: 1vs2) Oh My Father, How long shall I cry? Arise and save 

          from my life that limits my testimony.                                                                             

61. (Psalm: 7vs15) Oh Jesus, I worship your holy name for this day, 

thank you for the grace of praying and fasting and waiting on you.                                                                                                

69.  (psalm: 31vs21) Oh God Almighty no matter the condition of this 

          year in my field of business, I shall standout for excellence.               

66.  (Gen: 1vs27) My God, since you made me in your image, I reject 

67.  (Gal: 6vs7) Jesus, because I trust you, may I not be mocked.             

          faithful you can be this season.                                                                                                               

          for my life, Amen!   

        made by our leaders and prepare us for your second coming. 

          me because you are my only source.                                                                        

          noises provoked from the enemies surrounding my territory.    

60.   (John: 7vs38) Father, as I believe in your power let your living 

water 

64. (Isaiah: 34vs16) (For singles; ready for marriage) Oh God am 

aware you didn't create me to exist alone, therefore Lord I decree 

that this year, I shall never lack my mate                                                                 

         anything that cannot be found in your image in my life including 

68.  (Gen: 32vs24-38) Daddy break away any satanic attachment 

                                                                   

        of excellence flow in my life.

          shame, failure, misfortune and so on (mention more).                                                      

 

62.  (Job: 34vs29) Baba, settle me with peace this period and cease the 

70.  (Dan: 2vs21) Oh God, using my life, teach my enemies how 

71.  Father, I make demands for the gifts, grace and throne you have set 

          fixed about your good doings in my life this year.                                                                 
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95.   (Psalm: 20vs2) I pray for your equipment and       

         empowerment, strengthen me to appreciate and follow  

          suffering.                                                  

104. (Psalm: 35vs6) Any kingdom that aims on frustrating me, 

          may they forever remain frustrated, Amen!                                              

           your visitation; don't allow me to be frustrated.                            

          around. Make it the testimony am hoping for.                                                                           

105. Decree with me:  Father, I refuse to be misdirected this now 

          connection, connected to my life.                                                                                               

         wisdom, let me not strive like others, deliver me from    

102. (Psalm: 84vs11) Father Lord this year, take me to the  

          by the strength of God.                                                   

99.   (Psalm: 126vs1) My father my God, turn that ugly situation

96.  (Luk: 10vs18) Abba father, I refuse any satanic 

          wasted years of my life.                                                                                    

          and forever, Amen!                 

106. (Proverb 4vs9) Oh God, May it be known by all, that your 

excessive grace provoked the manifestation of my destiny and glory.

98.  (Psalm: 31vs21) Oh God connect me to greatness by your 

                                                                          

         your direction.                                  

           will  remember no shame anymore.                                                   

          which is hindering my speed, I reject them and their projects 

100. Isaiah: 54vs4) Father Lord, bless me in such a way that I 

101. (Job: 14vs4) Jesus, give me the patience that waits upon  

97.  (Zach: 1vs4) Any directions I inherited from my father's

            possible place where I can find your grace and glory.                                                

103. (Jere: 30vs17) Lord Jesus, I decree the restoration of the 

84.  (Psalm: 88vs11) Jesus, utilize me for your purpose and bless me 
accordingly.             

85.  (Psalm: 55vs17) Oh God, equip me with strength in order to be 

prayerful as I should and holy as I should.                           

86.  (Psalm: 119vs165) Father, give me the heart that meditates 

and functions like that of Jesus...                                                                                   

87.     (Prov: 9vs17) My father my God in all things this year, show 

me yourself, give me tangible testimonies and make me to 

find you at all times.

88.  (Psalm: 92vs10) Jesus, take hold of me and anoint me with 

          you.                                             

         days, times and seasons.   

89.  (Prov: 17vs8) Daddy as I discover more of your grace and 

          ability in me, may I not underutilize any... Amen!                                            

                                          

          your grace upon my life at this very season.                                                                                        

91.  (Matt: 24vs16) Oh God explode your fire of revival in our 

nation, and bring it to my environment through me.

90.  Lord, Jesus, guide my heart and kill my choices that betrays 

92.  (1 Chro: 23vs30) Thank you Jesus for today and I appreciate 

          hands not in the hands of any man or devil.                                                                                                                                                                     

93.  Jesus thank you for my destiny, thank you for it is in your 

94.  Jesus, I hand over my life to you, be my director, direct all my 

             Prayer to break out of family limitations and witness   

          fresh oil, in all sides.                                                                                                                                       

                                              God's control.
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177.  (Isaiah: 48vs17) Oh God teach me 'gain' this year, yes father, 

and teach me profit in my business and profession this year.                                                                          

170.  This year, prepare me and equip me for your second coming, 

Amen!  

                          Prayers for unlimited progress.

174.  (Psalm: 37vs19) Oh God, no matter the happenings of this 

year, never shall I be ashamed.                                                                                                                       

175.  (John: 2vs5) Baba, may I be obedient unto you, to do all you 

asked me to do.

169.  (Rev: 11vs12) My king, because am a product of your church 

may I not miss haven. 

171.  (Rom: 1vs8) Thank you Jesus for all the prayers of the past 

which you have answered.                                

176.  (Acts: 7vs49) I decree as I journey through this year, heaven 

and earth will support and sponsor my moves.                                                                                                       

168. I command all the demonic strategy against the church of God 
to collapse.        

172.   Thank you for all those praying and the answers you granted 

them.                    

173.   (Psalm: 81vs5) Daddy, I pray for every user of this COF, may 

their answers come sooner than expected, Amen!                                                                                               

178.  (Psalm: 107vs16) Any evil road block standing on my way to 

my excellence I get them removed by fire, Amen!                                                                                         

180.  (Acts: 6vs15) Lord Jesus, let my face be clothed with favor. 

Daddy, by favor take me to the channels I never merit and let 

people behold God's grace in my life, Amen!

                                                        

190.  (Psalm: 110vs2) All that defeated me, the previous year I will 

defeat this year, Amen!

179. (Matt: 27vs19) Any programmed dream that rob me my 

testimony I attack you with name of Jesus and I get you 

uninstalled in my world, In Jesus name, Amen!                                          

109.  (Psalm: 92vs12) Oh God, make me as righteous as you 

want and may I experience all the benefit of righteousness.                                                                         

117.   (Psalm: 32vs12) Blessed redeemer, help our nation, Arise 

and rule in every sector and get the wicked humbled.                                                                                     

114.   (Gen: 19vs19) I pray for God's magnification and 

extension of grace upon my life.

120.   (Isaiah: 45vs1) My Father, help your anointed and give 

them more grace (Pray for your pastor and other genuine servants 

of God).                                             

107.  (Psalm: 119vs165) Oh God I invite your peaceful 

atmosphere around all my doings from today.

111.  (1 Sam: 20vs9B) Oh God equip me with strength all 

around, in order to prevail. Father, make me to prevail against 

ancestral limitation, demonic covenants and yokes of the wicked.                                                                                                       

108.  (Psalm: 92vs10) Jesus, exultation belongs to you, therefore 

today I announce exaltation in all areas of my life, Amen.                                                                           

116.   (Luk: 8vs48) Oh My God, this month comfort the faithful, 

heal the mourning and deliver the oppressed.                                                                                                 

118.   (Isaiah: 3vs14) Show your sovereignty upon those that are 

cheated in one direction or other.                                                                                                                         

     Prayers for all round turn around.

119.   (1 King: 12vs2B) Baba, this year, revive the broken homes 

and Daddy by your name I get the demon of divorce arrested.                                                                

                                          

110.  (Prov: 9vs17) Daddy, surprise me with unimaginable 

miracles this year, let me witness your visitation this year, turn my 

life around.                                                 

112.   (James: 4vs6) Oh Lord, do not allow any resistance in my 

direction. Make me flexible to your will and direction, Amen.                                                                      

121.   (Acts: 19vs20) Daddy, bring to pass all you have promised 

me this year through your servants and your word.

113.   (Psalm: 31vs8) Oh God, give me the testimony that will 

shut my enemies and mockers up forever.                                                                                                     

115.   (Isaiah: 29vs19) Jesus Christ, use me to put smile on 

people's faces these seasons
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                Prayers for fruitfulness/proofs and humility.

200. (Exo: 22vs26) Oh merciful father, never shall I experience 

barrenness of any kind, I shall not be barren this year, Amen!                                                                        

202. (2Chor: 7vs11) Oh God all my vision this year, none shall 

escape actualization (mention your vision and put them down).

195. (Psalm: 16vs7) Thank you blessed redeemer for your 

wondrous works; I bless you for your goodness since this year.                                                                                    

193. (Isaiah: 50vs9) Oh Lord God of host help my destiny and my 

life: this year shall be recorded in my biography as my year of 

turn around, Amen!                                

191. (Det: 1vs21)This year I will possess my (mention what you 

need, e.g.: my husband, my wife, my promotion, my 

appointment, my honor, my freedom.. Stuffs like that).

      

                                                                                                                                                                     

197. (Gal: 1vs12) I open my spiritual avenue that enhances 

revelation by fire, Amen!

192. (1 King: 8vs14) Oh God you are my king and I am your child, 

therefore bless me beyond normal, bless me beyond average.                                                          

198.  (Acts: 4vs29) Daddy I take on your boldness to challenge any 

challenge around me this year, Amen!                                                                                                                           

194. (2 Tim: 1vs4) My father my King, even if I will shade tears 

this year let it be tears of joy, Amen!

196. (Gen: 31vs34) My God my father, tonight in my dream, reveal 

to me the next things to do, Amen!                                                                                                                        

199.  (Isaiah: 29vs10) My King, keep my enemies asleep this year, 

Amen!                       

201. Oh God as (I am in/ enter into marriage) the children of my 

choice shall surround my table (Psalm: 113vs9). if you have 

passed delivery stage, then pray for those expecting the fruit of 

the womb.                                                                                                  

214. (Job: 26vs8) Father, enhance my capacity to bear the glorious 

height you will take me this year.                                                                                                                  

211.  (Psalm: 34vs4) I activated the answers to all my prayers in the 

past in Jesus name, Amen!

207.  (Det: 28vs12) May I lend to many nations oh God, and may I 

not borrow, I refuse to borrow but make me a lender by your 

divine mandate.            

209.  (Psalm: 105vs19) I shall not be a victim of negative 

influencers, but I will reach my goal in Christ Jesus, Amen!

203.  (Psalm: 73vs6) Daddy save me from pride spirit and 

arrogance, may I be humble as you bless me this year, Amen. 

     Prayers for God's appreciations and recommendations'                                                                                      

208.  (Prov: 28vs19) Daddy, give me the wisdom to till my ground 

this year and to keep the right company.                                                                                    

210.  (1Chron: 29vs13) Father thank you for the strength to pray, 

thank you for hearing my prayers.                                                                                                              

213. (Psalm: 54vs6) This year my mouth will sing and I will say 

indeed the Lord is good, Amen!                                                                                                                             

205.   (Psalm: 27vs11) Most high God, teach me to conquer, teach 

me how to stand out and how to experience your oil, Amen!                                                                          

215. (Psalm: 138vs8) Merciful father perfect all that concerns me 

this year, Amen!

                                                

216. (1 Peter: 4vs14) Blessed redeemer, I want to standout for your 

glory, push me on.

204.  (John: 4vs7) Father, position me to my place of miracle and 

exploit this season, Amen.                                                        

212. (Psalm: 81vs8) I trigger my testimonies now, in Jesus name, 

Amen!                

206.   (Isaiah: 44vs26) My king, I decree the revival of any 

decayed side of my destiny and glory, Amen!                                                                                                                  
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My God, my Father, while I stray

"Thy will be done."

"Thy will be done."

For friends beloved, no longer nigh,

Or breathe the prayer Divinely taught,

With Thy sweet Spirit for its Guest,

 My God my Father while I stray: Song 1

"Thy will be done."

O teach me from my heart to say,

I only yield Thee what was Thine --

If Thou shouldst call me to resign

Let but my fainting heart be blest

My God, to Thee I leave the rest;

Submissive still would I reply,

What most I prize -- it ne'er was mine:

Though dark my path, and sad my lot,

Let me be still and murmur not,

Charlotte Elliott

What though in lonely grief I sigh

"Thy will be done."

Far from my home in life's rough way,

                                     
"Thy will be done."

all to Him I freely give;

make me, Savior, wholly thine;

All to Jesus I surrender;

fill me with thy love and power;

                  All to Jesus I surrender: Song 2

in his presence daily live.

I surrender all.

take me, Jesus, take me now.

All to Jesus I surrender;

humbly at his feet I bow,

truly know that thou art mine.

O the joy of full salvation!

Glory, glory, to his name!

                                                     

I surrender all, I surrender all,

worldly pleasures all forsaken;

All to Jesus I surrender;

I will ever love and trust him,

now I feel the sacred flame.

All to Jesus I surrender;

Refrain:

all to thee, my blessed Savior,
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Hear, above all, hear Thy Lord,

Hear the victors who o'ercame;

Wait for thy unguarded hours:

Wear it ever, night and day;

Cast thy dreams of ease away;

Thou art in the midst of foes:

All with one sweet voice exclaim,

   Christian seek not yet repose: Song 3

"Watch and pray."

                                    

Gird thy heavenly armor on,

Him thou lovest to obey;

Hide within thy heart His word,

Watch and pray.

Charlotte Elliott

Principalities and powers,

Watch and pray.

Ambushed lies the evil one:

Still they mark each warrior's way;

Mustering their unseen array,

Christian, seek not yet repose,

Watch and pray.

"Watch and pray."

Yea, all I need in Thee to find,

O Lamb of God, I come, I come.

O Lamb of God, I come, I come,

Just as I am, poor, wretched, blind;

Fightings and fears within, without,

   Just as I am:   Song 4

But that Thy blood was shed for me,

Watch and pray.

And that Thou bidst me come to Thee,

Just as I am, though tossed about

O Lamb of God, I come, I come,

With many a conflict, many a doubt,

Sight, riches, healing of the mind,

O Lamb of God, I come, I come.

Pray that help may be sent down:

O Lamb of God, I come, I come.

O Lamb of God, I come, I come,

Charlotte Elliott

Just as I am, without one plea,

 Watch, as if on that alone

Hung the issue of the day;
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[_] 3 Psalms 105-107
[_] 4 Psalms 108-116
[_] 5 Psalms 117-118

[_] 7 Psalms 120-135

      JULY

[_] 6 Psalms 119

[_] 1 Psalms 90-97
[_] 2 Psalms 98-104

[_] 28 Isaiah 29-31

[_] 30 Isaiah 36-38

[_] 9 Psalms 143-150

[_] 22 Isaiah 5-8

[_] 13 Proverbs 14-17

[_] 20 Song of Sol 1-8

[_] 8 Psalms 136-142

[_] 21 Isaiah 1-4

[_] 23 Isaiah 9-12

[_] 31 Isaiah 39-42  

[_] 10 Proverbs 1-4

                                  

[_] 26 Isaiah 22-25

[_] 15 Proverbs 22-24

[_] 25 Isaiah 17-21

[_] 29 Isaiah 32-35

[_] 12 Proverbs 9-13

[_] 17 Proverbs 29-31
[_] 16 Proverbs 25-28

[_] 18 Eccles. 1-6

[_] 24 Isaiah 13-16

[_] 27 Isaiah 26-28

[_] 14 Proverbs 18-21

[_] 11 Proverbs 5-8

[_] 19 Eccles. 7-12

[_] 27 Ezekiel 1-4

[_] 10 Jeremiah 10-12

[_] 28 Ezekiel 5-8

[_] 11 Jeremiah 13-15

 
[_] 1 Isaiah 43-47

[_] 6 Isaiah 64-66

[_] 13 Jeremiah 19-22

[_] 17 Jeremiah 31-32

[_] 23 Jeremiah 49-50

 AUGUST

[_] 25 Lamentations1-2
[_] 26 Lamentations3-5

[_] 9 Jeremiah 7-9

[_] 29 Ezekiel 9-12

[_] 24 Jeremiah 51-52

[_] 18 Jeremiah 33-35

[_] 3 Isaiah 52-56

[_] 5 Isaiah 60-63

[_] 15 Jeremiah 26-27

[_] 19 Jeremiah 36-38

[_] 8 Jeremiah 4-6

[_] 20 Jeremiah 39-41

[_] 22 Jeremiah 45-48

[_] 7 Jeremiah 1-3

[_] 4 Isaiah 57-59

[_] 12 Jeremiah 16-18

[_] 16 Jeremiah 28-30

[_] 2 Isaiah 48-51

[_] 14 Jeremiah 23-25

[_] 21 Jeremiah 42-44

[_] 31 Ezekiel 16-18
                                    

[_] 30 Ezekiel 13-15

   

Are You Washed In The Blood Of The Lamb?

Are You Washed In The Blood Of The Lamb?

Are You Washed In The Blood,

Are You Fully Trusting In His Grace This Hour?
Are You Washed In The Blood Of The Lamb?

Do You Rest Each Moment In The Crucified?

Are You Washed In The Blood Of The Lamb?
Will Your Soul Be Ready For The Mansions Bright,

Have You Been To Jesus For The Cleansing Pow'r?

Refrain:

Are You Washed In The Blood Of The Lamb?
Are You Walking Daily By The Savior's Side?

When The Bridegroom Cometh Will Your Robes Be White

In The Soul Cleansing Blood Of The Lamb?

And Be Washed In The Blood Of The Lamb?

Are Your Garments Spotless? Are They White As Snow?

Are You Washed In Blood Of The Lamb?

                                                   

     Are you washed in the Blood: Song 5

Elisha Hoffman
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   +2348059832893)                                                                              

1) You can contact me personally through (Email: 

Contact Info and how to find CHANNELS OF FULFILMENT

    (Email: channelsoffulfilment@gmail.com or SMS @   

Waliwo: Barr. Uche Obi: +2348037085123                                                                                                       

Nkwere: Bro: Propser: +2348064136750                                                                                                      

3) For Prayers you can call: +2347066085556, +2347039079443

                                                Anambra:

               Head Office of COF, Onitsha Anambra State Nigeria

 Evan: Victor Ezeadichie: +23407061962716

Omoba: Sis: Chidimma Eziama: +2347032229924                                                                                                     

 Evan: David Igweonu: +2348067967468                                                                               

.Evan: Chizuo Okezie: +2347066085556                                                                                                                      

    Chidolueisaac@gmail.com or "SMS Only" @ +2347032970127).                                                                                           

2) Channels of fulfillment contact info for testimony or other inquiries   

 Sis: Chioma Nwabueze: +2347068081401                                                                                                             

Okija: Ifeanyi Ibeh: +2347037243802                                                                                                   

Akpaka: Pst: Dan Ogwo:  +2348023317959                                                                                                                                          

Ibadan: Cynthia Goddy (University Of Ibadan): 2348062235859                                                                                                           

Enugu: (UNEC): Chidolue Hope: +2347039453899 

Akwa Ibom: Bro Ifechukwu Daniel:+2348032392887

USA: Evan. Godisgreat Okeke. 

Asaba: Barr: Uche Obi: +2348037085123                                                                                                                    

Dubai: Bro: Emmanuel: +971563052659   

    

                                                                                                                                                        

Canada: Bro. Ikenna: +1(780) 908-7967 

Indonesia: Bro: Jacob Franklin: +6288212818057                                                                                                            

Lagos: Sis: Chioma: +2347034687446, +2347069111677                                                                                                        

                      International Contacts:( PDF copies only)

Nnamdi Azikiwe University Awka: Sis: Uju: +2348067772111                                                                                                         

Abuja: Sis Chinwedu: +2349097696234.    

[_] 1 Ezekiel 17-19
[_] 2 Ezekiel 20-21
[_] 3 Ezekiel 22-23

 
 SEPTEMBER

[_] 27 Nahum/Habak.
[_] 28 Zeph./Haggai

[_] 17 Daniel 7-8

[_] 7 Ezekiel 32-33
[_] 8 Ezekiel 34-36

[_] 13 Ezekiel 46-48

[_] 20 Hosea 1-7

[_] 29 Zechariah 1-6
[_] 30 Zechariah 7-1

[_] 11 Ezekiel 41-43

                                      

[_] 4 Ezekiel 24-26

[_] 6 Ezekiel 29-31

[_] 10 Ezekiel 39-40

[_] 14 Daniel 1-2
[_] 15 Daniel 3-4

[_] 18 Daniel 9-10

[_] 24 Amos 6-9/Obad.

[_] 5 Ezekiel 27-28

[_] 9 Ezekiel 37-38

[_] 16 Daniel 5-6

[_] 19 Daniel 11-12

[_] 22 Joel 1-3

[_] 12 Ezekiel 44-45

[_] 23 Amos 1-5

[_] 21 Hosea 8-14

[_] 25 Jon.1-4/Mic.1-2
[_] 26 Micah 3-7
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